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MPKCIAL NOTICES.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Feather Beds and Pillows

RENOVATED
BY

—

S'eam Machine Patent at

—

and Botanic Physician

Clairvoyant

Medical Boosts 592 Coegress St.,

PORTLAND, MB.
Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all cfsgs that are given up as incurable by
the allopathic and bomccopathic physicians. 1 will

take their case to treat and cure them. 1 find about
four fifths of the cases given up to die can be cured.
Examination at a distance by letter, with their
cent
full name and place of residence and one
stamp and $z.OO, Examination second eight and
consultation free.
Office iionnt 9

a. m. lo

9 p.

m.

myTsntf

IF YOU WANT
A Fine Job of Prew-iug, have your
ment)* 1’lea lined or Dyed nt

§(.,
No Ripping Required. Kid Gloves Cleansed ev
ery day.
aprllsneodtf

SCHOOL,

The Fairy L«md Drama "Cinderella” and
the
Chinese Song will be
The magnificent
rep aid
loau exhibition will be coutiuued with added
atiraetioi'.F. ice Cream, etc.
Admission to all departments 26cts., Children
15ctgmay 23d It

i«W fNMoWUE Gilt

USTEBR

BIODEFORDS VS PORTLANDS,
SATURDAY,
MAY 23,
Portland Base Ball Grounds.

Uarne
my

called at 3 p.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS.
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.50 a
paid in advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements Inserted in the “Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1.00 per square for iirst insertion
year- if

and 60 cents per square for each
tion.
Address ail communications to

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

WEATHER

Bl

OU SKATING PARLOR,
Largest and Best in the City,
Open A tier noon and F veiling.
MUSIC EVERY EVENING.
Ladies 10c.
f

jAfterD00n-

|£g

l Evening.
20c.
BERT C. WHITTIER. Manager.

__

may33dtf

The

BY
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BY THE
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CITY

HALL,

22

MUSIC BY CHANDLER.

ST.

EXCHANGE

myl8

snlw*

“CARPET BEfiiSTby”mwrT
—

Fob erf*

AT

Ticltots 50 Cents.

BAND CONCERT

PORTLANDTHEATRE.

Dye Hounc aud Carpet Beating

PREBLE ST., opposite Preble House. All carpets Thoroughly Aired by Powerful exhaust
fans, and steam renovated by patent steam attach13

Monday

at

—

—

MaGHIGONN

LIZZIE

ULMER,
appear Monday Evening, in the New
England Domestic Comedy Drama, entitled

wlio will

GIRL
‘

1

Manufacturer**’ Agent**,

sntf

Prices. 76, 50 and 35 cents.
mences

Friday, May

22.

Oi»K2ST

NO. 528 CONGRESS ST.,
Opp.
for

the head of Casco Street,

Fish Market, we are
ready t > furnish all kinds of
our

x^XiSrjo:
in its season, in the freshest order
and at moderate prices.

Block,

mj’21

d3t

FANCY NEW CROP

Barbadoes Molasses.
34

iSfiSSIS:

SKATE CHEl
JO CENTS.
P. S. The management reserve the right to refuse all objectionable partieg.
dec31dtf
C. H. KN OWL ION. Manager.

FALMOUTH SKATIWG RI*fto,
Cor.

May aud ftauforiia Sts.

A t

and

rnoon

Evening.

The best of music always in attendance.
Admission: Afternoons, Gents 10 cts., Ladies
10 cents, skates free. Evenings, Gents 3 6 c s, Ladies 1*> cts. Skate Checks 10 cts. The management
reserves the light of admission to all
objectionable
parties.
W. DeWOLFE, Manager.
may7dtf

TIEBEES,

Carp Schooner Boobie Godfrey,
FOR

SALS

SATURDAY, May 23d. at 2.30 p. in., we
shall sell the John Bolin stock of
groceries,
&c., No. 76 Middle street consisting of a general
slock of Teas. Tobaccos, Coffee, Spices, Canned
Goo s, Extracts, and such goods as are usually kept
in a first-class store; also all Store Fixtures,
Scales,
stoves. Show Cases. &c., tfc. By order of H. R. Sargent, Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of Court.
E. B. KAlLEi & CO., Auctioneers.
my21
<13t

ON

CO.,
Auctioneers anl Comm ssion Merchants.

30 1IARBF.CS,

F.

marl 4

dtf

FINANCIAL,

eOll« k TOMLINSON,
311,313 and 315 Commercial St.

dtf

F. O. PIERCE & CO.’S

PHI

BOUSE sm

23 o isr x> &
Rockland.Gb & 4s.
No. Pacific Gold.6s
Anson.
4b

Bath.Ge S 4s
Maine Central. .7s 4 Ea
P. &0. R. R.Ga

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

WO. 194

January 1.1884.

STREET, Portland.
Janldtf

~
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OVERUSED
»
■
These Paints
are composed of the best Zine and
Lead pigments, ground in Pure Lin•

Every package is sold under our positive guarantee of purity, and to repaint any job upon which it
has been used and failed to do good service.
If not for sale in

agents,
mar24eod3m

your town send to our wholesale
61. II. X1AV A- NON,

Portland,

TO TH£

Life

fn§urance,

PUBLIC.
We shall be ready to receive orders at our

ASSETS,

FORK.

$104,000,000.

W. D. LITTLE, iffl-ni.
aprl'dtf

We have made a

specialty of this

['excellent SHOE for ItOYS’
Jj W EAR for ycirw. We make
5/ nothing1 el.- and

C.

H.

LAWSON,

201 MIDDLE ST,
BICYCLbS A TltlCYCJL*
Agent tor the Columbia, Standard, Expert Vic*
tor. Ideal and Challenge, also all the best English
makes Radge, Yale, Sanspareil and the American
and Kudge-Safety. (i.b« latter machine being the
lightest and easiest running of its class/, suitable for
the timid and elderly. Second hand machines taken in exchange for new.
ap3d&w3m

LOOK AT

THIS!~

Gorham Village
offering for sale one of
the finest situations for a Suuim -r and other
House of 1G
boarding house that can be found.
watrooms with tine halla and verandas, excellent
6 horses, tine garden with excellent
er, stable for
fruit trees. Can show farms and buildings at great
bargains. G. 1). WEEKS, Real Estate Agent and
Auctioneer.
Gorham. May J 5,
T

>
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188o._maylld3w»

591 Congress St.,

THURSDAY,

mar 10

eoatim

Fall.
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listened to by a large and interested audience. Fine music was furnished
by Dinsmore’s orchestra of Waterville.
The
judges for awarding prizes are Professors
was

The order of exer-

Ride.Miller

Henry Fletcher of Newport, N. H.
Middlerib’s Experiment.Burdette
Emery B. Gibbs of North Livermore.
0 bo Revelation of the Scarlet Letter_Hawthorne
Charles E. Goodale of Waterville.
Liv„r Rose... ....Boyesen
Mary E. Farr of Waterville.
Musio.
Quicksands.Victor Hugo
Benjamin P. Holbrook of Hallowell.
Light in Darkness.Phinney
Wilfred J. Meader of Augusta.

Sleep..
Pledge

......Saxe
Charles H. Pepper of Waterville.
with Wine.Anon
Lillian Fletcher of Newport, N. H.

Musio.
Experience with European Guides.Mark Twain
James A. Pulsifer of Auburn.
The Pilot’s Story.Howells
Walter B. Suckling of Moscow.
The Hero of the lower.C'arleton
John F. Tilton of Sidney.
The First Settler’s Story
.Carleton
Alice E. Sawtelle of Waterville.
Music.
Rockland Infanticide Case*
Rockland, May 22—The coroner’s jury investigating the case of infanticide here finished thoir session today, and find that the infant
was the child of Georgia Auspland, born alive
The

May 12, 1885; that Mrs. Emiline Auspland was
present at the birth and death; that the child
B tme to its death at Rcckland on said 12th day
of May by an effusion of blood upon the brain
caused by concussion, and that said violence
was inflicted by some person or persons to the
jury unknown, and the jury recommend that
the county attorney take snch measures as he
may deem proper to bring the murder or murderers to j ustice.
Wilbert N. Auspland, who
has been in custody on suspicion of murder of
the

child,

has been discharged.
Franklin County Pedagogues.

Df the Franklin County Educational Association opened in Normal Hall this afternoon,
President J. A. Norton in the chair. About
forty enrolled members are president, besides
normal students and spectators.
An address
Df welcome was delivered by I. W.
Merrill,
trustee of the Normal School, and a response
by the president of the association.
C. F.

Warner, of the Normal faculty, read a paper
an “Whatsciences should
ba taught in common schools, and in
what manner,” whioh
was discussed at length by M. W.
Lovejoy of

‘On wbat may a teacher teach outside text
looks.”
The discussion was opened by D. H.
Knowlton. Prof. Harper presented a paper on
tchooi discipline. Prof. Phillips read a paper
>a school appliances needed in common schools
ind bow to obtain them. In the
evening Prof.
address on “What is a well
jaiauced course of study in common schools,”
followed by a social reuuion.
an

.,.

,v.,,

The new board of examining surgeons for
pensions for KeDnebec county was organized
last Wednesday by the election of Dr.
George
E. Bricsott, president; Dr. Geo. W.
Martin,
secretary, and Leander J. Crooker, treasurer,
Dr. Lapham, the former treasurer, and Dr.
Webster, the former secretary, having been removed.
BRUNSWICK.
A council was called at Brownville on the
19th inst. in reference to the organization of a
chnrcb and ordination of a pastor,
composed
sntirely of Welshmen, 42 in number. Rev. J.
E. Adams of Bangor was chosen
moderator,
and Rev. Wm. G. Mann of Monsou scribe. The
preliminary statements, examination and inquiries were made and considered. Rev. Richard W. Jenkins acted as interpreter.
BETHEL.

Amos L. Millelt & Co,
591
u>ay20

Congress St.

tM t

AO rthwestercT

Mutual Life Insurance Co.,
MILWAUKEE,
Assets,
liabilities,
Surplus,

W1S.

$22,528,970
17 051,114
4,897,8 >0

ASSENTS WANTED. Addrees

CEO. A.

or

apply

to

MILLS, (M Agent,

19 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.,
may22

Old

Portland,
and

Me.

eodlw

valuable pic*
tures and min-ror frames
repaired and re-gilded, at
110 Exchange 8t, Portland,
Me.
KOCHE & EATON.
»Pr22
d3m

Forest fires are doing ainoh damage in Bethel. Wednesday, the farm
buildings of John
Farwell wero in great danger, and the bells of
the village, two miles away, wero
rang. Large
numbers of citizens repaired to the scene of
danger, and by great exertion saved the buildin?!. Much valuable timber land has been
bntned over.
OAKLAND.
i lie wife of Simon Coyle of
Oakfield, was
recently taken violently insane and made repeated attempts to commit suicide by hang:ngf
a. d cutting her throat, she also
made numerous efforts to kill her twin babes.
SOLON,
Mr. Ephraim Stevens, a well-to-do farmer
living anont one-half mile east of Solon village, committed suicide, Tuesday forenoon.
He was perfectly well in the
morning and ate
his breakfast as regularly as usual, and went
out of the house; being absent
longer than
usual, search was made for him, but he could
not be found. It seems be left the house
and
weut across the fields to another road
where
he selected a tree and barged
himself, where
he was discovered by a man who was returning from the village shortly afterward.
The
cause of the deed was unknown.
WISCASSET.
The Lilliputian notes a remarkable instance
in Wiscasset—a
family of thirteen children,
ail living; the circle of brothers and sisteis
never having been broken
by death, although
all have arrived to years of
maturity, their
average age being over fifty years.
IN GENERAL.
in

DUVJ.I1D

It is said that the granges in this State are
better condition for work than ever before.

The county meetings have given the

move-

maintained in the former instructions that the
children born abroad to American citizens were
subject, when in the country of their birth, to such

u

allegiance as the country imposed upon them. It is
now maintained, in
conformity with the present
tendency of international law, that such children
inherit their father’s citizenship as well as his domi-

It was maintained that declaration of intenby itself does not confer citizenship. This is
soneidered true as to citizenship in its full sense
But it is now maintained that when there is domlsile in the United States (residence with intention
to remain permanently) this,
by itself, even without a declaration of intention, confers a title to
government protection as to all rights which are
given by the law of nations to.domieile. In other
words, as by the law of nations, personal status as
:° legitimacy, to
guardianship, to marriage and to
lescent of personality,|is determined by domicile,
.he status thus conferred will be
recognized and
supported by the diplomatic representatives of the
Dnited States. It had been
previously declared
:bat the act of Congress
validating all marriages
before a consul abroad by parties entitled to
marry
jy the laws of the Dit trict of Columbia applies to
ill marriages abroad by citizens of the United
states. It is now held in accordance with the ruing® of the courts that this statute applies only to
-he marriage of persons domiciled in the District of
Columbia or in the Territories. This
brings the
.nstructions to our consuls and diplomatic
reprelentatives abroad in harmony with tue
present adof the courts, ,both at home and abroad.
It relieves marriages abroad from the restrictions
supposed to be imposed by the statute of the Dia:rict of Columbia, and the solemnization of such
Damages is made to depeu 1 ou the law of the
lountrj of solemnization. But the restrictions of
he law of the country of sole nization are held
lot to apply when such
country is semi-civilized, or
vhen, as is now generally the ease on the Coutiieiit of Europe, the law of such
country uoea not
)y its owu limitations apply to the marriage of
:oreianers. in such cases the law governing the
narriages abroad of American citizeus domiciled in
particular Slate is the law ot eauh .state.
cile.
tion

judications

AN EXTRAORDINARY LEAP.

unfavorably.

Woman In Englnud Beats Odium's
Becord.
New York, May 22. The Herald, in connection
with the Odium
tragedy, prints the following
from the Bristol, England, Times and Mirror of
May 9th:
A

PEACE

PROPOSALS.

Pouadmakcr Neuds iu a Flag of Truce.
Montreal, May 22 —Ponndmaker has sent
in a flag of truce asking on what terms he can
surrender. He will give up the captured learnsters, two women and a priest.

May 22.—F, X

A woman leaped from Clifton
suspension bridge
246 feet frr m high water, but strange to
*ay did not meet with her death.
The occurrence
Kick place at 12 30 o’clock, at which hour she was
leen by several
to
fall
from
the bridge to
persons
-he mud on the Clifton side of
the river near the
water, which was receding at about half tide. Three
neu who were near at once weut to her aid and
wrought her to the bank and took her into a refresh
nent room.
Extraordinary to relate the woman
ivas alive and conscious.
She was able to reply to
juestions put to her, and stated that her name was
iarah Ann Henley. She was taken to an
imfirmary
vbere she was examined by the medical staff and
.lien transferred to one of the wards.
Her condi-ion was found to be
critical, for, besides receiving
shock to the system, she sustained other
injuries.
L’he probability is that she will
succumb, but there
8 a possibility that she
may recover.

pe9terday,

Lemiend, M.

P. P.
ana Charles Fitzpatrick the advooate who
fignred so conspicuously in obtaining a reprieve for
Madame Baatel the bay of St. Paul murderess, who is now iu Kingston psnitentiarv has
been retained as counsel to defend Riel in his
coming trial in the Northwest, they having
beeii sent for by a prominent French Canadian gentleman in the province who
is a great
friend of Riels’ and who has volunteered to
meet all excuses incurred by the counsel in defense.

Democrats

RUMORS.
will

Secure

Their

Fads

by Reorganizing the Civil Net-vice
Commission.
New Yobk, May 23.—The Evening Post’s
Washington special says: There are some indications that an effort will be made to secure
the reorganization of the civil Bervice commisdon. Western politioiansjsay there ought to be
;wo pronounced Democrats and one R»r>abli:an on the board. The matter has p ob
bly
sot yet been called to the attention of the
President.

RECORD OF FIRES.
Forest Fires iu Michigan.
Newbury, May 22.—The forest fires above
here have broken out with renewed fury, and
ilong the south side of the Detroit, Mackinac
tud Marquette railroad, they are burning with
great fierceness, and back of that,place fo-esta
jre a perfect mass of flames, and
eight buildings have already been homed. The town of
Dollarville just beyond Newbury is threatened
with entire destruction. A gang of men are
iut fighting fires.
The Ciucinua i Horror.
22.—Last night, the boy
who could give an authentic account of the
irigin of the fire in the Snliivan printing
souse on Sixth street yesterday, was found
by
the coroner’s clerk at his house. The
boy,
whose name is John Myers, ran from the
Building at the very beginning of the fire, to a
frag store, where his wounds were dressed and
Lheu he went homeHe Bays he was sent
lovrn to the first floor to gat two gallons of benand
on
tine,
going np to the second floor, as he
was passing along a
narrow, dark Dassage be
itambied and strnck the can against a
press
standing in the passage and broke the glass,
,he benzine flamed out, and as the
pressman
liad a gaslight burning, an explosion almost
instantly followed. Myers was saturated with
benzine, which took hre, and he ran toward
-he stairway where he extinguished the flames
Jn his person, and ran down to a
drug store as
tbove stated.
Miss Mamie Shepherd, who
from the
jamped
,hird story of Sullivan’s
printing establishnent yesterday, daring the
fire, and was
:aught on a tarpaulin and thought not fatally
injured, died today.
Miss Emma Pinchbeck,
who was saved by means of a
rope, had her
lands so terribly burned it is
thought she
nust lose her right forearm.
The other peltons injured are doing well.

Cincinnati, May

ALABAMA CLAIMS.
-—

A f.arge Number of Cases Dismissed.
Washington, May 22.—The Court of Commis*
doners of Alabama Claims concluded
yesterday a
peremptory call of all of the cases remaining for
»rial on its docket. The call was
under an order ismed Feb. 22d last,
reciting tliat by reason of the
aear approach of the
time when the powers of the
jourt should terminate
by limitation of law it was
ibsolu'ely necessary that all cases not disposed of
jy May 20tb, should bo called in the order of their
locket numbers, aud each and
every one of the
be
reported ready for trial, and
S?
}be“
aud
submitted hb soon thereafter as
in regular course, under
rdn nf fn?ma re. reHChe‘.!
a*Y* bual dismissal. Under the

{r.wi£frtSIIiPdv?te

r
e 74
aw"
byrebel

of

1 for direct darncruisers, involving a total
amount of nearly
$48tp.00u, being found incomProof- wa® dismissed, and 107 cases of
;
Puifl ^gniust risk of denWn™
cruiseiS involving a total amount
.r
also dismissed for like rea*eayes 1972 cases, many of them
iu
on the trial docket of
te,m exPires by limitation on the
uextin order to comply with
b'cation of aU tbo judgments
to
(f State, tube by bim
of tbe Treasury for paybave to discontinue tbe hearthirty days before its final adi8 consequently, at present,
that
one thousand cases will
.emain unadjudicatednearly
when the court expires.
w

nf^if»Ut8t^fned
.S?

S2Il?J.SnrS}5f
Thu°2t?iVwere
8ll.n

,charact°r,
'}i«,Cn? iw?°Je
1u,a ?S“,b0r
end?™d
ti?«CT
Secrotary
wHfbSi
Wli

innrnn^f8 at.!?a8t
aii*°?i

The Natiouol Commercial Convention.
Atlanta, Ga., May 22.—-The National Conuser5ial Convention
jester day adopted resolutions de-

.tb*t the internal
ab°9shed; also
®!Jl,lbo
tb6

tobacco
revenue tax
resolutions recommend
national department of
on

establishment of a
Congress; and favoring
the

liberal appro-

improvement of* the Mississippi
^atlon*for convention
sine die last

light

JH.B.KKJ.B.UHjC3

ABROAD.

New Yobk, May 22 —There was some undue irritation in Gen. Grant’s throat last
night,
attended by frequent attempts to clear the
surfaces of mneons. These efforts farther irritated the parts, and the General being apprehensive of a wakeful night suggested that
Dr. Douglass remain through the night, which
he did. When the doctor left this morning ho
said
the
General’s apprehensions proved
groundless, for he slept at 11.30 last night and
continued to sleep until 4 o’clock this morning,
after which he slept at intervals until 8.30 this
forenoon. At that time he awoke with little if
any pain. The doctor thought the east winds
and raw, chiily weather affected the General

Haw the

BIN U

Important Action by the State Department
Washington, May 22.—Important action has
been taken by the Department of State
modifying
in the following respects the instructions sent
by it
to its diplomatic representatives abroad. It was

GEN. GRANT.

Quebec,

of New-

ol'f the Bank*

The Late Ex Secretary Freliughuysen.
New York, May 22,-The family of the
late ex-Secretary Frelinghnysen make no secret of the fact that the first serious illness of
the judge was due to aconite, that in some unacccu.: ;able way was bottled with the mineral
water that he used, and Dr. Lincoln of Washington says that there was enongh left in the
bottle to kill fonr men.
Newark, N. J., May 22.—The pall bearers
at ex-Secretary of State Frelinghnysen’s fnneral which will take place at 2 p. m. tomorrow
will be Amzi Dodd, Courtland, Vt., Parker
Edwards’ H. Wright, A. Tennington Whitehead, H. Newton Conger, Anthony O. Keasby,
Thomas N. McCarter, Geo. A. Halsey, Thomas T. Kinney of Newark, Admiral
Rodgers, [J,
S. N., Hon. Geo. M. Robeson of New Jersey.
Hon. Geo. F. Edmonds of Vermont, Hon.
John R. McPherson of New Jersey, Hon.
Beujamin Harris Brewster, Hon. Hamilton
Fish of New York and Hon. Rynier H. Veght
of New Jersey.
Ex-President Arthur and
members of his cabinet and a number of foreign ministers will attend the funeral.

Mile of Hillside Slowly
Sliding on the Fort Wayne Railroad.
Pitt.bubo, Pa., May 22.—A hillside) for a
quarter of a mile along the Fort Wayne Kailroad at Aguew, ten miles from the city, is
sliding at the rate of foar feet an hour. Ten
or twelve houses and the
railroad track itself
are in danger of being pushed
into the river
before tomorrow night. The Fort Wayno company has a large force of men at work, bat so
far they have been unable to arrest the land
slide, and they fear tonight it will be impossible to do so.
The rains of today have loosened the earth
still more, and inmates of houses are
preparing
to leave for safer places.
Kecent rains and
thawing of the ground caused a large amount
of water to collect near the top of
the hill,
which thoroughly soaked the hill and it began
to come down this afternoon. The slide is
very
deep, not being mereiy from the surface. Trees
are
being moved! bodily, roots and all, and
threatens demolition to all below.
Quarter of

REFORM

Farmington, May 22.—The spring meeting

of oneratinv.
The hnarJ will mact
state House today at 11 o’clock a. m.

MAY 21.

COMMERCE

The Committee of Senators’ Meeting in
New York Yes erday.
New York, May 22—The Senate committee on inter state commerce met again at the
5th Avenue Hotel today. Geo. R. Blanchard,
formerly vice presideut of the Erie railroad
addressed the committee for two hours.
He
spoke in favor of a just discrimination in rates
aud against the nnjnst discrimination.
He
favored pooling and a United States railroad
commission. He contended that there were
already too many railroads,and that new roads
sboula not be built unless as a necessity.
James H. Seymour of the Mercantile Exchange favored the appointment of a commission representing the mercantile, railroad,agricultural, financial, manufacturing and labor
interests. Ex-Mayor Edson told the Senators
that merchants desired a uniform bill of lading with power of enforcement in all states,
and a uniformity of rates before all else.
President Herrick of the Produce Exchange
expressed the opinion the government should
manage the railways. The Produce Exchange
Mr. Herrick said, was thoroughly opposed to
the rebate and drawback system.
Henry I. Poor, editor of Poor’s Railway
Manual, argued that railroads should bo let
alone to work out their own salvation.
The
government; he maintained should mind its
own
business
of acting as Bort of
police in preventing corporations from cutting
each others throats. There were on the statute books laws enough to control railroads if
they were enforced.

A

Waterville, May 22.—The Freshman prize
reading took place in the Baptist church this
evening, and

STATE

BIG LAND SLIDE.

uer

W< respectfully a'-k the indulgence of our patrons for a few
days. Al ter that time we shall be
fully settled and ready to give our
usual attention to business.

Watches, Clocks,Charts
NAUTICAL. INSTRUMENTS
Bud a full line of Eye Glasses, Spectacles, Spy, Marine and Tourists’ Glasses, Linen Testers, heading
and Magnifying Glasses, Goggles, Eye Shades etc.
Personal attention given to watch repairing, and
a record kept of the runuing of ail line watches.
IRA BERRY, JR.,
48 Exchange St.

Fair

A UGU5TA.

produce por7 feet ion of fit, comfort, good
1
(style, and the best wearing

boot that is made. Cost no more
than is generally charged for ordinary shoes, and will save 60
per cent, in wear. Nocorns.no
bunionB. Any dealer content with a fair profit will
confirm what we sav. Give them a trial, and von will
be a permanent friend of THE SOLA K TIP.
Beware of Imitation*called by names so nearly
like Solar Tip kb to deceive. Trade mark and “John
Mundeli- <fc Oo.”
-ill is on sole of each paic

Cloudy

Iciear

S
—

Clear
FauClear

The Governor and Council meet the 2Gth
.nst. in Augusta.
Dr. A. G. Youog, secretary of
the State
Board of Health, has arrived in Augnsta, and
will commence his duties at once. He Las just
returned from New Hampshire, where he went
to consult the seoretary of the board in that
State relative to health matters and the man-

Mutual Life Insurance Co.
•

SW Clear
N
E
S
W
SE

ning.
V»-rj/v.wixx

Purington gave

be sure to look into System and Advantages of the Endowments and five
year distribution plan of tbe old

OF NEW

73

Clm Clear
Clm Clear
E
Clear

tfterncon there was an increased attendance,
4 paper was read by Mrs. Love M. Ameg

Me.

ifMWtWTste

x6
x6
x6
x4
x4
xl2
x3

Cloudy
Clm Fair
S
HyRain

New Sharon and others.
A paper on arithmetic and reading was read by L. A. Norton
if Kingfield, followed by discussion.
In the

seed Oil to the consistency to use under
the brush.
Their great fineness and

density of body forms a firm glossy surface, more
durable and permanent in color than can be
produced by anv process of hand mixing.

29.88
29 64
29.64

Omaha, Nebr.|29.86
x Rise!

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
O. BAILEY,
C. W. ALLEN

BY
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29.97
29.96

29.88
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Cloudy

S

to

said that Saxton will refuse to restgn, ou the
ground that there are no charges whatever
against him, either in efficiency or offensive
partisanship. It is understood tnat be will be
given until Jane 15th to comply with the secretary’s reanest. Major Saxton was an officer
in the army during the war, and is a brother
of Gen. Rufus Saxton, U. S. A.
Minor Matters.
Hon. S. S. Cox qualified today, and will
leave New York for Turkey abont June 17th.
The examination of candidates for the naval
academy has been concluded aud not more
than 25 oat of a class of 77 will be admitted.

The
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Milwaukee, Wis..
St. Louis, Mo_
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Kit Carson’s

Groceries, Store Fixtures, Ac., by Auction

John Loveitt & Co.

N. Y.... 30.00

Alpena, Mich. 30.00
Chicago, Ills. 29.96
Duluth. Minn. 29.96
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Mlorer Bros.’
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Jacksonville,
Savannah, Ga.29.98
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An assignment for the benefit—
not of our creditors but—of our
customers, old and new, liavios
been nuine by tbe Muyoi and Al»

69
66
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74
72
68
61
49
62
44
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76
70
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29.99
Fla. 29.97
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Smith, Elder and Warren.
cises was as below:

TUESDAY EVENING,
The most interesting play ever written,

M. k JEWfiLL & GO.,
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Strictly Hand Made from
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fountllnnd.
Quebec May 22.—The hark Brilliant,which
arrived here last night trom Pore Grand, had
on board the crews of the Dark
Bayard from
Drobak for tho Metis, and of the steamer
Mary Louisa of Newcastle, from New York for
Liverpool. Capt. Audreaen, of the hark Bavard, states that he left Drobak April 4th. At
midnight of the 6th of Mav, the vessel ran into
the ice pear the banks of Newfoundland. She
was completely surrounded
by heavy ice and
icebergs. The crew remained on board the
vessel until Tuesday afternoon, when the icebergs smashed in her port aide. They then
took to the boats and went on the ice, barely
escaping with their lives, and saving nothing
whatever.
They remained three days and
three nights on the ice. All the provisions
they were able to save was a bag of bread, and
this, becoming wet, added to tbeir misery.
Sunday they came oat of the ice and took to
the boat, and palled westward in a thick fog.
After about two hours they heard a steamer’s
whistle, and palled alongside the vessel, which
proved to be the Mary Louisa. They were taken aboard and the
captain stated that his vessel had struck the ite sometime before, and she
was then
An hour later the
leaking badly.
Mary LouiBa began to sink, when both crews,
numbering 36, left the 6teamer in three boats,
and proceeded west
again. Monday morning,
May 11th, the weather became clear, and they
sighted the bark Brilliant, bonnd for Qaebec.
She immediately hove too and took all hands
on board,
bringing them to this port.

Keriga.
Washington, May 22.—Secretary Manning
has called for the resignation of Major S. Willard Saxton, of Massachusetts, chief of a division of the firBt comptroller’s office. It is

MAINE.

all *ea*on*of the year.

iTWijonWmii

England

Tough Experience*

Pensioa Matters.
The Secretary of the Treasury today issued
warrants for the payment of about §5,000,000
on account of pensions.
It is estimated that
the total nayments on this account for the
month
will
amount
to about $10,000,present
000.
Will Ketuse

MAY

IN THE ICE.

WASHINGTON.

Engagement of the Universal Favorite,

ments.

Carpet* Cleansed
aprll

FBOftT8 TO 9

O’CLOCK.
my 18dtd

—

Boom*,

New

Philadelphia .3u.08
Washmgtoa,D. C. 30.06

MONDAY EVENING, MAY 25.
I
SAVING_GOVERNORS

Come and Investigate.

for

meteorological retort.

—

lontgomerj Guards,

SI, EE MAN’S

m

indications

cloudy weather and occasional rain, southerly
winds, stationary tempeiature in southern portion, slightly warmer in northern portion, and
lower barometer.
[11.00 P. M.]

—

15 Tfi 40 PER SENT.,

INDICATIONS.
Washington, May 23.

Gas Bills DRILL and BALL
REDUCED

inser-

Admission 25 cts.

m.

ADMISSION

subsequent

an impetus aud
aroused an enthusiasm
which has dispelled all doubts in the minds of
the most skeptical of its members as to its future prosperity and usefulness.

ment
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FOSTERS FOREST CTY DYE HOUSE,
13 Preble
Opp. Preble House.

—

Clontinnc Saftnriiny Afternoon anil
Eve dug.

is not

DR. E. B. REED,

OF THE

FIRST UNiVEBSALIST SUNFAY
W ill

It
safe to use beds after sickness until 1 hoy
been renovated by steam.
aprllsneodtt

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,

THE GRAND FAIR

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE, 13 Preb'e street.
have

PORTLANC, RATURIJAY MORNING,

adjourned

THE OLD WORLD.
Typhus Raging in the Italian Army.
Rome. May 22.—The number of deaths from
yphus is increasing among the Italian troops now
Massowah on the Red Sea and the
urge the recall of the expedition.
The Anglo-Russian Difficulty.
London, May 22.—The correspondence which
1 look place between Col. Zakrjenski, of Gen. Komiroff’s staff, and Capt. Yates, of Sir Peter Lums"
len’s staff, respecting the Afghan situation at the
ime of the PeDjdeh incident is now made public,
t shows among otner things that on the same
day
i hat Col. Zakrjenski accepted Capt. Yates’in vita,

tationed at
t&lian press

1

ion to

1

losing outposts

collation at which the situation of the opwas to be discussed, Gen. Komarif sent an ultimatum to Naib Salor, commander of
! he
forces.
This ordered Naib Salor to
Afghan
withdraw all his troops to the right bank of the
1 Cushk rivei'. The ultimatum coi eluded in these
rords: “There will oe neither negotiations nor ex1 danations on the subject, and you are too intelli;ent and sharp sighted to compel me to see to the
ulff llment of this demand.”
Naib Salor replied
hat he had consulted with Capt. Yates and was
*ouud io obey the Ameer. Gen. Komarotf rejoined
Dsisting that a compliance with the terms ot his
iltimatum was necessary to preserve the peace. He
rarned Naib Salor against heeding the
empty
ouuseis of others and concluded
thus: “The
hoice between friendship and enmity rests with
ou.” After the battle which followed this interourse between Gen.
Ivomaroff and Naib Salor,
Japt. Yates wrote to Col. Zakrjenski, soliciting
irotection and offering the services of an English
loctor.
a

London, May 22.—The

latest

advices

'leaned state that the British Afghan frontier
mission have marched toward Perwana Pass,
lerat.

from
comnear

Simla, India, May 22.—British officers have arlved at Herat. They were
warmly welcomed by
he inhabitants. The officers report that the fortittations of Herat are stronger than
they had supposed they were.
London, May 22.—A great deal

aused

of comment

was

by the absence from their places on the
pening of the House of Commons this afternoon
f three members of the
Cabinet, ». ho were expect*
d to answer certain questions on the
papers. These
iimsters »re: Chamberlain, President ol the Board
——vv..v»

vUv

IfUVUf UI

.ancaster; and Sir Chas. Dilke, President of the
socal Government Board.
It is reported that M. de Giers has
protested
gainst the Ameer’s defensive preparations, which
tussia regards as
menacing. A despatch from St.

etersburg says:

It is stated that Mr. Gladstone
refused to refer the
Afghan dispute to the
ung of Denmark, and has asked Kussia to choose
ome other aroitrator.
ias

Sebastapol, May 22.—A battalion of engineers
ias arrived and set to work
the fortifioat lona here. The completion extending
of the ironclads on the
( •ocks is
being hastened.
Upper Congo Country.
Paris, May 22.—The French Societe Geograpliio
1 ias received news from the
Upper Congo that a
1 arge Mahomedau
population inhabiting that re1 ion, excited
The

probably by stories of El Mahdi’s sucess, have resolved to assert their claims to ihe
entre of Africa. The immediate
occasion of this
xtraordiuary movement is said to have been the
M. Stanley’s ivory expellion. This expedition and the
convoy guarding
were commanded
by an agent of the interuaoual Association. Instead of
descending the Congo
ver with its valuable
collection of ivory to Manley
ooi ana Vivi, the
expedition proceeded under the
roiecnon of a .poweriui Arab chief named
Tipu
.aib eastwards to reach Zanaibar.
Tipu Taib had
tot known of the
existence of ivory fluids in the in
erior until he saw
proofs of it in the rich stores
atlierea by this
expedition, and as soon as he had
ischarged his task as escort and learned all he
ouiu he raised a powerful
army and proceeded into
he interior.
Storks about El Mahdi and his ex'Ui8i©u of the English from the Soudan are
supowed to have be*-n carried to the turbulent
Malommedans by Tipu Taib and |it is fetred that
they
nay make it very difficult for the International
Lliican Association to carry out the
projected woik
establishing a free sta e of Congo. Tipu Taib’s
rmy is exceedingly strong. Ihree thousand of his
pullers, it is saia, are armed with modern rifles,
ml this a«
ray, the report states, is now advancing,
aakmg its wav by pillage and massacre. 'I ipu Taib
■as proclaimed the
Congo as teniiory belonging to
he Sultan of Zanzibar and has
announced his inBULion to suppress ail opposition t this claim.

of,S,wiry

French I.vgmlntivr Matters.

Paris, May

22.—The Senate
yesterday, in spit®
f tho opposition of Premier
Briseou adopted, by a
t0 121» au amendment to the scrutin de
k!
iste bi.l,
excluding foreigners from population
urns for eiectiou
purposes.

rhe DiffereacvH

ish

Developed in

the Brit-

Uabioet.
London, May 22.—The Daily News believes that
t he differences
developed in the cabinet may hav®
Xtuy. that Mr. Chamberlain
j ■pgrtnndti.
ndbir Charles Dilke are opposed to the renewal
I f the crimes act, unless it be
accompanied by tho

PRICE THHEE CENTS.
liberal measure for local government. They also
object to the precedence given the land purchase
bill, although they agree to its principles. A reconciliation will probably be effected by deciding
to renew the crimes act for one year, thus leaving
the new Parliament to decide whether coercion acts
shall form part of the regular administration of

Ireland.

Honae of Kords.
London, May 22.—In the Honse of Lords last
night the Eari of Kimberly, secretary of state for
India.denied that Russia demanded to have an
ageut at Cabal, or required England not to interfere with the affairs of Afghanistan.
Detention of the Guard* in Egypt.
London, May 22.—The Daily News, in an editorial, says that the retention of the Guards in
Egypt does not imply any hitch in the negotiations
with Russia, which are making favorable progress.
It was decided long ago, the News asserts, to hold
the Guards in Egypt until the Afghan question was
definitely settled.
Cable Notes.
It is stated that Prince Bismarck is advising England to confine her protection of Egypt to the control of Kgs piian finances, and to assist Germany’s
colonizing enterprises in eastern Africa.
Queen Victoria and the Prince of Wales have
written to the archbishop of Canterbury, thanking
the revisers of the Old Testament for their arduous
labors.
In the

A

grand review of 14,000 native troops of Nepaul, who have been preparing for active service in
the event of a war with Russia, occurred yesterday.
The sub-committee of the Suez Caual Commission has concluded its sittings at Paris.
The questions of the surveillance of the canal is left open.
Daniel Shenkel, the German theologist, is dead.

Kennebec Street.
To the Editor of the Press:
Our daily paper tells us "Men are employed
sodding and beautifying Deering’s Oaks,” a
park all citizens of Portlands are justly proud
of.

We wish to mingle no gall with our ink
but ask in the name of humanity bow much
longer the piles of rubbish will be allowed to
accumulate on this street, containing as they
do the very excrements of cellars and back

yards heaped high, emitting an effluvium day
and night, which should be foreign to this
"City by the Sea.” Signs were placed here a
few years ago
forbidding people from

making

deposits.
They were unnoticed
and soon
to
lost
sight. Back Bay’s
flats by the process of nature are partially
and gracefully hidden by the tide waters, but
this filth Is still incieasiug; load after load is
each day here deposited, and within the past
week dead swiue have been seen on this
shore, foot of Green street.
Hundreds of people in this vicinity have no
opportunity to breathe other air than this.
Many go from their homes to purer air. Is it
right to turn our backs and let these people
Buffer? Some are children who oannot complain and there are others who dare not!
With the constant fear we have of Asiatic
cholera, and the great natural advantages we
have as a city, can we afford to have |it said of
us—

"And only

VICTOR HUGO.
The Great French Poet and Novelist Passes Away.
France Mourns the Loss—Brief
Sketch of His Career.
Paris, May 22.—Victor Hugo died

at

1.30 this

afternoon.

Paris, May 22.—Victor Hugo’s condition was
manifestly worse this morning that his death
was regarded as certain to take place within a few
so

hours, and when this fact became known Cardinal
Guiberl, archbishop of Paris, sent specially to
Hugo’s residence, offering to visit him and administer spiritual aid and the rites of the Catholic
church. Mr. Lockroy, the poet’s son-in-law, who
was in attendance at the death-bed when
tbs
cardinal’s proffer came, replied for Hugo, declining
with thanks the archbishop’s tender and saying for
the dying man, “Victor Hugo is expecting death
but he does not desire the servioes of a priest.’
Newspapers in Paris appear in mourning this
evening. It is believed that the funeral will be
the grandest seen in France for a century. The
poet was sketched as he lay on bis death-bed by the
great painter Bounet, who will transfer to canvas
the impression taken.
xu tug

hi.

jjgiwjci

ugiivcigu au

ouiu^j uu
delivered an eu

Hugo. Prime Minister Brisaon
logy in the Chamber of Deputies.

He said the nation mourned the loss of Victor Hugo and moved
that the funeral of the poet be conducted at the
state’s expense. The motion was greeted with applause. The Senate and Chamber adjourned in
respect of Hugo. It is stated that M. Hugo passed
through long and terrible agony before his death.
It is proposed to inter the poet’s remains in the
Pantheuon and that the day of the funeral shall be
declared a day of national mourning on which ail
government offices, schools and theatrts shall be

slewed.
M. Hugo passed away peacefully without suffering. His residence is surrounded by a large crowd,
M. Floquet, president of the Chamber of Deputies,
has requested M. Allain Targe, minister of the interior, to allow the coffin to lie under the Arc de
Triomphe for 24 hours. The death of M. Hugo
dwarfs every other subject, political as well as social.

Victor Hugo was born in Besancon Feb. 20,1802,
coming of a family ennobled in 1531. His father
was an officer in tbe French army, who volunteer-

ing

Republic
general
Empire. From Besancon Victor was carried to
Elba, Paris, Rome and Naples before he was live
years old, and returning to France in 1809 pursued
He made his
classical studies in a religious house.
debut in literature at the age of twenty years, publishing the first volume of his “Odes and Ballads”
in 1822, his tales, “Hans of Iceland” aEd “Bug
The
Jargal,’’ appearing about the same time.
second volume of “Odes and Ballads” appeared in
182G, indicating by its character a change in his po
litioal and literary opinions.
His first important
work, the drama of “Cromwell,” was published in
1827. “Les Orientales,” a work of much brilliancy, appeared the following year, and in 1829 he
published “The Last Days of a Condemned Criminunder the

became

under the

a

first

His next work was “Heruani,” a drama produced for tne first time at the Theatre Francais on
Feb. 26. 1830.
The year 1831 was marked by three great productions, the historical drama of “Marion Delorme,” a
al.”

tulum.gf ua^usri.. kj

■

ivadt

pnon. vuvltlr/d

d’Antonie,” and the novel “Not e Dame ce Paris,”
the last named being received with enthusiastic favor.
“Le Roi S’a muse,” another drama, was produced at the Theatre Francais, Nov. 22, 1832, and
was interdicted the next day as belug an insult to
royalty. Several other dramatic works followed,
and in 1841, after much opposition, M. Hugo was
elected to membership in the Academy, thus completing the triumph of the school of literature
which he represented.
About this time his political aspirations began to manifest themselves. In
created him a peer of France.
1845, Louis
The outbreak of the revolution of 1848 was followed by M. Hugo’s entrance into political life as a
member of the Constituent Assembly, where he
generally acted with the Conservatives, On his reeiectio* to the Legislative Assembly, he began to
manifest his democratic and radical tendencies.
He was an earnest opponent of Prince Napoleon,
whose underhand policy he denounced in eloquent
speeches, and whose leaps to the Imperial throne he
foresaw and foretold. In 1849 he was chosen President of the Peace Congress, in which body he had
been an active member. The coup d’etat of Dec. 2,
1851, drove him from France and he took refuge
on the island of Jersey, whence he issued in 18o2
his “Napoleon the Little,’’ and in 1853 those bitter
satires entitled “Les Chatiments.”
On acoount of
some hostile manifestation towards the French government he was obliged to remove to the island of
Guernsey, where he resided until the fall of the
Second Empire, refusing in 18o9 to accept the amnesty then offered to political exiles. While living
on the island ef Guernsey he wrote some of
his
grandest works, including “Lea Miaerables” and
“Les Travailleurs de la Mer.”
On the fall of the
empre he hastened back tc'France. entered into
the republican movement with great, heartiness and
was returned to the national assembly at Bordeaux,
but held his seat only a short time, esigning March
9.1871.
He returned to Paris in July, 1871, and
pleaded earnestly for the lives of Rosoel, Ferre and
the other Communists, but to no effect. On Jan. 30,
1876, he was elected to the Senate.

PhillTppe

GENERAL NEWS.
J. A. Woodworth of Massachusetts has successfully passed the examination for admission to the
Naval

Academy at Annapolis,

Widow’s Island Quarantine Station.
The citizens of North Haven and Vinalhaven have drawn up a petition, whioh they intend to send to Secretary Whitney within a few
days. The petition protests against the use of
Widow’s Island as a quarantine station, and
states many reasons why the remonstrance
should be seriously considered. Among other

things it says that a great number of vessels
pass and repass through the thoroughfare, including steamers freighted with many passengers, and they are, of necessity, obliged to go
within abont a cable’s length of said island, as
it lies directly m the channel; and the waters
in the immediate vicinity are much nsed as a
harbor. As operations have already been begun, it is more than doubtfuj if the protest
does any good.
BASE BALL.

BIDDEFOED3 11; POUTLAND3 5.
Biddefords defeated the Portlands for the
third time, yesterday, in Blddeford. The features
The

•f the game were the batting of Slattery, the fielding of Hartnett, Butler and Irwin for the Bidde-

fords, and the batting of Annis and fielding of
Phillips for the Portlands. Fox’s delivery puzzled
tne

visitors,

me score:

BIDDEFORDS.
AB.

Irwin, 3b.6

lb.6
McKeever, u.4
Slattery, cf...4
Fox, p.3
Halpin, ss.4
Hartnett

Mullen, If,.4
j.3
Jandron, rf.3
butler. 2

Totals.36

The next trial trip of
Thursday, 28th inst.

Business failures throughout the country for the
last seven days number for the United States 214;
Canada, 25: total. 239, as ompared with 229 last
week, and 248 the week previous.
Samuel Nutt, who began a forty days fast at
Bloomington, ill., on the 8th instant, saying he was
commanded to do t-o by the Lord, died at 1 p. ra.
Thursday. He was somewhat widely knowu as the
publisher of a curious religious paper, entitled the
“Spirit of Truth.”
At Burton, Ohio, Thursday night, four thieves
broke into a store. Tbe proprietor, his son and a
clerk attempted to arrest them. In the light one
hi

luo

uurgiars

was

auu

snot

tnree

escaped,

10

11

A.

E.

1
0
4
1
4
0
0
2
1

6
0
2
0
7
4
0
7
0

14

27

26 13
A. E.
0
0
0
0
2
1
1
4
0
0
0
0
1
1
2
6
0 10

IB.

TB.

4
Phillips, 3b.
Ulari.ss. 4
Fowler, rf. 3
Long, lb..........4
W heelock, c.... 4
Watson, p. 2

R.
1
0
1
0
0
O
1
1
1

4
O
0
0
0
0
1
1
1

4
0
0
0
0
0
2
1
1

PO.
2
0
1
0
0
1
0
11
0

Totals.35

6

7

8

24

AB.

Annis, If. 5
Munce, cf. 6
Pope. 2b. 4

18

19

INNINGS.

Biddeforda.2 1 2
Portland.0 0 3

0
0

0
0

3
0

1
1

SUBURBAN NEWS.

Corner.
On the evening of Thursday,
was driviug on Ocean street,

as

Mr. C. M. Rice

a runaway horse
dashed across the road in front of him, and so near
that Mr. Rice's horse only saved himself
by rearing
suddenly. The runaway ran across a field aud was
caught wedged in between the partially opened
doors of a barn.

dray.
The

band will have

new

uniforms

Day.
The Young People’s Society

before

Memo-

Earned runs—Biddeforda 3, Portlands 1. Two
hits-Butler, Halpin, McKeever, Slattery,
Long. First base on balls—Biddeforda 4, Portlands
3. First base on errors—BiddefordsO, Portlands 0.
Struck out—By Fox 4, by Watson 8. Double plays
Passed balls—McKeever 3,
Butler and Irwin.
Wild pitches—Fox 1, Watson 5.
Wheelock 5.
Time -Ih.40m. Umpire—Quinn.
STANDING.

THE

The following is the standing of the clubs of the
Eastern New England League to date:

mddeford .3

Portland.2

10,

BOWDOINS

Played.

Lost.
2
3
2
4
7

Won.

Brockton.5
6
Haverhill.
Lawrence...3

7
8
5
7
9

Yarmouth.

Appropriate

interesting memorial exercises
take place at the First Parish church Sunday
morning, and at the Baptist church in the afterand

will

Rev. T. S. Perry of Cumberland Centre will
deliver the memorial addresses. The G. A. R. will
attend in a body, without uniform.
noon.

ON

THE

ROLLER*.

PORTLAND RINK.

Tonight will be

closing

the

and a special permit
sion until 11 p. in.

session at this rink

has been given to

AT

run

the

ses-

second of the tournment games for the purse
of $25 and the championship of the city will be
played tonight at the Bij *u rink. The contesting
teams are the Dirigos and the Blues.
B-Hli teams
contain good pi yers and an interesting game may
be looked for. In addition to this attraction there
will also be a ladies’ skate check complimentary.
AT THE

FALMOUTH.

This evening there will be a game of polo at the
above rink between the Congress and Falmouth
clubs. A good game may be expected. The Faimouths will appear in

new

BOWDOINS.
AB.

Dearth, rf. ...6
Cook, 2b.5
Pushor, lb.4
Talbot,If.4
Larrabee, cf.4
Bartlett, 3b....4
Cary, ss&p....4
Davis, p&as.4
Total.38

10

Moulton,®.4

A.
0
4
3
0
0
1
3
6
6

IB. TB. PO.
2
1
1
2
2
2
0
0
3
1
1 15

R.

2
2
0
2
2
2
0
0
0

111
2
0
2
0

2
0
2
0

1
1
1
1

9

9

27

E.

0
2
2
2
0
1
0
1

3
11

21

STATE COLLEGE.
AB.

Kay, ss.5
6
Kutli, p.
Hull, c.6
Burleigh If.5
Rogers, 2b.5
McNally, cf.4
Voso. 3b .4
Mason, lb .4
Fernald, rf.4
Totals.41

6

10

10

A.

PO.

IB. TB.
2
12
2
2
2
3
1
3
1
1
0
1
1
1
10
0
0
0
O
1
1
0
0
0
0

B.

E.

112
1
9
6
9
0
0
2
1.
10
1
1
8
0
1
0

17

24

2

6
0

2
0
0

2
1
14

INNINGS.

Bowdoins.1 2 0 0 4 0 3 0 x—10
State College.0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 1— 0
Earned runs—Bowdoins 2. S. C. 3. First base on
errors—Bowdoins 7. S. C. 8.
Struck out—By Cary
Two base hits—Bowdoins 4. Double
2, Ruth 8.
plays—Bartlett-Pushor, Davis-Pushor. Passed bails
—Moulton 1, Hull 4.
Time of game—lh. 46m.
Umpire—Barton, Bowdoin ’84.

Yesterday’s

National
AT

League

Games.

BOSTON.

0-14

1 0 6 0 0 2 0
0000010

Bostons.0
Detroits.0

0-1

AT PROVIDENCE.

Providences.0 0

Chicagos...1
AT

0

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

0— 0

0
1

x-2

NEW YORK.

Yorks.2 10311010-9
Buffalos.4 0000000 0-4
New

AT PHILADELPHIA.

Philadelphia*.4

5
0

St. Louis.O
OTHER

0
0

1
1

2
0

0-12
0— 1

GAMES.

Louisville—Louisvilles 5, Brooklyn* 4.
The Globes accept the challenge of the Lanca»hires to play a game of ball on the Eastern Promenade at 9 o’clock today.
At

House of Assembly. Ihe politicians have an
interest in It, because the Governor, elected
for three years, remains in office until after
the election of a President in 1888, and U
supposed to he able to at least control the
delegation to the national convention of hie
party through the use of the state patronage.

The closeness of the

mainly

vote last year was
due to two causes: The malignant

slanders directed against Mr. Cleveland by
pretended Democratic journals which supBlaine while wearing the livery of
utler, and the prejudice excited among the
stalwart Democracy by the support extended
to Ur. Cleveland by the
independent Republicans who would not support Blaine,
but would have supported any Republican
candidate.
Mr. Cleveland is now President.
He has
chosen his cabinet,'outlined his policy, shown
the people what sort of an administration
he is going to give the country, and proved
that he has sufficient strength to defeat all
attempts to turn him from his course. Has
his policy so strengthened his party in his
own state as to makc it stronger ,thau it wss
a year ago and to Insure it a victory?!
If the Democracy should suffer defeat in
New York next November, it would be construed as a rebuke of the administration, aud
would greatly encourage the Republicans,
especially as there is but faint hope of Democratic success in Ohio.
The struggle will doubtless be close. The
result will depend on the wisdom with
which the parties are managed.
If either
side makes a blander, its defeat will be almost certain. The administration, especially, must seek to strengthen the Democracy,
inasmuch as the Republicans, united in defeat, are likely to put up Mayor Low or
some other candidate calculated to draw
back into the party ranks the independent

girted

votes.
It is useless to deny that the administration policy of disregard of party leaders and
of the most active political element in the
Democracy has dissatisfied many staunch
Democrats.
It discourages those who labored stoutly for the success of the administration in order to turn the rascals out, and
who are now told by the Republicans that
their cry was an imposition and that there
are no rascals to be turned out.
Some Democrats argue that if the admin-

istration elected by Democrats can justly
disregard its obligations to the Democrats
who did the work of the campaign, the latter can as justly disregard the claims of the
administration on the party.
The power of ezamp'e is great. If an administration denies its obligations to the
party which made its ezistence possible, may

not the real leaders of that party and the
masses who believe in its principles be disposed to become lukewarm to the adminis-

tration?

The clear policy of the President, if he
does not desire ts lose his own state, is to
strengthen the party that elected him and
not the temporary allies, who, after receiving all bis favors, are very likely to go bask
to their old Republican fellowship.
BATH
Halters of Interest

Programme

(From

Citizens

of

This

our

Regular Correspondent.)
Bath, Hay 22.

The Maine State Univ-rsalist Conference will
be held in this city Jane 16,17 and 18. Rev.
Henry Blanchard of Portland will preach tbs
occasional sermon on Wednesday afternoon at
2 o’clock, and Rev. H. W. Riggs of Fiovidencs
will preach Monday evening the 15th.
A

July 8tb.
The Beacon street M. E. church have organieed a young folks society with tbe following
aims: cultivation of society virtues, acquisition of literary knowledge and tbe good that
comes from public readings, discussions and
essays, all by, and for its members, as well as
seasonable sociables and picnics.
Tbe officers
are: President, Rev. H. E. Foes; Vloe President, Miss Annie Coz; Secretary, Miss Lottie
Minott.
A noticeable improvement is that of Henry
Houghton, Esq., In buying the old Crooker
homestead, immediately in tbe rear of hie residence and tearing down the riokerty house;
with this improvement Mr. Honghton’s place
will be handsomer than ever.
Sometime in June David Bright of Bath
and Jerry 8tevens will contest the championship of tbs State in a live mile running race.
Portland will be the place ot contest and 8400
a side is to be put in the hands of tbe editor ef
tbe Prr-s.
Two Bath schooners have made a bonanza
out of the Central American war, the "S. P.
Hitchcock,” Capt. Blair of Bootbbay, owned
by Adams and Hitobcock, and the Charles
Baker, Capt. Manson of Bath, owned by B. 5k
F. Morse Co. Both receive haodsome demurrage for detention at Aspinwall daring hostilities.
The new schooner of the N. E. 8. Co.'s yard
to launch in about three weeks will be called
tbe City of Philadelphia, commanded by Captain Barton, formerly of the Jessie Star and
register about 400 tone.
Mr. Charles Hayden, the well known jeweler, walked through a trap door in the book
store of John O. Shaw yesterday
afternoon,
and catobing his foot, severely sprained his
knee. He is under the care of a pbyslan at
his home.
Wm. E. Corliss, sbipstnith, is recovering
from a severe hart received while at work at
his forge. A piece or splinter of hot iron entered bis leg.
Dr. A. K. Gilmore is the happy owner ef a
seven foot old fashioned clock, willed to him
by the late Judge Tallman, to whose father it

formerly belonged.

Dr. Gilmore has purchased a winter residence
in Florida, near Jacksonville, in Haudren. A
young orange orchard will give tbe dontor
something to keep him busy.
He intends to
spend his winters South hereafter.
Mayor Wakefield has returned from a two
week’s visit to Bennington.
Captain Delano has entered npon the duties
of his office as a government surveyor.

Exer-

after

a

1_i__

__

month of rhaematism.
Ha
looks so happy and fat that his rheumatic pains
receive bat little sympathy.
street

of the Commencement

NEWS.
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Lively Town.

..

BATES COLLEGE.

a

cises.

MUSIC
WEDNESDAY, JUNE

17.

Examination of Senior class.
THURSDAY, JUNE
Examination of Junior class.

18.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, JUNE 19 AND 20.
Examination of Sophomore and Freshmen classExamining Committee, Hon A. R. Savage,
Prof. Cyrtls Jordan, A. M. Spear, Esq., N. W. Har-

ris, Esq.

SATURDAY, JUNE 20.

Examination of Theological School.
Examining
committee. Rev. J. M Bailey. D. D., Rev. A. Given.
Liov.
A. Bickioru, JKev. u. ». Forking.
SUNDAY, JUNE 21.
10 30 a. m.—Baccalaureate exercises at Main
street Free Baptist church; sermon by the president.
2 30 p. m.—Sermon before the college by Rev.
Waldo Messaros of Philadelphia.
7.45 p. m. Sermon before the Theological School
by Rev. N. B. Thompson of New York City.

2.30 p. m.—Sophomore prize debate
Btreet Free Baptist church.
7.45 p. in.-Junior exhibition.
TUESDAY; JUNE 23.

ggft
at Main

2.30 p. m.—Class Day exercises in College Chapel
4‘30 p. m. -Annual meeting of the alumni in Col-

lege Chapel.

7.45 p. ra.—Address before the literary societies
at Main street Free Baptist churcb, by Prof. Hezekiah Buiterworth of Boston.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 24.
0.00 a. m.—Annual meeting of the president and
trustees at Hathorn Hall; examination for admission to college, in the library.
2 30 p. m.—Anniversary
of the Theological
School at Main street cuurch;
orator, Albert M.
Spear, Esq., of Hallowell; poet, Prof. Walter E.
Ranger of Lyndon Centre, Vt.
10.00
L-hurch.

a.

THURSDAY, JUNE 25.
mu—Commencement at Main street

7 45 p m.-Concert at Music Hall,
by the following well known artists of Boston: Miss Emma
Howe, soprano soloist, the Temple Quartet, the
Germania Brass Quartet; cornet, clarionet and
trcmbone solos by the celebrated artists, Messrs.
Bagley Strasser and Stewart. CertMcates for
tickets have already been issued.
FRIDAY. JUNE 20.
8.00 p. m.—President’s
reception to the graduatclass.
ing

Real RvttiCc Tranafers.
transfers of real estate in thia
county have been recorded at the Registry of
The

following

Deeds:
Portland—George

M.

Harding

AND

DKA.HA.

STOCKBRIDGK’s CONCERT.
is rarely that Portland has an opportunity to
listen to as strong a combination at one entertain*
ment as will be offered at City Hall next
Tuesday.
The charming Miss Jennie
Couthoui—beautiful,
graceful woman and delightfnl reader,—Mias Rose
Stewart, the song-bird soloist; Fesseuden, the popular tenor; the Temple Quartette, one of the
strongest male quartettes in the country; the Germania
Quartette, the best brass quartette on the stage,and
the Philomela Ladies' Quartette, of which the Boston Herald said: “The young ladies of the Philo*
me I a Quartette appeared here for the first time and
made a very favorable impression. Their voices are
It

uniforms.

Rnilrond Minor Notea.
The Franklin and Megantic.Railroad is
ballasting
the track and will soon be running regular trains.
The works of the Boston and Maine at Lawreuce
have turned out an entirely new drawing room car,
to which the name Magnolia has been given.
Ihe
new car which
presents a tine appearance upon the
outside, is handsomely finished upon the inside with
mahogany sides aud overheaJ, gilt lamps and side
baskets, which, in connection with a thick, soft car
pet and some 40 easy, high backed seats finished in
leather, and all besides accessories usually found
Lb drawing room oars of recent construction.

the entre state government Is to be cbosen
beside a state Senate for two years and a

Tbe 50th anniversary of Central church will
be celebrated with appropriate ceremonies on

Brunswick, May 22.
The seventh game of the inter-collegiate series
was played this afternoon upon the Delta, and was
won by the Bowdoins.
The game on the whole was
very interesting, the home team making some very
pretty plays. The Bowdoins have thus far played
five games and won four. The score:

THE BIJOU.

The

The
important election.
large Interest in It, because

an
a

large convention is anticipated.

STATE COLLEGE 0.

MONDAY, JUNE 22.

Christian Endeavor will celebrate their first anniversary the
Gthof June.

It will be

people have

—

rial

of

November.

base

es.

Deerisg.
Thursday evening the Comical Brown combination gave a largely attended performance at Allen’s

(N. Y. World.)
The politicians are already discussing the
probabilities of the election in this s'ate next

1— 5

ue

proprietor received fatal wounds, and a citizen, who
came to his aid, was killed.
Fishermen at Bath, L. I., found a body floating in
the harbor, Thursday, which is supposed to be that
of S. L. Conant, the misting editor of Hamper’s
Weekly. The body is very much decomposed and
had evidently been in the water tor a long time.
It was rumored last night in New York city that
Frank Livingston, an acrobat employed at Harry
Hill’s Variety Theatre, had jumped from Brooklyn
bridge in imitation of Prof. Odium. The story has
not been corroborated.

Voile Reminder la ihe Preeideml af
What lie I* There Par.

x-11

2
0

SUMMARY.

Md.

the Dolphin will take place

IB. TB, PO.
1112
0 18
1
0
2
4
2
1
4
0
2
6
1110
1
2
2
1
0
0
0
0
1
2
3
2
0
0
1
0
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PORTLANDS.

Louis Francois, the Frenchman who murdered his

wife and was about to throw the body in the river,
plead not guilty in New York yesterday, and was
committed for trial without bail.

is vile!”
Number One.

man

The Hungry Democracy.
A

to Anna B.

Ogder*

land. $1 and other consideration.
Scarboro-Alvin B. Leavitt to Biddeford Savings
Bank, land and buildings. $250.
Falmouth J. M. Caldwell to T. C. Dolley. land
and buildings. $2700.
Brunswick—T. M. Stover to B. B. York, land

$10.
Harpsweli—Arthur Orr to 0. Hinkley, land. $100

well suited for this class of vocal effort, and their
part of the programme was presented with rare inand good taste.”
Such will be the combination. Harvey Murray and Leon Kirch will bo
the accompanists.
The tickets should now be socured.
THE LITTLE JOKER.

telligence

Miss Carrie Swain appeared at Portland Theatre
last night in her new play the “Littld Joker,” as
Chirp, and was warmly received and obtained many
sincere proofs of the approbation of the audience.
Miss Swain has thrown aside many of the peculiar
mannerisms which she acquired on the vaudeville
stage, and while the specialty acts are the strongest
features of the piece, she is more finished and artisHer st presage*
tic, both in singing and danciug.
ence and acting has undergone a gratifying imis
not
so
She
stout
as
iu
former years,
provement.
and in consequence exhibits grace in every moveOf ihe Little Joker it mav be said that it
ment.
furnishes the star frequent possibilities for her eccentric talents,and she seemed entirely equal to the
part of Chirp, to which everything else is subordinThere is a story, somewhat improbable but
ated.
vividly pictured on the stage. Miss Swain was before the footlights nearly all the time during the
progress of the play, giving it a dash and ooustaat
interest, which, were other than she to act it,would
lose all the charm.
The second act, in whioh she
presents her specialties, especially captured the

audience.

LIZZIE MAY ULMER.

Everybody who

goes to the theatre will want to
May Ulmer next Monday and Tuesday at
Portland Theatre. The former favorite will surely
be greeted by large audiences. The motive of Dad's
Girl Is found in the determination of Mul (Miss Ulmer) to c jnceal from her uncle and adopted father
a story of crime and degradation, which involves
the character of his son. The old man believes the
boy Joe to be dead, but Mul knows him to be a thief
aud an escaped convict.
The action takes piaoe
within a fortnight near Boston, on the Massachusetts Bay shore.
There is a lover, a smooth and
gentleman!* villain, who is secretly Joe’s partner
distinct types
in crime, aud other characters of

see

Lizzie

furnish macerial to increase the interest of the performance.
Strong situations abound, aud one.
where the girl covers the face of the dead son and
tells the father that it is her lover, so that he may
not sec his wayward boy oold in death, is strikingly
effective. The dialogue is interesting and natural,
even the slang used seem tug to fall naturally into
place as the dialect of untrained impulse.

*

THE

Tided between

PKK88.

SATURDAY MORNING, MAY 23.
The town of Onslow, la., is the latest to
be visited by a dangerous and uncontrollable disease. The doctors all agree that they
know nothing about it.
The advantage of special cable service was
well illustrated by one of the New York papers the other morning. It published the
death of Victor Hugo while the other papers
were only able to say that he was ill.

the two parties. There is,
therefore, nothing in the character or conduct of the Republican members of the commission that justifies this demand on the
part of the Western Democrats. The reason
for it must be sought elsewhere.
We get a clue to it perhaps in the fact that
Western Democrats, especially the Democrats of Ohio, have always been hostile to
the law, and have never let slip an opportunity to discredit it or to punish any Democrat who was in any degree responsible for
its existence. Nothing would better please

Probably the people of Boston would like
police force exercise the same
vigilance in breaking up gambling dens and
unlicensed rum shops that it displays in
putting a stop to unlicensed religious meetings on the Common.
The Brooklyn Eagle thinks that the course
of the Old Testament reviewers in substituting in some places the word “sheol” for
“hell” was timely and fortunate.
The

Hence their desire for

Mugwump

express himself on the
President’s appointments without going out
can now

behind the barn.
The law which it is hoped may be made

to

fit the case of the men who assisted Odium
in his foolish and fatal leap is the following
provision in the New York Penal Code, the
penalty provided being from five to twenty

years:
"A person who

willfully, in any manner, advises,
encourages, abets, or assists another person in taking tbe latter’s life is guilty of manslaughter in
the first degree.”
The Boston Journal has the best authority for the statement that the allegation
made by the Democratic and Mugwump
press that Mr. Blaine either directly or indirectly had asked the President not to ap
point Mr. Morton to the Augusta post office
is untrue. Equally untrue is tbe story that
tbe Maine Senators had threatened to defeat
Mr. Morton if nominated. No Mugwump
or Democrats paper will, however, pay the
slightest attention to these corrections.
It is a hopeful sign when half the delegates from the South to a commercial convention vote against the continued coinage
of silver. It must be remembered, however,
that these delegates are business men who
have some special knowledge. The Southern masses are still wedded to the silver
craze, and Southern congressmen who have

rely upon the masses
fear, will still continue
to

for their

votes,

we

to represent sentiments of the masses on this question, and
not the sentiment of the comparatively few
hnsinPA*

man

strict

impartiality

of the

Republican

mem-

bers of the

present board and their fidelity

to the

as

spirit

well as to the letter of the law

have convinced its enemies that as long as the
law is administered by the present board it
is not

brought into disreputea cbaDge.
It is easy
to see that two unscrupulous commissioners
might make the competitive examinations
grind out only Democrats with the highest
rank, and ihereby secure the appointment
likely

to bo

of Democrats to vacancies almost invariably. The effect of such a course could not
fail to be to bring the law into discredit and
render its friends very indifferent in regard

MISCItLAMEOlI*,

there was

an avenne

of

escape
open to the girls who perished in the Cincinnati fire wh:ch they could have readily
availed themselves of if presence of mind
had not failed them. The lesson which
this teaches is that persons employed in
high buildings should be thoroughly familiarized with all the fire escapes or other
means of egress from buildings, so that
when a crisis comes they can instantly avail
themselves of them. The panic stricken operative who has to hunt for ways of escape
will frequently fail to find them, though they
be almost in

plain sight.

Hot content with honoring the Hon. Eben
F. Pillsbury by making him internal revenue
collector the administration has honored
him still further by making him custodian of
the Boston post office and sub treasury
buildings, an office which according to the
Boston Post gives him control of the employes of the buildings and the expenditure of
$100,000 a year. “The position” says the
Post, “comes unsought by him and does not
Indicate any great degree of want of confidence in him on the part of the administration.” The Pest is right. What it does indicate is that the President has been fowling
the Boston Mugwumps.
The Massachusetts Senate has

bill exempting

soldiers

passed

The Most

from
Under the law
as it exists soldiers and sailors who have successfully passed the examination are eutitled
to precedence. That is all the preference
that soldiers and sailors should ask, and all,
we believe, that the great majoiity of them
do ask. We observe that one of the Senators who has been a strong advocate of the
exemption clause yesterday offered a resolution repealing the whole civil service law.
That lets in a flood of light on the motive which animates him and many of his
associates. The real purpose is not to benej
fit the soldiers, but to undermine the civil
service law.
and sailors

It is announced that Mr, Gladstone will
retire from the leadership of tbe Liberal
party at the close of the present sessidu of
Parliament, though he will assist in fighting
the Liberal battle at the general elections in
the fall. Fifty-three years have passed since
Gladstone made his first appearance in public life. He became the Liberal leader after
the death of Lord Palmerston and has been
facile princeps ever since. His retirement
will leave the Liberal party in much the
same condition that
Lord Beaconefield’s
death left the Conservative. It is doubtful if there is a man in its ranks that can
hold its conservative and radical wings together as Gladstone haB done. Since the
death of Disraeli the lories have been torn
with dissensions, broken up into factions,
without a leader whom all of them would
follow. It would not be surprising if Gladstone’s retirement left the Liberals in very
much the same condition. The ablest men
in the Liberal ranks are among the Radicals,
but they are too far in advance of English
political sentiment as yet to command a
large following. The Marquis of Hartington
who will attempt to wear the mantle of the
great premier belongs to the Whig or conservative wing of the Liberals.
The board of health, now that it has got
work, seeniB to have no trouble in finding
plenty to do. The city, as we suspected
would be the case, has been found a good
deal dirtier than was anLicmated. It has
been a long time since it has
had a

An Internal and External

Specific

GREAT REDUCTION

-FOR-

for

RHEUMATISM.

Casco

less and indifierent.

It is

and

the re*

grown
matter for

care-

the

deepest gratitude that their awakening has
come in the shape of
notifications from the
board of health, and not, as in the case of
the town of Plymouth, in the form of
a malignant and fatal epidemic.
We sus
pect that it will be found before the
board get through that a considerable percentage of the noxious odors which residents
of the city complain of come from foul
drains and filthy vaults close to their own
houses, and that Back Cove has had to bear
more than its share of the responsibility.
There is no doubt, however, that the Cove is
responsible for a good deal, and work there
ought not to be retarded by the discovery
that it has been accused of too much. According to a correspondent whose communication is published elsewhere, the police
have been very remiss in their duty in allowing the deposit of filth along the shores
of the Cove in violation of law.

The Civil Service Board.
The Postmaster General’s confidential circular appears to have bad a
very bracing
effect on the Western Democracy.
Not
only

they insisting that all the postofflces
and custom houses shall he promptly cleaned out, but they are demanding also that the
are

civil service commission shall consist of

a

majority of Democrats, a clean sweep not
being insisted upon simply because under
the existing law only two from the same
party
upon the board.
There is no pretense on the part of anybody that the present commissioners have
not performed their duties faithfully and
impartially. There is no complaint in any
quarter that candidates of Republican
proclivities have fared any better than candidates of the opposite party. Indeed statistics show that the appointments under the
civil service law have been very evenly dican serve

EVER MADE IN MAINE.

It may be argued that the President would
accede to the proposed shange, and

never

if he did would not appoint the kind of
needed to make the scheme of these
Western Democrats work. But it must be
borne in mind that the President has already
consented to a change in the peusioo boards
quite as unreasonable, and that he has developed a remarkable proneness to be deceived by wicked and designing Democratic
congressmen in regard to the character of
men recommended for office.

even
men

a

If the mugwumps are wise, they will keep
sharp watch on these Western Democratic

politicians.

We

We advise everyone
goods and quality and

PANELS,
Now at

of 4 lines of goods

$5 per doz., former price $9 perjdoz.

mous

Satisfaction Guaranteed
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—
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MONEY

EVOLUTION.
N. V. Tribune.

can-

in the

As

a confirmation of the theory of evoluMr. Beecher holds that he is not what
he was fifty years ago. We cannot deny the
fact, but it furnishes the first intimation we
have had that evolution moved backward.

tion,

ola one.

AND

NON-

SENSE.

(Pittsburg Dispatch.)
will now occur to the brilliant
mind of ihe postmaster general that the duties of his office will be more satisfactorily
discharged if he gives his attention in the
future to the carrying of letters and abjures

writing them.

WHICH

MR.

VILAS

INTENDS

CONTROL.

TO

Washington
However uninilueutial the ordinary fourth*
class postmaster may seem to be, It is wei1
understood by every politician that the men
who hold these offices are in the aggregate
an important political force.
Post.

COMPOSITOR.

We do not often pay attention to typowhen we saw in the
a heading which was
written to read “The Revised Bible” had
got changed into “The Ruined Bible,” it
seemed to bo an accident worthy of
notice;
and we take this occasion to declare that we
don’t think the Sacred Book is injured
by
this revision, but the contrary.
Whatever
makes the translation more near the
original

graphical errors, but
Sun yesterday that

be an

must

improvement

and not an

iujury

TTchTncT

Skin Diseases Instantly
Relieved by Cuticura.

fglRBATMENT
X
and a

A

bath with Cuticuba
Soap,
Biugle application of Cuticuba
the great Skin Cure. This repeated
daily, with two
or three doses of Cuticuba
Resolvent, the New
Blood Puritier, tip keep the blood
cool, the prespiration pure and unirritatiug, the bowels
open, the liv
er aud kidneys active, will
speedily cure Eczema
Tetter, Kin,-w orm, Psoriasis, L.chen. Pruritus,
Head, Dandruff, aud every species of Itching, Scalv
and Pimply Humots of the Scalp and Skin
when
the best physicians and remedies fail.
watm

Soali

ECZEMA TWENTY YEARN.
My gratitude to God is unbounded for the relief I
have obtained from the use of the Cuticuba
Remedies. I have been troubled with Eczema on
mv
legs for twenty years. I had not a comfortable
night for ye ,rs, the burning and itching wore so inX am happy to say, I have no
trouble.
jo™6-the Now,
liver-colored patches on my limbs remain
Only
as a

token of my former

I

Texas.

COVERED WITH BLOTCHES:
to tell you that your Cuticura Resolvmagnificent. About three months ago my

want
ent is

face was covered with Blotches, and after using
three bottles of Resolvent I was perfectly cured.
FREDERICK MAITRE.
23 St, Charles Street, New
Orleans, La.iHI
IVY POISONING.
For all caees of poisoning by ivy or
dogwood, I can
warrant Cuticura to cure every time. I have sold
it for five years and it never fails.
v. a.
jnunSJli, uruggtsz, UOLLISTON, MASS.

Remarkable Bargains in this

Department.

UNSURPASSED,
STYLES,

We can with all confidence commend our stock of Boys’ and Children’s Clothing to the public, knowing full well it will fill every desire needed, tile wants of our trade are taken carefully into consideration and onr patrons will find on examination

is offered for sale on

racturing BiX‘coru *yuui wiwd, uvui me uui€ or cotton
“to the finished thread on spool."
Award : —Medal of the first class.
‘Best display of manufactured spool cotton
ready for use,
“in black, white, and colors.''
Award
Medal of the first class.
To emphasize this report of the
jurors, tho Committee on
Awards have made a SPECIAL report of which the
following
la a copy:
“In confirming this report, the Committee on Awards taka
occasion to express their appreciation of the
r and

superio
“complete exhibit made by the WlUlmantlo Thread Oom“pany, as wellof the SUPERIORITY OP THEIR PRO“DUCT, as resulting from practical operations at the
“Exposition, and hereby grant the highest awards permls“sible under the rules."
Signed, GUS. A. BREAUX,
Chairman of Committee on Awards.

n>y21

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

^BEST iN THE WORLD.1

NEURALGIA!

onr-nmmnr *iiiuulw^asB

n

—inn mm....

DR. C. W. BENSON, of Baltimore,
Md.f has discovered that the Extract of Celery Seed and the
Extract of German Chamomile Flowers combined
in tile form of Fills, is the most wonderful nervine
in the world and invariably cures

Headache, Nervous Headache, Neuralgia, Nrrv.ii.neH*, Mleeplr**nc**, Palulysi*, 81. Vitae’ Dance,
and all nervous troubles, as they act directly upon
Sick

system as a nerve food and exciter of
matter. They are invaluable to all nervous
and Dr. Benson’s reputation as a specialist
in the treatment of nervous diseases at once
gives
them a high standard. Sold by all Druggists, or
sent to any address on receipt of price—60c. a box
or 6 boxes for $2.60.
Office 154 N. Howard
the

nervous

nerve

people

St.'

Baltimore.

mayl3d6mnrmcw

"hiss

coffin

Having recently graduated from the Boston Cooking School is now pi spared to give special lessons
in cookery to ladies at their residences from 9 a. m.
Orders for utensils
to 12 in., and 3 to 6 p. m.
promptly filled. Address

MISS
WO. 317
may 19

COFFIN,

RAWFOKTII STREET.
eo<12w*

CONSUMPTION.

1 have a positive remedy for the abovo disease; by its usa
thousands of cases of the worst kind and of long Branding
have been cured. 1 ndeed, so strong 1b my faith in Its efficacy
that I will send TWO COTTLES FREE, together with a VALCABLE TREATISE on this disease, to any sufferer. Give exEfTOM 4P. Q. addrebB. DR. T. A. SLOCUM, lei Pearl SU V, Y

TT

dtf

We offer this week a very large variety of Boys’ Shirt Waists. These
have had manufactured especially for us, from styles and in it ferial of our own selection. We have them laundried and unlauiidricd,
in sizes to fit boys 3 to 13 years old,
The prices on these waists have
been fixed at a small advauce above cost so as to insure a rapid sale
of them.
We also oiler a super! >r line of Gent’s Night Shirts, in sizes 14 1-2,
15, 15 1-2, 16, 16 1-2, 17, 17 1-2 and 18. These are completely made
of Wamsutta Cotton, aud full in length and breadth. Brice only 96
cents each.
Full lines Gent’s and Boys’ Unlaundried Shirts at 56c, 75c and $1.00
each. The best fitting shirt in the market.
Special values in Bed Spreads.
Full line Shetland Shawls very cheap.
Complete assoitmeut of Cadies’ aud Misses’ Jerseys,
The best value in Ladles’, Gents’ and Children’s Hose at 25 cents a
pair, to be found anywhere.

A. B.
my6

BlTLDi,No7s47 Middle HI.
dtt

may20

A full assortment of
colors

kept constantly
L. A

apr23eod2m

on

ronraoonta

ativ

GOULD,
POBTIANB

These

Quills

contain

"W-AJEUEI,

~

rare

about

3 Free St. atoeJ;. j*OB'FLAHJ).

janl2

dtf

thb 3sngr%*r store.

Fred R.
Under Falmouth

W. H.

Hervey

<fc

House

Furnishers,

No. 5 Union Street, Boston,
offer

the

following inducements

of

to

the

Portland

THE

30

DAYS!

from their Mammoth Stock of General Household

Goods will have their

aa we are

All purchasers of
their fares paid to

ask your dealer for these shoes
and you will get a pair equal to any $5 or $6 shoes
in the market.
In Button, Congress and Lace,
broad and narrow toe, best of material, perfectly
The $2.50
finished, every pair guaranteed.
SHOES for BOYS are same styles and material,
warranted the best school or working shoe in the
market for the price.
If your dealer does not
keep them take no other, but send address on postal
card for full directions for measurement and how
to obtain them. See that ltiy uauie and warrantee iMHtnmped on bottom of each shoe.
W. is. DOUCiLAS, Brockton, Ulan*,
mar 19
eod3m

DRESSMAKERS,
And those who wish to do their own cutting should
examine Mrs. D. A. Brown’s Scientific Method for
cuttiug dresses and outside garments, perfected by
her from a practical knowledge of fitting different
forms. Silver medal was awarded in Mechanics’
fair of 1884, by competent judges who thoroughly
investigated its merits. Boston’s best dressmakers
can be referred to who have used many systems of
cutting, and acknowledge, after taking my instructions, nothing has been so perfect; as they can now
try garments on without making a change. Parties
visiting Boston can call at 517 Trcuiout Mtreet,
and see the business I have established with my
rules for cutting. To-day, dress cutting is a great
art, and every person must have a thorough knowledge of the business to fill good positions. Each
scholar must cut, baste and try on garments before
leaving. It is by special request I shall be in Portland alter May 18th, and be pleased for all to investigate my rules for cutting.
MRS. H. A. BROWN,

Congress

Congrfiss St

mu25

jtf

Gentlemen who wish i'orlhe Best
Possible T imekeeper
for

the money should examine

$50.00 worth of goods will have

$100.
in 18-kt. case, stem

winder, nickel movement, adjusted, with parts interchangeable, and bearing our
It is made with greatest care, to special orname.
der, being equal in style to most expensive grade
and has proved all we claim for K.

BIGELOW, KENNAi k GO.,
511 Washington,

cor.

West St.,

BOSTON,

dlawS4w

CHAS. H

ORION;

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

STEAMER

RIRIUO MINERAL WATER.
Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo Water improves
it; is always palatable, refreshing and healthful.
Delivered
cool and refreshing from the spring.
Our improved cans will keep the water cool from
86 to 48 hours; use of cans tree; water per gallon
10 cents.

daif\,

RVNULE'ki BirOS.,
413 Fore Street,
dtf

COAL.
Domestic

Coals

a

prices.

Specialty,

at

Lowest Market

322 Commercial

St.,

Brown’s Wharf, Fortluud Me.
Orders received

by Telephone, No. C44.

myl3dCm

“NEGOTIATED^
Life

holding paid up
Policies with tht old Mutual Life
PERSONS
who
wish to

or

Endowment

or

other relia-

may
dispose of same or
companies
negotiate loans thereon, may do soon application t
ble

W.
aprl

D.

LITTLE,

31 EXCHANGE ST.

dtf

i

oheerfully try again.

$10.00

7.00
5,00

•

Silver Fillings,
Bold Fillings in
Teeth

E. B. & F.

,75
Artificial

Six different patterns of Black Walnut Chamber Set, ten pieces
aud landscape mirror, f <>r $45.00.
50 other patterns of B. W. Chamber Sets at correspondingly low
prices. All chamber sets are full si*e and contain IO pieces each, vix:
Bedstead, Bureau, Commode, Table, 4 chairs, I (Cocker and Towel

jilahoganized and painted Chamber Sets at extremely low figures.
Solid Ash Sets for $20 00 and upwards.
7 piece Parlor Suits, made in our own warerooms, are Solid Black
Walnut frames, from $38.50 and upwards.
We wish to call particular attention to otir New Embossed Plush
Parlor set in any color or combination of colors, ns panics may de.
sire. This set consists of a Double Back sofa. Bents’ Large Easy
Chair, Platform Spring Kocker, large Reception Chair,.Corner Chair,
and two very large Sitting Chairs for $50.Oo
Also an endless variety of all kinds of Parlor Furniture as low as
can be sold and give satisfaction to the purchaser.
In Carpets Stoves, Oil Cloth, Crockery, Refrigerators. Baby Carriawe carry a full and comges, and Hotel or Boarding House Supplies,
plete stock, and can furnish any house for public or private use from
cellar to garret.
We are also the sole agents in New England for the celebrated
Archer or Rochester timber chair.
Send for catalogue and price list ef general house furnishing goods.
All orders or enquiries promptly attended to.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
myie

W7 LOCKWOOD,

EPPS’S COCOA.

IStfl.J

BREAKFAST.
“By

Celebrated Hand-made

Water Crackers,
CHOICEST FLOUR,
are

Easy of Digestiou.
Recommended

by

Iminent Physicians
sides the

J

JAMtS E* PS & CO, HoT^,c&^d.
STuSwly
_'

Atlantic.
Get only

SAFElBOND'O

THE GENUINE,

7/

stamp of
the makers.
For more than four score years the crackers have
been uaequaled for excellence and their superior
keeping qualities. They are sold by first-class grocBENT & CO., Milton, Mass.
ers everywhere.
ThSAT3m
may 21

■MOTIATtD

FIRST NATIONAL

DUE MiOODS.

ih our

Kiving

Combination.

YFARS’ EXPERIENCE

Motto iii J.nuuing. Send for circular
full particular* as to loans, references, etc.

Ofas.C. Norton.Cash’r.
Lew E.DARaow.Preat.
803 4 Co* Bankers, N. Y.CIvt.
Mcftfr to J
Mucuartr’ XAOkmAL Bank,
lUiiMte

TTMly

CHAS. S, CHASE,
NucceaMor

It will pay you to look over our goods
and no'e the low prices. Remember
that lookers incur no obligation to purAnother case $1.25 Crochet
chase.
Quilts for $1, just received.

eodti

DV TH*

BANK,Corning, Iowa

»‘Jr-** °* Receipt of Money.
CORKESPONDENOE (SOLICITED.

Large and Varied Stock.
Plain, Embroidered and

V

AND

(Successor to <i*o. W. Fila.nr k IUrkow3)
Choice First Mortgages in the beat Farming
District* m Iowa, Missouri Kaunas and Nebraska.
Internet paid at your oicn home in Jf. }'. Exehanae

^TWELVE

All the Novelties of the Season

il-

lEMESiORTGAGElJ

__

FRtNCH

Congress

thorough knowledge

of the natural laws
which govern the operations of
digestion and notrition aud by a careful application of the fine
prop
ortie8 of well-selected Cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided
our breakfast tables with a
delicately flavored beverage whijb may save us many heavy doctors’ bills.
It is by th judicious use of such articles of diet
that a constitution may be
gradually built up until
enough to resist every tendency to disease.
Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating around us
ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves
well fortifled with pure blood and a
properly nourished frame.”- Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labeled thus:

which bear the

may2

a

■Jrong

Hand Made from

& COTnOIUNION STREET. J. M .DYER & CO.,
W. H. HEKVEY FRIEND
St.
BOSTON, MASS.
511
dtf

STT&w2w

UBATEPIIl,-COn»'OKTIN«.

eod2n-

BENT & CO.’S

in

Choruses

Mailed for Retail Price.

$1.00.

both

with

Remember the Children with OEMS FOR
Little Singers, (36 cts.,) a charming picture song
book. Fresh Flowers, (25 cts.,) an equally pretty book of Sunday School Songs tor the younger
scholars, and Song Worship, (35 cts.,) a noble
Sunday School Song Book by Emerson and Shcrwin.

...

They

(60 cts.) Songs,

COIJiKtiii: MON€5SI, (60 cts.)
Songs and
Choruses for Male or Mixed voices.
ITIINSTKEIi noiv«M. Old and New. ($2.00.)
These three books have a very large amount of
the very brightest vocal music.

Guaranteed

each, with combination comode

my22

WAR NONC3M,
for Male voices.

Absolutely Pure.

lv as Competent to make GOOD WOBK as the much talked of SKILLED MECHANICS of THE WEST. Therefore onr motto is “TO LIVE
and give our NEW ENGLAND MECHANICS a CHANCE to LIVE
ALSO,” or, in other words, “Leave Our Money with those Mechanics
from Whom we Get It.”

STREET,

NORWAY MUSICAL BUM, with its weird
Northern music, vocal and instrumental, is quite at
home by the sounding waves ofithe sea. Price,$2.60.

Notice the following prices:

Best Bum Tcctli
Best Plain Teeth
Resetting Teeth

Special attention is called to the fact that all our goods are manufactured by the MECHANICS OF NEW ENGLAND, not “OUT WEST,”
We believe in patas most of our competitors advertise theirs are.
ronizing our own MECHANICS, who WE THINK AND KNOW are ful-

OPPOSITE

the Four-Hand Treasure

collection of Piano
aud is just the book to afford pleasure to any
two musical friends who happen to be together.
Music is not difficult.
$2.00 Boards; $2.60 Cloth.

Duets,

that you can do that very thing.
We claim to make better plates than you can get
at any other office in the city, and no one will say
the quality is not the very best.
Wo can refer you
to any quantity of people who have worn our plates
from one to five years.
If you wish it, we will give
you a written guarantee that they are just what we
represent them to be in every particular. We warrant a good fit, and if not right the first time we

FESTABI.IMHEIt

ltlASS.

my2

$IO.

If you were sure that if by coming to us you could
get a set of the very best Gum Teeth that money can bay, and finished in better shape than you
could get in any other office in the city, for $10 00,
thereby saving from $6.00 to $10.00, wouldn’t you
do it? If you will call on us we will convince you

my!2

A WORD TO WORKINGMEN !

WATCH,

Piano Classics by the Best Composers.

This fine book commends itself to persons of refined musical taste as a collection of really very choice
and new pieces, by Rnbinstein, Mosxkowski, Delibes,
Hoffman, and other celebrities. 44 first-rate pieces
for $1.00 in Boards or $1.60 in Cloth.

228 1-2 Middle St., Portland, Me.

And parties purchasing $100.00 worth we will in
addition to paying Fares Both Ways and the free
delivery in Portland take $10.00 down and give One
Year’s time to pay the balance.

our

St.

Steamer ior Sale.
“MAY FIELD, of Vinal Haven; capa
length 80 leet, draft 6
city 200 passengers;
feet; has spacious cabins both forward and aft; also
cook room; large passenger deck; runs very economically ; speed i) miles an hour steady; boiler in perfect
condition, having been rebuilt the past year; the hull
was improved in 1884, at an expense of $2000, including new shaft, wheel, &c.; new suit of sails; well
equipped, and is an exception from steamers usually
offered for sale, being in first class condition every
way; is a favorite boat wherever known, and offered
for sale from the fact that the present business of
the route is not sufficient to require two boats. For
further information inquire of E. P. WALKER, Vi
nal Haven.
my20dlm

Proprietor*.
teaa

493

GAS FREE!
We will give gas free of charge to any one having
2 or more teeth extracted. When only one is" extracted, 60 cents will be charged.

Upwards.

BOSTON AND RETURN.
GENTLEMEN,

MUSia BOOKS FOB SUMMER RESORTS.

Cheaper Teeth (or Less Money.
Bold Fillings from $1.00,

And Goods Delivered Free in Portland,

always engaged

eodtf

Artificial Teetli

Any person purchasing $25.00 worth of goods

early,

Portland, Me.

Co,,

GREAT NEW ENGLAND

NEXT

Give yoal orders
time Afcieaa,

Hotel,

OPEN EVERY EVENING.

T H E

FOR

some

Farrington,

THE CLOTHIER A5D FURNISHER,

Citizens

j

O I T Y

have a fine line of Norfolk
Blouses for Young Men, with
Pants to match.
My line of
Neck Wear is complete, and
consists of the various novelties to be found in the market.

PIMB

address for six cents in stamps.
THE BRAIN ERD & ARMSTRONG CO.,
marl2eod3m
35 Kingston Street, Boston.

THU

I

Organs, Stools and

Samuel Thurston

Quills.
Waste Embr’y, pr oz. 40c. Waste Silt 25c
60-page book, containing rules and designs for
knitting silk goods of every description, sent to any

561

ISO-

dt£

BUY THE BEST

three yards each, or a trifle more than the ordinary
skein. CSir“Send 45 cents for sample box of fifty
J

maylOdlw

-AND-

ME.

bargains still remain.
Tuning and repairing to order.

putting up K.HKBOIDEKV NILH.
Merchants will tiud this a great improvement over the
old fashioned skein embroidery, it being much more
convenient to handle.

Clothing Co.,

YOU

WOULD

Some

■■

imnmnn.i

Ready-Made Clothing

styles and

^
mi

IS SHOWING THE FINEST EINE OF

hand.

Covers.
Market.

FMIJGTOJ,

The Clothier,

my9

lOO-yd. Silk

A tvtro

Hi Bl li.

We guarantee the W. B. to be the
finest line of Corsets ever imported.

Pianos,
■,

counters.

25S MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
TTV-O.

Call at the Old Stand and sec the
largest stock of

I am an old man. For 28 years 1 suffered with
ulcers on my right leg as the aesultof typhoid fever.
Amputation was suggested as the only means of
preserving life. The doctors conld do nothing for

Swift’s Specific is entirely vegetable. Treatise on
Blood and Skin Diseases mailed free.
The Swift Specific Co., Drawer 3, Atlanta
Ga., or 159 W. z3d St., N. Y.
jauld&wlynrm

CJ

we

OPEN EVERY EVENING.

Boston & Portland

Os-

My wife from early girlhood has been suffering
from rheumatism. She has tried many
remedies,
and I must frankly say lias derived more benefit
from Swift’s Specific than from all the
others, after
long and faithful trial.
Rev. Jas. L. Pierce, Oxford, Ga.

Congress Street.

Boys’ Shirt Waists,

PIANO 1

ditturm

i

oar

FARE PAID TO BOSTON

I have taken Swift’s Specific for blood poison contracted at a medical college at a dissection, while I
was a medical student.
I am grateful to say that it
gave me a speedy and thorough cure after my parents had spent hundreds of dollars for treatment.
Augustus Wendel, M. D., Newark, N. J.

488 & 490

and 3.50.
and 8.00.
Boys’ Dress Suits at $8.00, $9.00, $10.00 and $12.00.
Extra Pants with all suits if desired.
See our ALPINE YEST SUITS for Boys 11 to 14 years, Knee Pants.
School Suits for Boys, 11 to 17 years, long Pants, $5.00, 6.00, 6.50,
7.00, 8 00, 9.00 and 10.00.
Boys’ Flannel Blouses, Shirts, Sailor Suits, Spring Overcoats, Shirt
Waists, &c., &c.

Sold everywhere. Price: Cuticura, 60c; Soap,
26c; Resolvent, 31.00. Prepared by the Potter
Drug and Chemical Co., Boston, Maas.
Meuri for “How to Cure Skin Difteases.”
“yie
sw&w2w

me, and thought I must die.
FoV three years I
never had a shoe on.
Swift’s Specific has made a
permanent cure and added ten years to my life.
Wm. R. Reed, Hall Co., Ga.

«y21

and Play Knee Pant Suits $1.50, 2.00, $2.50, 3.00
Better grades at 4.00, 4.50, 5.00, 6.00, 6.50, 7.00, 7.50

At the New Orleans World's
Exposition, the WWImantic
Thread Co. of Hartford, Conn., a distinctively American Instil*
carried
ution, again
off all the honors, and the only medals
awarded for spool cotton. Tho completeness of this latest
Willimantic victory can be better appreciated by reading the
following copy of the reports of the judges t
“BEST QUALITY of SIX-COED SPOOL COTTON in all
numbers for SEWING MACHINE and handwork.”
Award : —Medal of the first class.
'Best quality and most comprehensive
display of manu-

tetter ov the scalp.

Whitesboro

stock.

Boys’ School

Tlx© Willimautic Thread
Company
awarded three medals of the first class
at the New Orleans World’s
Exposition,
for best quality of Six Cord Spool Cotfor
best
ton,
quality and most comprehensive display of
manufacturing Six
Cord Spool Cotton, and for best
display
of manufactured
Spool Cotton in black,
and
colors.
white,

misery,

I was almost
perfectly bald, caused by Tetter of
the top of the scalp, l used
your Cuticura Remedies about six
weeks, and they cured my scalp perfectly and now my hair is coming back as thick as
u ev®r wasJ. P. CHOICE.

inspect the

NOTHING BUT SERVICEABLE MATERIAL

NEW ORLEANS AVORLD'S EXPOSITION

HENRY L. SMITH.
West Avenue, Rochester, n. Y.

ECZEMA ON A CHILD,
Your most valuable Cuticura Remedies have
done my child so much good that I feel like
saying
this for the benefit of those who are troubled
with
skiu disease. My little fcirl was troubled
with Eczeaud
I
tried several doctors and
ma,
but
medicines,
did not do her anv good until I used the
Cuticura
Remedies, which speedily cured her, for which I
owe you many thanks aid
many nights of rest.
ANTON BOSSM1ER, Edinburgh, Ind.

CLOTHING!

PERFECT FITTING GARMENTS.

}

w oo tbt

188

to

.

AMERICA AHEAD ONCE MORE.

N. Y. Sub.

BOYS’ UNO CHILDREN’S

DEALERS.

■-

Boston Herald.

NOT THE CAT BUT THE

SPECIAL VALUES IN

SUPERIOR

Portland. Me.

public cordially invited

TURNER BROS.,

VARIETY

CASCO CLOTHING CO.,
MANUFACTURERS
PRICE

KU KLUX TO THE FRONT.

In a list of eight Southern appointments
made recently I found the names of seven in
the reports of the Ku Kiux Investigating
Committee, as identified with that organization for suppressing free suffrage and terrorizing the negro population, says a Commercial Gazette correspondent. The last man
appointed in North Caroliua was the chief
of the Ku Klux clan of that Slate.

the entire amount offered of

on

dtf

BOSTON & PORTLAND CLOTHING CO.

Every one of them Extra Bargains.
BOYS’ KNEE PA ATS,
50 cts., 75 cts., $100, $1.25. Fnli line of GENTS FINE TRIMMINGS.
If in need of any of the above goods come to our store and we will
give yon lower prices than you ever heard of.

mav7

regular prices

The

25 cents to $1.25.

Temple Sts..

REDUCTION

CONGRESSES!1., PORTLAND.

mar28

Suite,

BOYS’ SHIRT WAISTS

Corner Middle and

Dry Goods.

over
514

Lowest prices to be

AND ONE

of

PHOTOGRAPHER®

SUITS

at 75 cents, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00.
found anywhere.

history

onr

Long Pants) at the lowest price* in the city.
BOYS’ BLOUSE WAISTs

LIKE A GOOD MANY OTHEK PEOPLE.

(Pittsburg Chronicle.)
The Prince of Wales has been given a
copy of the revised Bible. He says be does
not notice any difference between it and the

from

warranted Indigo, Single and Double Breast, that we are
selling at a
low figure. Our Doable Breasts have detachable Buttons which make
them desirable for Conductors and G. A. R. men. We have the G. A.
R Buttons for those who wish them.
New styles of Gents Trowsers in Fine and Medium Grades. Cheap
ones for $1.00 and Upwards.
Full lines of

and

enor-

Prices Never before Reached

REFUNDED.

$6 to $10 per day made by live agents
vassing for us. Apply at Studio.

A

Blue Flannel and Yacht Cloth

(Short

pnrchased this week at an
sacrifice, will be offered to-day at

—

of

wanting anything in this line to examine
get prices. We have a large variety of

BOYS^

BACKWABD

PLEASURE

receiving daily New Styles

——

-»*—«»-

An Importer’s festock

FINELY FINISIIEI) CABINETS
Now at $4.60 per doz., former price $7 per doz.

SUITS AND SPRING 0VERSA CKS.

Current Comment.

BUSINESS BEFOEE

are

w*

...

quote

Co.

Clothing

time only in the price of

the

KNIGHT, M. D.

PHlt liS 81.00, 83.50 AND 85.410.
m?"°_

abort

To meet the demands of the times, we have determined, for a short season, to give the public
advantage of obtaining Strictly First Class
Photographs at Popular prices, and therefore

This Medicine is NOT a Liniment nor CURE-ALL'; is
composed entirely of Herbs, Roots, Barks, Gums nnd Balsams and will .-ure ALL
cases of Rheumullsm,
Sciatica, Back Acbe, Goal aad Rheumatic
Gout. Discovered in Hie winter of isso-Sl, it b»s ever since been used
in a large private practice in the State of New York without a
single
latl»re, and is now given to the public through all druggists ami midiciii* dealers under a guarantee of satisfaction in
every case.

MADE BY SILAS C.

a

Cabinets and Panel Photographs.

to

thorough sanitary overhauling,
suit has been that people have

important Sale of
DRESS
GOODS

MARK.

to its existence.

the

civil service examinations.

AUCTION PRICES ECLIPSED!

KNIGHTONIA !

Perhaps it

It seems

nim'Ki.i-ANnoi*.
_

TB APB

McLean and his crowd than to see the law
accomplish its intended object. The

fail to

to see their

MISCELLANEOUS.

—

to

C. A. H. illOHNb' &

WHOLESALE

DE VLER IN

Plastering Hair, A.
NO.

5

CO.,

—

Drain

Pipe,

COMMERCIAL WHARF
BOBThASD, ME.

b

^S “c«BB’’5llmeinl>0rtl*lllltO

mat31

*)U^ tl19 Cele
d2m

mmmmmammmmmammmmmammmmmmmmummmmmmmmmm

811. Rye straw, choice. $22 005823 00; oat straw

THE PRESS.

$10@$11#

ton.
ouster Choice Northern creamery, new 20&23c;
New York a- d Vermont new dairy at 18519c;
fancy at 2*. c; extra Western fresh-made creamery
at 21@23e: fancy 23x24c; common at 18@2(’c;
We- ten* ladle packed at 10512 ;do fair to good 9(5
llcr imitation creamery, choice,<it 12@?4o. All
old butter at 10@i2c. Jobbing prices range higher
than these quotations.
Cheese Choice Northern l0@10V*c; now 8@10c;
lower grades according to quality: West 9c.
Eggs Eastern at 14 g) 14 Vs c, New York and Vermont l4@14V&c; Western ld@13*fo: South at 13@
13 Vac.
Potatoes—Northern Rose at 60@62c; Eastern do
bush at the roads;
60562c; Houlton at —@65c

SATURDAY MORXIXR. MAY 23.
Wit and Wisdom.
Old Mr. Bentley—I see by the paper that a
revised edition of the Old Testament 1b to be
published soon. Old Mrs. B.—Does it say who
writii? Old Mr. B.—No. Old Mrs. B.—Well
it’s perfectly scandalous. I s’pose it was that

Ineersoll.

man

Proliflcs 63@65c.

The glory of a man is his strength. How
to maintain it, aud how to regain it when lost,
the
jS fully set forth in the “Science of Life,”
best medical treatise ever published in the

lout enter Fish ITIurliet.
FOR THE WEEK ENDING May 22.

Codfish—The codfish market continues quiet with
prospects for any improvement in prices. Fitters
continue to p ty 2 25 fr m the vessel for Georges,
Last sales
though outside vessels realize hut §2
no

Advertised in this paper.

English language.

of shores from vessels 1 65, and of Western Bank
1 76.
For cured Codtish we quote Georges S3 75 ty/ qt'
old Georges at $2 6<*3 ty* qtl; medium and small
Georges at $2 60 ty) qtl.; new W«*wrn Bank 83 25
53 5<>fc> qtl old oo at $2 2
for largo and 8^: for
medium; English cured do 3 75 (a3 25. Shores at
<■:»
u
ami
$2
fc>
Or
$3
qtl
large and medium Cusk,
Haddock and Hake $2 25; Pollock at $1% J Black
salted do $2Vb ty) qtl.
Boneless and prepared fish 3 to 4l/2C
ft for
Hake, Haddock and Cusk, and 457 Vic for Codtish
as to style and quality. Smoked Halibut
ty
ib. Smoked Salmon at 17c; Scaled Herring at 14c
box, No 3 and tucks at 10c. Smoked Alowivsc
1 25 v hundred.
Mackerel—Wo notice sales of several at $2 60
bbl, out of pickle, with bbl.
Fresh Halibutr—Last sales of Bank at 3 and 3y2C
ty) lb in cargo lots
Herring—We quote Nova Scotia large split $4 60
P bbl, medium do at $3; Labrador at $4; round
Shore 82 60; splints 83.
Trout at $ 5
bbl; Pickled Codfish at $5; Haddock at 84 75. Halibut Heads $3 60, Tongues 83.
Sounds at 812, Tongues and Sounds $10 50, Alewives $d 5 >; Salmon at $
(a $14, Fins at $12 00;
Fins and Napes $6; No 1 Shad $10; Swordfish at
$10 50; Halibut cheeks $8.
Pure Medicine Oil at 85c
gal, crude do &i 56c;
Biacktish Oil 60c; Cod do 3o(a40c; Porgie do $30c.
Fish scrap at $9
ton; Liver do $6. Fresh livers
60c ty) bucket.
Fish Waste $2 ty ton.
Fresh Livers 5oc
bucket.

“Mother, X think T e spinal vertehtte of the
frigid season has received a severe fracture,
remarked a high school girl to her mother.
“Yes,” replied the old lady, “I expected your
father would hurt that dog when be threw the
poker at him.”

■

__

Congress Yeast Powder is the only
Cream Tartar baking powder that Bells on its
merits. It requires no advertising, because
when once used it always pleases.
The

AND^COMW£RGIAL

FINANCIAL

O-.Hr Wbeleenle Jlartei.
PORTLAND, May 22.
Flour is quiet and steady; only a smill business In
Provisions unchanged. Seeds arm;
a jobbing way.
Timothy 10g!5c better. Mackerel are quoted
about $1 off Dry Fish of all kinds dull ami lower.
The following are to day’s closing quotations of
P«ru»c-‘

Flour, Oram. Provisions, 4tc
wraia

Higli Mxd Com 61®6
Bapor2a« tiflcJ
low grade*. .3 25®3 GO
No2 do, oar lote. 69^€u
X Spring tv
82 6.63
iX

-linn?

^

25 Goru, bag lot?,

.6 OOio

Fiticago

47 a48
Gate car lot*.
Patent Spring
.‘.(5 00@6 75 jOata, hag lot*.... 43®49
Wheats

(By Telegraph.)
Oan ago. May 22.—Oatt.le—Receipts 6.000 bea i;
Shipments 360.? head higher; steers at 4 66(55 70;
cows and mixed common to good 2 40(54 50; Stockers and feeders 3 60@6 00; corn fed Texans 4 60@

..

I Meal

Miculean Wintor straight^ 76@5
Do roller... 5 60®5
Si. jjGuis Wintor straight. 5 26@5
Do roller... 5 75® 0
Winter Wheat
8 00 £6
atoiii*..

00

61®62

Cottonseed,car lot? 38 00

75; Ootton8eed,bag lot#30 00
jS&ckedBran car lo;.

3 9 OO^l 20 00
60
00; do bag loth20 00®21 00
!
ids,ear lote £20 a 23 00
do b*»? iottB 2l@$24 00
50
PrcYl#i«n».
Produce.
Porii
Cranberries—
15 50® 18 00
B&ek
Cape Co l! 5 00.® 7 00
Maine.. 12 00'4l300i Clear— 1600@1660
1 7G al 851 Mess ...13 50® 14 00
Pea Beans
Meoluroe... 1 8.5®i 76 Moss Beoi.-il 50@11 00
Ex Mess..11 50@12 00
♦ Ktroanmoil 40.O-.1 60.
Plate.. .13 00@18 50
VaHoit: IjJvai* 1 9042 00
Es Plato. 14 00® 14 50
bx3 15a3 25
Br On■■
Irish Pbtat'joe 60t60e Homs
1
-g 4<s
Sggs & (to*,... 14®l6e HaiR'L.cr .TO^J 13
20®28 iAVri—
Turkeys
l’tt.17: Tab, & ft
7Va& 7,}4
Geese,
7Va®. 7%
•5..% 18’ Here**.
Chickens,
7?I4 •; 9
i5<^16o Ps.lt
Powi
Hem*,
ifHiin-:
i2<c24 Bed To;*.2 26®2 37
(Jroainorv....
1 8 5® 2 00
Gilt Edse vc-r. .20 24c I Timothy
18 .i 20c Clover
10Vi@Ho
Choice,..

4 66.

Hogs— Receipts 23 000 head; shipments 4300 lid;
shadejlower in some cases; rough and mixed at 3 90
(54 20 packing and shipping at 4 2C.54 30; light at
400@4 36; skips at 3 60@400
Sheep—receipts 1600 head; shipments 1000 head;
steady; shorn 2 60@3 96; wooled 3 75@4 76; Western 3 60@4 25; Texans 2 40(54 66.

.,

—

iHaraeo'.ic Market*.

(By Tolograplt,}?

....

a

1

......

1

r.

Einibink

Mtuscatel.2 75 3 25
Lay’!.2 75iy 15
1003 3
«32V4 Undara.
123/2 Valuaetn-8Vfc»10V»
I

...

Loudon

Var.'io.it
a V Faot

UU1B

...

...

—

...

Ikire-et* *
PujirAsANtf, May 22.
Railroad. for Portland
Maine
Centra)
iiccoiv.p’ by
-vm) laneous merchandise; tor ocnDeettn*
27 **-?
ivailr^a

roa

roi«oellAnQOtu‘ merchandise

f*i v.are Portland quotation*
*n.1 f hi* ■••i
:
ide* $f<» ibs weigtil and over 6%ciplb
Jz asr. •'..v.-Oa
ft
efc*
Siter liidw* under 90 lfca.<>
Ox
9
ft
Oo-A' Hides, all weights...•
4
o l> ft
Bull and .Stag Hides, all w- ghts
ft
TO
Uaif Skins..
76o *; eacD
Sheop Skins....
50e each
Lamb Skins.
Light and Deacon Skins.* 25 to85« each
:£*mk»red Tallow... ... ......5%/ ^ ft
3^3%c
ltough do
tGtlu*

oo

..

..

rit&rSkc*.

quotations ot

.t he folio wing

daily .by telegraph:

BOSTON

received

mv

svo?1*

STOi ikH

•»

..

*

May 22.— Wheat
1 02%; No 2 Red at 1 01%.
vt'beat— Receipt* 2800 bu;
-<uu\

v«rU Htoc«nml

!

"}?£

Erie.....

Eriepref....

*

Illinoisfl yontral

52%
48%
8o%
94%

Lake Snore........
Michigan Central.

....

New; Jersey Central....
...
Northwestern
..
Northwestern pref....

..

....

..

Boston Air Line.

...

..

OF

JO
27
Jl%
79%

••

Uei.A Hudson Canal Oo.
Del. & Lackawanna.
....
Dtsorer £ K.G....
E. Term., Vir. & Ga....
E. Tenn. Va., & Ga. pref.
Kansas & Texas.
Houston A Texas..Hannibal A St. J>.....

104%
5%
8%
5%
i

.....

..

preferred.
Hartford A Erie 7 s
Lake Erie & West.

Sua rises
3'io set*

gVa

5%

...

May 23

May 23

Si? AMU.NAU.MAY 23.
4.06 j
6 40 AM
(
h
7.09

I

vi LRINE

83 sa
Nar-h.
55%
Missouri Pacific—
123
Cesox.
Morris A
TVs
?4ob’le A Ohio
.123
Meuot*ontan Llovated.
Manhattan Elevated... 95%
144
New York Elevated
17 %
N 'trit< ri, racitic common.
74%
Oregon Nav.
.133Vi
Ft
&
Wayne.
Pittsburg
u*f a

walo)

J

7.20 PM

NEWS

.....

POKT OF PORTLAND.

FRIDAY, May

Pittsburg.141%
Mail
Pullman Car.
Richmond & iDanville.
Pacitlo

Reading.

55%

118
49
14

'727/s
do preferred..
ii5Va
Union Pacific Os.
106%
do L. G. 7»
d- 8in<c lend 8f.... .120

Me Cent RK.
Sch Cattawamteak, Kennedy, Rondout- cemeut
to C S Chase.
Sch Wester loo, Jordan, Rondout—cement to L C
Cummings & Co.
Sch Vulcan, Lewis, New York salt to Emery &

New- Vork aiming Stock*.
New York, May 22.—The following are the closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal. 9.76
13.00
Homestake.
24.60
Ontario.,.
4,50
Quicksilver.22.00
do pret
2 2ij
Coe. Cal. & Va.

Furbish.

Eureka. .0 0^
Standard.
J 36
10a
.7 6t
i-iaie Qt Nor.jross
3 01
Paths DeSmetr..
•••

•••

....

Cleared.
Sch Cocheco, for Bangor—S W Thaxier & Co.
SAILED Sch Emma.
Also sailed,' sch Ella M Doughty, for Western

**tock».

Tliaiu^
(By telegraphy
Che following are th<
tAK fVnAKVMCO, May 22.
closing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:
4%
Best & Belcher.
2%
C hollar.
Hale& Norcross
7%
Savage. 4%
...-...
1%
Navajo
Wt
Crown | Point.
Opliir. l3/i
1%
Mexican.
i-n
Bodie.
7%
Eureka
I
2%
eilow
achat....
: nionCon.... .1 Vs
Gould & Curry. 23/*
ftUiernia

..

Banks.

FROM OUR

CORRESPONDENT.

ROCK PORT, May 22-Ar, sch Levi Hart, Giles,

...

Boston.
Sld, ach

....

..

«

Sch Alfala, Thurston, Weymouth—nails to King
& Dexter.
Sch St Leon,-, Boston.
Sch Fleetwing, Johnson, Poston.
Sell Agnes, Low-11, Gloucester
Sob Mary Willey, Williams Portsmouth, to load
for Bangor.
Sch Hulloneon, Poland, Round Pond.
Sch lauthe, Johns, Gouidsboro.
Sck Black Warrior, Babbidge, Deer Isle—canned
goods to C Mattoks.

Plymouth.10.62

Sierra

22.

Arrived.
Steamship Kleanora, Bragg, Now York mdse to
J B Coyle. Jr.
Steamer State of Maine, Larcom, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NB.
Barque Herbert C Hall. (Br) Davis, Boston, to
load for South America. To Iiyan & Kelsey.
Brig Sparkling Water. Hichborn, Boston, to
load for Cuba. To Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch Laura A J Burnham, Harris, Baltimore-coal
to Cummings Bros.
Seh A U Weeks, Henley, Philadelphia—coal to

•—

..

Victory, Hatch, Boston.

...

FROM

...

ftCHiea

rArtrtit't.

tWs!■*?«', May 22 —The toilowmg
* eolations of Butter, Ol eose. Eggs, Sec

--..re

Pork—Long cuts, i4 25:ct 3 4 50: short oats i 4 6(
@16 00; backs $16 Oo.a 16 60; light hacks 14 O
prime men»- 15 < ( »
$14 60; lean ends 14 00;a.$ 14 T>
@$16 60; extra prime 1 i 6- .a. 12 00; mess. $13 &\
at
14
tongues
00^16 0; Werteri
@13 60; pork
mes pork $12
Lard at 7%«.7;V4c

prime

60@1300.

V» lt> lor tierce*'; 8@^%c t
8%<x8%c for n-tb pails. 8%.a8%

10-lb pails:
fo pails.
Fresh Beef- Fair steers 8%@8%c^ib;ilurht steer
at 8@8%c; Choice at 6%®9c. choieo oeav, uiud
ll%@12c, good do at 11@1 l%c; light 10% 'w < lc
ueavy tores at 6o-OVsc;second qualityiat oV*. «
c rattles at 6@6%e, ribs 7@7%o; rumps at li
@14c.rounds 8%v&«%c; rump loins 11@14% loin *|
for 3

good
at

OTzlltic.

.>eans—choice large hand picked j oa at 1 60(J ;
1 *;6 fc> bosii. choice New York small hana-pioko
do atl 60@1 06 fancy 1 70;small hand-picked pea
Vermont, it 1 70 u. 76; common to good at 1 4
@1 46. jhoioe screened do 1 40; haud-pioKed moc
iuml 56@ a 1 00. and choice Rcreeued do l 30 gl 4L
oommonuo’l 10-ttl 20,ohoice improved je iow-eyt ,
at 2 0u@@—;
old-fash*on.e<1 yeiiow-eye* at 1 90, I.
1 96; red kidneys 1 96@2 00.
Apples—We quote Baldwins at 3 00a)3 60; Hut
sets 3 0O@3 60. Evaporated Apples at 6%@7%

|

^ lb.
Hay—Choice prime imy quoted $20@zl 00loi ;
fair to good $18@$19 00; choice Eastern line 16 O J
@$18 00; poor do at $13@$14; Eastern swftle 10(3 3

i

MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.

Sld fm Genoa May 16, sch Henry Souther, IIupper, Baltimore.
Sld 1m Liverpool 21st, ship Iroquois, Nickels, for
San Francisco.
Sld fm Melbourne Mcb 26, barque C D Bryant,
Colcord, Newcastle, NSW. (where she ar Apl 1.)
S d Apl 1, barque Penobscot, Cbipman, N ewe as
tie NSW.
KumAr at St Thomas 7th, sch C H Macombe
rill. St Mariius, (and sld 9th lor Ponce.)
Ar at Si. 'Thomas viay 12ih, sch Helen Montague,
Green, Newport News.
Sld viay 14th, sen Clara Leavitt, Lombord, for
Pot to Rico.
Ar at Surinam May 1, sch Kit Carson, Harding,

Bucksvllle. SC.
Sl.i im Montevideo May 17, barque Naversink,
Weeks Boston.
Ar at Sourabaya prev to

Russell, Kaue, Macasar.

'J^urks Island.
Cld at May&guez May 2d, schs Lamoine, Lescb,
Boston; 8th, Etnu, Pinkham, do.
Ar

Spain 1st, sch Fred Jackson, Snow,
Wilmington, NC; 5tb, Wyer G Sargent, Sargent,
at

Port

New York.
Ar at Ponce

Apl 26, schs
Boston; May 7, brig Mary

Carrie C Ware, Drisko,
E Pennell, Mitchell, St

Thomas.
Sid Apl 26, sch Martinique, Lowell, Portland.
Sid fm Turks Island May 16. barque Wandering

Jew, Gay, Philadelphia.
In port May 14,
from Providence,

sch Julia
ar 11th.

S Bailey, Henderson,

Havana, May 16—Chartered, barque S E Spring,
Bn;; r at Cardenas or Sagua to New York direct, at
» 0 pr hhd and 18c pr qtl for bags;
brig Raven,
sugar at Trinidad to Philadelphia at $4 and $4 26
pr hhd and bags at 28c prqtl; sch Isaac Carlton.
BUgar at Matanzas to North of Hatteras at $3 50
■

pr hhd.
At Cardenas May 14, barque Ada Gray, Plummer,
for North of Hatteras. brig Lahaina, Allen, do.
Sid fm Bermuda 12th, barque John F Rothman,
Nash, (from Maceio) for Halifax; 13th, brig Stockton, Al'en. Philadelphia.
Ar at St John, NB, 21st, schs Telumah, Sproul,
Bangor; Fred C Holden, Rich,Calais, Janet, Shaw,
and Aliee S. Kerrigan, Rockland.
Cld 21st, schs Abner Taylor, Dodge, New York;
Kltzabeth DeHart, McIntyre, do.

IpOR
No.
Wm

POWDER

Other

Help

FOB

or

May 20, barque

Albert

Sch Col Millikeu, Dunton, from Bangor for St
Domingo, betore reported at New London leaky,

SALE.

towed to New York 22<i for

repairs.

FOR

anti-malarial medicine

DR. DAVID KENNEDY’S

FAVORITE REMEDY
has won golden opinions. No traveler should consider his outfit complete unless it includes a bottle of
If you are exposed to frequent
this medicine.
changes of climate, food and water, Favorite Remedy
should always be within your reach. It expels malarial poisons, and is the best preventative of chills
and malarial fever in the world. It is especially offered as a trustworthy specific for the cure of Kidney
and Liver complaints, Constipation and ail disorders
arising from an impure Rtate of the blood. To women
who suffer from any of the ills peculiar to their sex
Favorite Remedy is constantly proving itself an unfailing friend—a real blessing. Address the proprietor, Dr. D. Kennedy, Rondout, N. Y. $1 bottle, 6 for
$5, by all druggists.

uomEg-ric ports.
PORTLAND, O— Old 12th, ship Tillie E Starbuck, Rogers, for United Kingdom with 3200 tow
wheat,—the largest cargo ever loaded here.

ANTED—By young man, position as storerefman, or other position of trust; highest
furnished; security given if required. Address W., Box 1604, P. O.,
City._19-1
in private family by young
West end. Address M. C., Press Office.
lady;
J

WANTED—Board

painted,
lord’s St, two minutes walk to

horse

This house
on easy
Me.,
lias been kept by the present proprietor for 16
years, is in good repair, and doing a good business.
6-4
Inquire on the premises.

BEAUTIFUL

orch-

WTlVTED.-A

SMITH.6-3

FOR

TO

er

in

rent 6

boon ever bestowed upon man is perfect
health, and the true way to insure health
is to purify your blood with Ayer’s Sarsa-

Clough, 34 Arlingparilla.
ton st., Lowell, Mass., writes: “Every
winter and spring my family, including
myself, use several bottles of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. Experience has convinced me
that, as a powerful
Mrs. Eliza A.

CMADTINP
Oman I llfll
maBmmmmmmmmmmmmo

UUUUmnU

Blood

PUH VI N P

purifier, it is very much superior to any
All
other preparation of Sarsaparilla.
persons of scrofulous or consumptive tenand especially delicate children,
are sure to be greatly benefited by Its
use.” J. W. Starr, Laconia, Iowa, writes:
For years I was troubled with Scrofulous complaints. I tried several different
preparations, which did me little, if any,

dencies,

Two bottles of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla effected a complete cure. It is my
opinion that this medicine is the best
blood

good.

_■

of the day.” C. E. Upton, Nashua, N.H.,
writes: “For a number of years I
was troubled with a humor in my eyes,
and unable to obtain relief until I commenced using Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. I have
taken several bottles, am greatly bene-

fited, and believe it to be the best of blood
purifiers.” It. Harris, Creel City, Ramsey
Co., Dakota, writes: “I have been an
intense sufferer, with Dyspepsia, for the
past three years. Six months ago I began
to use

AYER’S

Sarsaparilla
It has effected an entire cure, and I am
now as well as ever.”

by all Druggists.
Price $1; Six bottles, $5.
Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell,

II

V

BATCHELOR’S CELEBRATED HAIR DYE

ESTABLISHED 1831.
Beet in the world
Harmless! Reliable! Instantaneous! No disappointment, no ridiculous tints; remedies
the ill effects of bad
dyes; leaves the hail
soft and beautiful
Black or Brown. Explanatory o i cu lare
sent postpaid in sealed
envelopes, on applica-

U

rear

for
St.

TO

a

garden.

Cough

in

EET—Having entirely
TO with
and elegant carriages,

stocked

new

to

Ladies, Read This,
Benefit One

filO BE LET-On Diamond Island, for one or
X more seasons, the furnished cottage owned by
Mr. J. P. Baxter; has large grounds connected with
it. In close proximity to steamboat landing, on the
westerly side of the island. BENJ. SHAW, 48ya
18-1
Exchange Stieet.

15

equal

as an

Asthma

our stable
we are now

my20

ORDER AT ONCE
From Your Wholesale

Druggist,

I

Remedy

Mothers.

Buy Dr. Booth’s Worn
Femady. Price 25 Cents. dtf

myl4

ROOillM TO

TO

Cleanest, Purest, Sweetest and Healthl
st Bed iu the World.

TO

for Catarrhal and Lung Affections, Ha;
Eever and Asthma, Nervous Exhaustion,
Neuralgia and Rheumatism.

price7sio.««.
GAUBERT
and Manufacturer

mar27

Portland, Me
dtf

a

1

1

■

BOARD.
pleasant countr;

home; healthful location, magnifleent scenery
delightful walks and drives; shade trees, piazzas
Willow Brook Farm, BOX 206

_21-2

Summer Board Wanted,
wanted for gentleman and wife for

BOARD
three weeks in
or

Portland;

tw(

July, within 26 miles o
shore preferred. Address giving ful
and price, S., care “Cottage Hearth.’

sea

particulars
No. II Broomfield St., Boston, Mass.

my21eod6

Mi imiier Board,
cheer at Maple Lane Farm;
pleasam
drives, boating and beautiful mountain seen
ery. E. P. GROVER,West Bethel, Me. myl3d3w<

GOOD

at

6.46,10

Island, 7.00, 0.46

a.

a. m.,

2.46,

3.00, 5.46

m.t

m.

(Sundays excepted.)
j,
my4dtf

B.

COYLE, Ja., Manager.

EXCURSIONS.

1,447,756 70
$5.505,796 14

Cook’* Excursion Parlies sail from New
York in April, May, June and July by Firstrclass

steamships.

Npecial Tourist Ticket* for Individual
Traveller* ct reduced rale*, by the best routes
pleasure travel.
Cook’* Kxcurnioni*t, with maps, contains
full particulars; by mail for 10 cents.
TIIOS. COOK. Sc NON, 261 Broadway, N. T.
or 197 Washington St. Boston, Mass.
feb21
S&W16w

for

patient

available,

are

Liquid Food

in half the time

we

UNITED STATES HOTEL.

Days

Paid in Thirty
After Proof.

J.W.MUNCER & CO.,

DR.W.WILSON’S

COKUfiSPONDENTS,

•PORTLAND: 19 1-2 Exchange St.
dlmteodl lm&wGwS

feb3,1886

THE SCIENCEOF LIFE. ONLY

w<

BY

$1

success In the cure of upwards of Six
Thousand of the most difficult complicated eases
within the last four yoars is the best evidence

Unparalleled

Of his Shill that needs only

MAIL POSTPAID.

lady prefers her
can

own

usuall]

have him

physician

challenge

such

by paying hit

described.

A Great Metical Woikln
,

In our Home of eighty children do not know wha ^
should have done without your Liquid Food
We have several now that we feel we cannot car *
for in any other way than by using it.
Yours very gratefully,
E. H. PERKINS, Matron C. F. S

BRANCH! ) 7 Snow Hill, London.
WOKKN, } 384 St. **anl St., Montreal.
Wb&Mtf
aprlfi

JS-Oonsultation and Examination Free from 8

KNOW THYSELF.

of

we

Trial.

Ladies’ suffer no longer, call and in*
vestigate, no questions asked hot your
every ailment, ache or pain is faithfully

oi

results without th(

a

His Ladies’ Periodical Regulating Magnet is
Working Wonder* W bout I?Iedicine.

can

Gents:

2-tf

Cushing’s Island,

m.

EUROPE,
44

Total Marine Premiums.

28

Murdock's Liquid Food.
bvery institution that uses Murdock'1
Liquid Food reports the same results, b<
they on infants, children or adults.
Boston Children's Friend Society, i
48 Rutland Street,
Boston, March 23,1885. )
use

best second floor fo;

Me.

to

operation, if needed, and after it unti
they are restored to health.

akiug the room about equal to first floor
over Woodman, True & Co., now occupied by Lord
Haskell & Co. Possession given July 1. Inquire o

hammocks, rest.

26

Food is used.

a

Wharf at 6.30,0.30a. m., and

J. D. JONES. President,
CHARLES DENNIS. Vice President,
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN. 3d Vice President,
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

fees, or any surgeon can have a bed as
signed him for a private case (we not pay
ing them for their attendance) but wil
care for and nourish the patient before tin

ii

a

contains irom

surgeon, she

13-7

LET-The largest and
TO business
in Portland, tine elevator with motivi

Oxford,

Good

If

We
BE I>FT—Unfurnished rooms at the S
re
Julian Hotel, No. 196 Middle St.; good
tauraut connected with house.
Apply to R. W

SUTOOTER BOARD—In

Leave

6.15 p.

required.

*16-1

WOODMAN.

from shock following

a case

show that with

build up

TO

power,

lost

blood

Liquid

can

_21-1

UNDERWOOD, Janitor.

On and after Monday, May 4, 1886, the elegant
and staunch steamer

Marine Risks from 1st

Premiums on Policies not marked
off 1st January, 1884.

Losses

even

And when other foods

UET—A very desirable room to one or tw«
gentlemen, in a private family, on line of stree
cars.
Address with real name, W., Press Office.

PINE HYGIENIC IHTTO |
makes the

new

our

LET.

ST._

STAR LINE STEAMBOAT GO.

40 P£R CKJST.

(the system
pounds), proving that we can build up any case sc
that they can be not only operated on successfully,
but that a relapse never follows an operation whet

1

?SIO LET-A furnished front chamber at 121
i BRACKETT ST. Bath room adjoining. 19-1

GEO. W.

Proprietor

of

LET-Two rooms, furnished or unfurnished
Call at 12(
pleasant and suuny, with gas.

BRACKETT

never

operation,

Ten

Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiums lYrminnting in 1884,

30 Lev-

fused, and we have never kept a woman over three
weeks prior to an operation, and never gave over a
tablespoonful of our Liquid Food four times daily j
that quantity in thirty days will make ten pounds

LADY’S

And recommend it to your customers at
a pleasant, safe, reliable and prompt
remedy for the removal of stomach ant
seat or pin worms from eliild or adult,
It is easy to take, never fails, absolute'
Iv harmless and requires no after physic
Your customers will be well pleased am
you will have the satisfaction of ki>ow.
ing thi»t you are recommending the Besi
Worm Remedy on earth.

203 Middle St.,

_22

at No.

of the many that we have operated on, that other hospitals and surgeons have re-

The finde:
Hunting Case Gold Watch.
will be suitably ewarded by leaving the samt
at the office of BLAKE, JONES & CO., No. 1 Gal
Block.
ap20dtf

DR. BOOTH’S

H.

We have
an

X.ost.

ONE DOZEN

Worm

foods and treatments fail.

had on a collar
CARLETON

STREET, city.

Surgical Hospital

street, Boston, is in attendance daily from 9
M., except Saturdays and Sundays.
We do this to shoto the value of raw food, which
our liquid food is, condensed and free from insoluble
matter, which enables us to save life when all other

LOST AND FOUND.

black

Round Trip $18.
Dalian.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
31dtf70 Tong Wharf. Bwlcn

Passage

Six Per Cent Interest on amount Outstanding Script Paid On and After Feb. 3, 1883.

to 10 A.

SI

no

mission.

New

$12.938 289.38.

erett

TOJLET.

vessel.

ASSISTS,

The Staff of the

ORES m the Thompson block, Nos. 117. lit
121 and 123 Middle street, a few dt ora below
the post office; fitted suitable for wholesale or retai
business, with light, finished, airy basements. Renl
reasonable. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON, No. 164
Brackett street Portland, Me.
1anl4dtf

skye-terrier;
LOHT—Dog,
mark. Please return to 77

take risks at their office.

Premiums marked off from Jan. 1,
1884, to Dec. 31, 1834. $4,046,271 04
Losses paid during same period.
2,109,919 20

MURDOCK’S FREE HOSPITAL.

ROOMS

d&wly

More of Your

at

To Let.

In the above cases Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil can
be relied upon. It has given relief to thousands.
Keep it in your house. There is hardly a week of
the year it will not be useful.

or

as

it will

Any Lady suffering from Internal Disease, even if so reduced that an operation
is refused her by her own surgeon and all
hospitals, can have a bed assigned to her

to let single or in suites, with board. Ap
ply at No. 99 High St., corner of Spring.
tf
ml3

cure.

on

Friends.

prepared to furnish first class teams at reasonable
rates. EASTMAN & GOODWIN, Proprietors, City
Hotel Stable, formerly Robinson’s, 36 and 37 Greer
29-4
St.

save

dozen children Choking with
Croup. One minute after the
first dose the hardest attack
of Croup Will be relieved.

sailing

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by commuting lines, forwarded free of com-

p.

January, 1884, to 31st December,
1884
....$3,958,039

LET—House No. 210 Cumberland Street.
Inquire at 130 Franklin Street. Possession
19-1
given about the 16th of June.

^

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p. in. From Pine Street Wharf
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate o(

water-borne.

Premiums

20-1

2

f|TO
X

score

Every Tuesday and Friday.

on

soon as

High Street, eight

42
in

Company will

Saturday

Every Wednesday and
From PHILADELPHIA

Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as

story house 9 rooms, on
Spring St., Woodfords; $16 per month. W.
H. WALDRON, 180 Middle St.20-1

cure

More than enough

Ij ET—New

This

York,

—

From BOSTON

Leave Peak's

RISKS ONLY.

house

SHAW, 48ya Exchange

a

no

MARINE

AGAINST

INSURE

AJRD

Direct Steamship Line.

will leave Franklin
2.30 and 5.30 p. m.

OF NEW YORK.

proofs^

J.
©odlynrm

RE NT-House

No.
FOR
room8; has vacant land
BENJAMIN

oppres
of the most
severe case of Asthma.
The
direct cures of Asthma by
this medicine are
that
Dr, Thomas’ Eclectric Oil has

aaiHHaaaHHBHMHM

Mutual Insurance Co.,

in one mile of the Ocean House; good bathing privilege. Apply to W. R. ANTHOlNE, 48y3 Exchange
stieet.
20-1

colds and the coughing
that often levels the way to
Consumption. It will posa

who will go

into the country during the summer months.
at No. 149 CUMBERLAND ST.
my!3dtf

on

t0 re^e.ve
WUFE7IMP T.ltnty
nriLLLlllU sion and wheezing

Sold

Mass., U. S. A.

U l\ I 11

LET—For the

Of

minutes.

Apply

one

WHARF.

For Cushing’s and Peak’s Island.

ATLANTIC

summer, two-story
TORE
and stable in CaDe Elizabeth,
the coast, with-

applied.

itively ease
.-

A

a

LEAVE

PHILADELPHIA

elOfl

my!3-tf

FOR

iiy

Sufficient to stop in live
minutes the smarting, stinging pain of xoo burns or scalds.
It will stop the pain as soon as
to

Wanted.
CAPABLE SERVANT GIRL;

—

my22dlw*

jlilElilMCE

at No. 99

St., near
BENJAMIN SHAW, 48Va Exchange St.21-1

■—

nnilPUIMP Abundance

low

Cook Wanted.
High St., cor. Spring.

THIS

OE

WILL

I.INK

J,'

Boston

my 2

BENT—House No. 42 South
Free St.; good location; nine rooms.

gottk

...

LET—To

BE

TO

STREET,

a

APPLY

Douglass St., rooms,
flat.
Inquire 1041 OonG. W. BURNHAM.22-1
8

photograph

young girls in city or
painting, no glass,
country can earn $12 to $20 per week, work sent
all
the
mail
and
furnished
year round, distance
by
for
no objection, no canvassing, no stamp required
MANUFACTURING
PIONEER
reply. Address
CO., Box 5098 Boston, Mass.24-8

LET—One of the best Cottages at Evergreen Landing, Peaks’ Island, will be let until July 1st, if applied for soon.
Inquire at 220
Federal street.
22-1

WEEK

RAILROAD

Bibles at. 1 -2 and Old
Testaments at less than
1 -3 the prices of the English editions, and equal
to the English In type,
paper, printing and accuracy. txrst agent sent out
reports an order at every
call for two weeks. Rare
chance for agents to make
money. Send $1.00 for outfit. Tkrms very liberal.
The Henry Bill Pub, Co.,
Norwich, Conn,

entirely new,

no

-Mg.-t-

THE

WAN

something
WANTED.—Ladies,
perfectly simple and easy,
ladies and

PER

STEAMERS

City
Medical Association will be held
and Thursing, Portland on Tuesday, Wednesday
11th.
and
10th
June
9th,
day,
mj9dlm CHAS. D. SMITH, M. D., Secretary.

5162._16-8

LET.

on
rooms on

work, sim-

TED-Ladies and gentlemen in city or
country, to receive light, easy work at home
all the year round; distance no objection; salary
J. FOWLER
from $1 to $3 a day; no canvassing.
& CO., Boston, Mass., box 5117._15-6

RENT—House with nine rooms, on Cape
Cottage road, about Yk mile from sea shore;
fine location for ocean view and good fishing: Cape
Cottage Hotel about Yu mile beyond. BENJAMIN
22-1
SHaW, 48ya Exchange street.

Arrangement,

oimurncing, May 18, 1889*

3 TRIPS

Maine Medical Association.
of the Main©
thirty-third annual meeting at
Build-

all the year round; no canvassing or previous experieui-e necessary; large demands for the work. For
particulars, address CARLTON & CO., 76 State St.,
Boston, Mass., Box

small family without children, bouse No. 17 Chestnut St.; reference required; rent $260 per year. Apply between five
and six p. mv at No. 21 CHESTNUT ST.
21-1

What tbepe k

THE BEST

WANTED—Ladies

<

D. BROWN, Clerk.

Portland, Me., May 22,1885.

ple and easy; no photograph painting or
glass; ladies and young girls can easily and agreeaearn
bly
large income by working on our samples at
home; work sent by mail any distance and provided

flYHE retail coal business of the late J. H. Baker,
I office, scale, sbeds, screens, wagons, tools, &c.,
together witb the koud will of tl e business; been
established on Richardson’s Wharf more tnan
twenty five year*, doing a good business, customers,
pay promptly; best stand in the city, aud the only
one that can be had. A rare opportunity for any oue
wishing to go into the business, wharf can be leased,
For particulars inquire
p ^session given June 1st
of JOHN W. DYER, No. iya Union Wharf.
dtf
mayl3

Summer

meeting.
A.

man or woman

foTentirely new

Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., St, John, N.
It., Halifax, N. S» Ac.

1885._maylleodtd

come before tbe

properly

in every County
in the U. S.
$1.25 samples free. $76 per
Paul
month, salary or commission. Send stamp.
2-4
T&bel, Chicago, 111.

WANTED.-A

*»•*

INTERNATIONA!- STEAMSHIP CO.

myl.3d2w_F.

1335._16-1

For Sale.

LET—House

capable,

ANTE D.—All persons having unsettled accounts with the late firm of G. H. IRISH &
to
please call and settle the same before the
CO.,
first day of dune next or they will be lett with an
G. H. IRISH, J. W.
attorney for collection.

land,

TO

Agents.
E. A. A DAMN Ac CO.,
ltd (State 8treet, Car. Bread SI., Bsstth

ern

THE

reliable man, accustomed to care and driving of horses and garden work to go to the seashore for the Summer,
references required. Address stating age and wages, S. G., P. O. Box

or
THEsisting
with

jr

_18-1

Office.17-1

FliFflORMFOUALL
Albion P. Irish farm at West Gorham, conone hundred acres of grass and wood
house, baru and out buildings, will be
Solti at a bargain for cash. Enquire of
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Gotham, or
No. 184ya Middle Street, Portland,
d&w2w20
may 12

Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco.
ot
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly
Japan, China, and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and further
Information, apply to or address the General East*

It

ANTED—A good capable girl, American
preferred, to do he housework for a family
Address G. D., Press
of two. Wages $2 a week.

ard, good well of mineral water, tine privilege for
boating, fishing and bathing. For further particulars enquire at premises or address.
MRS. R. JOHNSON,
maroeodtf
East Deering, Maine.

and

foot of State Street, every Monday, Wednesday ana
Annual meeting.
Fri lay at 5 p. m., for Eastport and St. John, with
HE Annual Meeting of the Corporators of Portconcoctions for Calais, Kobbinaton, St. Andrews,
land Savings Bank, will be held at the bankPembroke, Houltou, Woodstock, Grand Menas,
ing room, on WEDNESDAY, the 27th day of Muy,
Campobello, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth, Windat 10.30 o’clock a. m., lor the purposes specified in
sor, Halifax, Moncton. Newcastle. Amherst. Pictou,
the charter and required by tbe statutes of Maine.
Shodiac, Bathurst, Dalbousie, Charlottetown, Fort
EDWARD A. NOYES, Secretary.
I Kairliela, Grand Falls and other stations on the
inay20dtd
May 19,1885._
New Brunswick and Canada, Inter-colonial, Windsor and Annapolis, Western Counties, Kail
Kosds,
Maine Eclecllc Medical Society. and Stage Routes.
Through Tickets issued and Baggage cheeked te
annual meeting of the Maine Eclectic Medi
destination.
cal Society will be held at the Elmwood House
Freight received up to 4 p. m. and any inm the city of Waterville, on Wednesday, May 27,
formation regarding the same may be had at thf
Per order
m.
a.
10
at
o’clook
1886,
Sec.
M.
of
the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
office
D.,
BARRETT,
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets.
Rooms
and further information apply at
State
The Inter national Telegraph Co.
Office, First National Bank Building,
Company’s
Middle
and
corner
Exchange Sts.
mHE Annual Meeting of the International TeleJ. B COYLE, JR., Gen. Manager.
of Brown
l graph Co. will be holdenat the office
dtf
my!8
& Josselyu. 211 Commercial street, Portland. Me.,
for tbe
on Tuesday, June 2d, at 3 o’clock p. m.,
choice of Directors and any other business that may

ED-A young lady would like a situation to give Piano or Organ lessons in exAddress TEACHER, Press Offor board.

fice.

Zealand

ports.

PORTLAND SAVINGS RANK.

WANT

change

Summer Residence situated on the
shore of Casco Bay, at Falmouth Foreside, 4
miles fjom Portland, with 20 acres of land and isNice

Portland, May 11th,

Island., New
Australia,

Steamers sail from New York for Asplnwall oa
tbe 1st, 10th, and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for aU the above named

2nd.—To choose directors for the ensuing year.
RUFUS D. BEAN, Clerk.

evening._

SUMMER RESIDENCE FOR SALE.

the estate.

(Sandwich

treasurer.

~ANT i d.-Everybody to go to the People’s
Theatre on Exchange Street, and witness
the performance of Minnie Schuman’s Megaiherian female Minstrels and the Great Specialty Co., at
10, 20, 26 and 36 cents admission. Open every

SALE—The well known BAKER HOUSE
Yarmouth,

opposite belonging to

THE

19-1

ANTED.—Summer boarders, house situated
in a pleasant town, good walks and drives,
very healthy, good boating, good chance lor families to obtain board, rates reasonable. For further
particulars address HIGHLAND SPRING HOUSE.
18-1

situated in the thriving village ot
FOR
terms.
is offered for eale

land

JAPAN, CHINA,

Meeting.

Annual

Stockholders of the Portland Company are
Meeting of
hereby notided that the atAnnual
the office of the
this corporation will be held
Company at their works, on Tuesday the Twentysixth (26th) day of May, at 3 o’clock in the afternoon, lor the following purposes.
lBt._To act on the report of the directors and

sewing.^

caiB; near the salt water. Inquire on the premises
of MRS. ALLEN.6-3

ThS&Tulmnrm

Portland Company,

CALIFORNIA,

iOUO

HEETINGI.

ANTED—At No 603 Congress Street, Protestant girl to do chamber work and

60x100

Corner, on
the steam or

TO

erences

rooms

TO

ymaltt

lot

Portland, May lilst, 1885.myZldtjel

Wharf.__19-1

garden
SALE—Cottage
FOR
feet, eleven nice
newly papered and
Woodsituated at Woodford’s
and

such of the

at

houses, and at such times

ignate.

Office._19-1

9-4

Maine.

PACIFIC MAIL S. 8. CO

public buildings and school
as the committee may desThe egg size to be re-screened upon its ae
of the mine, or coal
name
the
and
livery as above,
the bid.
proposed to be furnished, to accompany
the
reserves
right to reject any or
The committee
all bids. Address, “Proposals for Coal,” for one
J, W. DEERING,
week to
Chairman Com. on Public Buildings.

bins

Elegant New Steamer
TREMONT
JOHN BROOKS and
will
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHaBF

Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m., and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line are reminded that they
secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the espense and Inconvenience of arriving In Boston lata
at night. Through Tickets to New York, via tba
various Kail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight
taken as nsuaL
J. B. COYLE, Jr.,
sepSdtf
_Manager.

...

ANTED- Situations as CDoks in a summer
hotel or restaurant by man and wifo; were
coobs at the Ocean House, Cape Elizabeth, three
years. Address THOMAS CARROLL, lVs Union

FOR

MALARIA.

FARE $1.00
The Favorite Steamer

adelpma, to oe iree iruui »wu.e,
good shipping order, put in and trimmed, in the

an

SALE—House in the pleaeant, healthy
village of Gorham, Me.; first class modern two
story residence, twelve rooms finished, large stable connected, buildings are on high ground, oorner
lot on two streets, small orchard, choice fruit, and
surrounded by fine shade trees; short walk to Portland and Rochester Depot, churches, State Normal
and High Schools, and only ten miles from Portland; a very desirable residence in nice order, ready
for immediate occupancy; for any further particulars. please address HOUSE, P. O. Box 62, Gorham,

GEO. «■ BURGESS, City Clerk.

Steamers.

will receive
Committee ou Public
of coal as
to
eight hunthe committee may direct,
and
hundred
two
and
dred and fifty tons broken,
of
fifty tons egg size, 2240 pounds to the ton.
from
Philash
white
coal, shipped
SchuYlkill hard,

er family sewing machine, with all attachments and in perfect order, to sell cheap, may bear
of a customer. Address, stating price and how long
used, MACHINE, Press

FOR

Wednesday,

Buildings
THEsealed proposals for such
quantities
exceed
not

as

SALE—House on Grant street, Woodfords Corner, Deering* French roof house of
nine (9) rooms; marble mantles; heated by furnace;
good stable; good garden; seventeen pear trees m
bearing; delightfully situated, on high land, overlooking Portland and vicinity. Inquire of L. J.
11-2
PERKINS, 489 Congress street.

JAMES D. KENNEDY.
What “FAVORITE REMEDY” did in this case it
has done in many others. If you desire to do so
Address—Dr. David Kennedy, Rondout N. Y.

9iEW YORIt.

Notice to Coal Dealers.

on

gratefully,

18 BEAVER

WANTED-To

corner

|

For New York.

CITV OF PORTLAND.

60 girls for hotels and pritle used, almost
FOB
good
new; RUFUS CUSHvate families in the city, please call at 109
WANTED—Help;
MAN, 88 Winier street.11-2
of Portland. M. E. MURPHY.
Green St.,
20-1
8 ALE—A good 2*4 story house, 8 rooms,
Lincoln St., No. 78, enquire of
situated
FOR
improved Sing11-2
ANTED—Anyone having
ALBERT J. MERRILL, 74 Lincoln St.
as

beverage and necessary
eorrectivfc of water rendered impsm by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other preparation for these purposes A
public trial of over 30 years duration in
every section of oar country of Udolpho
Wolfed Schnapps, Us unsolicited endorsement by the medical faculty and a
sale unequaled by any other distillation
have insured for It the reputation of salnbrity claimed for It. For sale by all
Druggists and grocers.

l-IWIlUItTlEN.
Sld fin Bucksport 20to. sobs Oarrrie E Pitman.
Uevereux, for Grand Banks. 21st. Charlotte Morsan. Jordan, aud N E Syinonds. Nichelson, do.
Ar at Gloucester 21st,
Mary J Warreu, of Portland, shore fishing.

second-hand Phaeton,

t>my7d3w‘

ExchangeJJt._20-1

but lit-

Apply to
[elfldtf

at lowest rates.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf, on
and Saturdays at 6 p. m.. Returning leave Pier 88
East River, New York, on WedneMays and SatuI
J. B. COYLE, JR., Gen'l Ag*t.
days at 4p.m
dtf
sep21

Clerk’s Office,

land.__22-1

4 AT AN TED—Pant maker at 249 Middle St.
▼ T
GEO. P. CORNISH & CO.21-1
exchange; a small farm of 10
seres with a good set or buildings, 2x/fc miles
from Portland, for a good milk farm within 6 miles
N. 8.
of the city; will pay tbe difference cash.
GARDINER, No. 40

Sterling sight ohecks

and

J. L. FARMER. 22 Exchange street.

May 7th, 1885.

AdPort-

salesman.

SALE—Brick house and garden lot, 6Gx
167 feet, near High St., 16 rooms, arranged
for two families; further particulars by inquiry at
244 COMMERCIAL ST.13-4
SALE—A

Enquire

IVY the largest, fastest and best passenger and
mail steamers between America and Europe.
Ratee: First cabin $60 to $100; second cabin $40
to $60; Intermediate $35 to 40: steerage, outward
and prepaid, to and from British ports, $16, round
trip $30; steerage, outward and prepaid, to and
from Continental ports. $17 to $25. Scandinavian

Notice is hereby given in accordance with the
of
terms of the above order which is made a part

22-1

at 74 FEDERAL ST.

good clothing
dress with reference, P. O. BOX 683,
WANTED—A

place within 6 miles of Portland, good bul1 dings,
8 acres of land, several 2 tenement house, city. N.
S. GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange St._16-1

Am a genera!

waterline and will sink when the cargo is out. The
captain of the steamer claims that the barque did
not have her lights up.

CirY

W

pja.

Sunday 1 line Table.
Leave Portland at 9 and 10.30 a. m. and 2 and
3.30 d. m.
B. J. WILLARD. Manager.
ap21dtf

or

by MOB-

a

a

Soli na ip-ps*

Cardenas, May 14—Barque Au Sable, which wae
into by steamer Herrera, is cut down below the

-Safe at

1C-L

—

WANTS*

Depot,

cold attacks that weak back

Db. J. L. Myers, Fairfield, Iowa, says:
“Brown’s Iron Bitters is the best Iron medioine I
have known in my 30 years’ practice. I have fonnd
it specially beneficial in nervous or physical exhaustion, and in all debilitating ailments that bear bo
heavily on the syBtem.Use it freely in my own family.”
Genuine has trade mark and crossed red lineB on
wrapper. Take no other. Made only by
BROWN CHEMICAL CO., BALTIMORE, MD.
Ladies* Hand Book—useful and attractive, containing list of prizes for recipes, information about
coins, etc., given away by all dealers in medicine, or
mailed to any address on receipt of 2c. stamp.

Mayor and Aldermen,
May 4th, 1886.
City Clerk give notice to all
a copy of this
parties interested by publishing
order, for three weeks successively, in the Portland
Daily Press and Daily Eastern Argus, that it is the
intention of this Board to construct sewers iu the
Walnut and Willis streets, and
following streets:
Montreal street above Wiilis street; Oak street, between Prospect and Cumberland streets; York street
between Brackett and State streets; Charles street
between Ellsworth and Congress streets. And this
Board will, on Monday, the tlrst day of Jnne, next,
at 7.30 o’clock p. in., at the Aldermen’s room, City
mid
Building, hear all parties interested therein,
thereafter this Board will determine if the public
be
constructed
said
sewers
the
that
interests require
A true copy of the order.
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Ulerk.
Attest:

ORDERED,

Peaks’.

on

that the

&

death in life. “Thank heaven. I then heard of KENNEDY’S FAVORITE REMEDY, through Mr. P.
P. Cooley. I had not used half a bottie when I
passed three stones in succession, one of which was
nearly one-half an inch long. I persevered with the
medicine, the symptoms gradually abated, and 1
have had no more trouble since. 1 am well, thanks
Yours most
to you and “FAVORITE REMEDY.”

m

CITV OF PORTLAND.

18-1

BO»-

great bargain
GAN, BUTLER 00.18-1
FOK
ALL.—Several good trades in Farms
few
within 12 miles of Portland, within
FOBS
miles of Railroad
clmrche3 and school, small

Then began a series of experiences the agony and
horror of which words cannot depict. Think of it!
I was sometimes taken in the street, and would fall,
writhing with agony, upon the sidewalk. It was

mmm

run

lUO

Boston._

SAEE-Or exchange, a steam yacht 47
feet long, 12 feet beam, 3 feet draught, new
steel boiler, engine first class, good cabin, engine
room and pilot House, is in first class order; price
of
very low speed; 11 knots; requires small amount
fuel. JACKSON & HALE, 187 Washington St,

CITV ADVERTISEMENTS.

Board

landings

2.16, 4.80

and

a. m

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

gy All business relating to Patents promptly and
'nl 2dtf
faithfully exoouted._

Is

leave Portland for all

at 6.46,
WILLLittle and Great Diamond Islands,
and 8.10

o*

American & Foreign Patents,

usually
arranged

F sou just received. Bird cages sold at cost.
PORTLAND BIRD STORE.18-1

nearly prostrates you.

r

0«Bt lUt U1

—

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, Me.

FOR

Corner
to lo-

Briggs,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOB

Fish aud Oyster Market, and
SAEE
Route, with 400 regular customers; very best;
trade $150 weekly;
good for $1000 yearly profits;
first class fixtures, including marble slabs, &c., for
meat and provisions; fine town, opp. post office, on
Main street; low rent; good prices; fine team; ownJOHN
er goes out of the business, capse of sale.
SMITH, Jr., 187 Washington street, Boston, Mass.

SL^

lilU K RAliBI.-UaiUtflflB, VUG

Herbert i*.

goo*

Boston.__

HAEE.—Houses
and Centre Deeriug, parties wishing
cate in either of the above localities can secure good
trades in houses, with good sized lot, gardens, &c.
Call on N. S. GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange

good.

my 14

Wood fords

Portland, Me.
12 Exchange St.,
aprlO ___eo<lGm

FOR

B HAEE—A new box buggy used bnt a few
times, light and stylish. JOHN W. DYER,
19-1
Union Wharf.
at

Mew Economist Oil Stoves,

s store on great thora* AE E-Fancy
oughfare in Boston, large stock of fresh goods
in great variety of all kinds
kept in such
store with nice
stores, large conveniently
fixtures, everything tasty and neat as wax, line windows for displaying goods, price $1300, grand
chance for some one to get a pleasant and good
paying business. G. L. POND & CO., 178 Wash16-1
kinton St.,

FOR

FO

IV2

TIME TABLE.

REDUCED OCEAN TICKETS.

State Agents for

Washington St., Boston.16-1

FOB

Failed.

—

KITCHEN FURNISHING GOODS,

and
ice
store
of Boston’s greatest thorcrowds
oughfares; in the vicinity of five theatres;fountain
of people passing day and evening, soda
will pay all expenses. No other such stand can be
had in the city; price only $800, no bonus; a rare
chance to make money. G. L. POND & CO.. 178

HAEE—Two counters, black walnut top,
12 drawers each. Also two cases 18 feet long,
one has 12, the other 18 drawers; can be Been at
19-1
PERRY’S SHOE STORE, 233 York St.

AND

—

SAEE—Confectionery

FOR

WARE

TIN

PLAIN

cream saloon on one

land, Me.19-2

know,

an

R

i>

FOR

What is Gravel? what causes it, and who are
most liable to it? It is frequently attended with
acute pain, and unless relief can be found) produces inflammation and death. Both sexes and all
ages are liable to it, although men who have reached of passed middle age are its most common victims. Nothing is more urgently needed than a relR
able medicine for Gravel, as the disease seems on
the increase, and we are glad to say that such a
specific is now before the public in the form of DR.
DAVID KENNEDY’S FAVORITE REMEDY, of
Rondout, N. Y. We put in evidence the following
letter, selected from many similar communications:
Pittsfield, Mass., March, 1884.
Dr. David Kennedy:
and I deDear Sir:—You have a right to
sire the public to know my experience with Gravel
and my “remarkable recovery through the use of
lama carpenter
your “FAVORITE REMEDY.”
living in this place, and there are plenty of witnesses to the truth of what I say. My first comparatively slight attack of Gravel was in the year 1878. It
passed away, and I had little more trouble until
last July, 1883. Odg day when at work in my shop
I was suddenly seised with a keen and terrible pain
in my left side. I consulted two physicians at once.
One said “/can do nothing for you. Your case is incurable!” I was frightened went to the second, who
It did no
said little, but gave me a prescription.

As

HAEE— Large workhorse. C. W. YORK
20-1
6 Washington St.

HAEE A first el ass brick house No 10
Deeriug St., modern style, warmed by steam,
hot and cold water throughout terms easy.
Enquire of ft. DEERING, 390 Commercial St., Port-

Terrible Cose of Gravel When

a

E-Flue retail boot and shoe store
on great thoroughfare;
of modern fixtures, a
completely
fine assortment of fresh and saleable goods; price
ibis
is
an
unusually good cb»nce and one
$2001);
that seldom occurs to get a nice bo*»t and shoe
store in the vicinity of Boston. G. L. POND & CO.,
178 Washington St., Boston.23-1
“AI

FOR

REMEDY

KEKiVEDV’H FAVORITE
Cures

Manufacturers and Jobbers

FOR
very centrally looated
fitted with best

HAEE—Sloop yacht “Mary,” length 27
feet, 9 inches, well found, and in good order,
will be sold at a bargain.
Apply to CHARLES
PUTNAM MERRILL, 65 Spring
St._20-1

HE FELLh^STREETS

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

8.00 and 10.30

TENNEY & DUNHAM
of

____20-1

FOR

This Powder never varies. A marvol of parity
stength and wholesomeness. M ore economical than
che ordinary kiuds, and oannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weigh alum or phosphate powders.
8old only in cans
n« wall
Royal Baring Powder no
St., N. Y
mar?
dlyr

Mo. 37 Plum Street

gent with

HAEE— A building situated on Commer.
cial, near foot of State St., now used as res
taurant; will be sold cheap if applied for at once.
2u-l
Apply to A. D. MORSE, 23 Plum St., City.

WimcT
strain
and

this business and know
tvnj lady
a few huudred dollars can get a
splendid
home, all expenses paid and fifty dollars a month
clear profit. SAMUEL G. CURRY, 45 Milk St.,
Boston, Mass.
or

__20-1

Absolutely Pure.

Cabin Passage 900 to 9100. 3econd Class, 933.
Steerage by all Steamers, 913*
For passage or further information apply to
HENDERSON BROTHERS, New York,
or T. F. xTIcCiO WAN, 139 Congress St. Portland.
*13m
may8

a

HAEE One and one-half story house and
table; also store on the same lot; situated in
Knightvilie; one of the best locations in the village.
Apply to W. K. ANrHOINE,48Va Exchange street.

FO

Sails WEDNESDAY, JUNE 3, JULY 1,
And every fourth Wednesday thereafter.

a

a

“Cl I Y OF BOMB.”

Steamer

_(Kill!

on

20-1

No. 6.

Liverpool

the best part of
R S 4 EE-Lodging house
STEI*IIKN BERRY,
Shawmut. Avenue; sold because of the death of
1.10
chance
to
the proprietor;
good house
get
great
Book, Card ana Job Printer
small amouut of money; I nave Investigated
for
that it is solid;

L>OR H % EE-At Steep Falls, 3 horses for sale
B. M. JKN-

1/
cheap; safe for ladies to drive.
NESS, ?»teep Falls, Me. Telephone

$00 to $80. SECOND CLASS, $30.
and Queenstown Service.

CABIN FARE,

3d FLOOR.

mar2

I.ONDONDKBBY,

VIA

EVERY SATURDAY.

ington street, Boston.22-1

1^0

April 15, no lat, &c, ship Sami Skolfleld, Skolfleld, from Calcutta for New York, (byast?amer
one day out from Pernambuco.)
May 2, no lat &c, barque Augustine Kobbe, Costigan, from St Thomas for St Johns, PR

Every

or
a

R HA EE—An elegant standing top, cut under carryall, but little used, Portland make,
at a bargain; no room for the same; also a second
baud top box buggy, for sa e by 1). K. McCANN,
Carriage Smith. No. 37 Preble St.21-1

SPOKEN.

IfSUTlOR&A.VDA.

was

wood

GLASGOW

PORTLAND, ME.

ROOM ON

23'1

6.___

RULER.

Account Boobs Ruled to Order.

—

FOR

good location, with an excellent prospect
value, all occupied by good paying tenants, will be
sold so as to pay very large interest, terms easy.
Address, G. L., this office.
_21 2

gressSt.

i..; K1&

_

#

At Rosario Apl 16, barque Daisy Reed, Cole, for
Boston; G M Stan wood, Webber, Brazil.
At Nuevitas May 16tb, sch Ida Francis, Francis,
for New York.
At Curacoa 13th inst, sch Hattie H Barbour,
Lord, for Boston 2 days.
Ar at St Thomas 4th inst, brig Mary E Ponnoll,
Mitchell, Demarara, (and sailed 6th for Ponce and
North of Hatteras.
At Port au Prince M«y 2, brig Carrie Purington,
Kneeland, for Boston; sch A P Emerson, Emerson,
to load for do.
oArat Barbadoes 6th, brig Maria W Norwood,
Mears, Buenos Ayres.
Sid Apl 29, sch Mary Lord, Smith, Porto Rico;
30th, T R Pillsbury, Pitcher, Pascagoula; May 6th,
sch.Grace Andrews, Andrews, Porto Rico.
Sid fm Demerara 27th, sch Jos Souther, Watts,
Sagua; May 1st, barque Helen Sands, Norton, for

45 EXCHANGE ST,

Mail Suatn«hip»
Sail from'New York for

United State*

8AEE—$600; custom tailoring business,
on Tremont street, near Park street church;
best location in Boston; splendid fixtures; two nice
front rooms; well stocked; good prices and customin
ers; never lost a dollar, one of the best chances
owner leaves the
Massachusetts for the business;
Wash187
cause
of
sale.
JOHN
Jr.,
SMITH,
city,

St.__

VOh,

.Quebec— Liverpool

5
88
88

ao

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Adelaide Apl 6, barque EvieRecd.Whinier,
Boston.
Sld tm Cardiff May 16, ship Normandy, Tukey,
for Colombo.
At Victoria, BC, May 12, ship Empire, Snow, for
Manila, to load for New York.
Sld fra Victoria, BC, May 11, ship Robert Dixon,

PAPER

Business opportunity requiring
SAEE
$5000, in a busiuess already established; very
fine opening for a good active business man. RICHARDSON & CO., 230 Washington street, Boston.

Room

HAEE—First class real estate,
FOR
brick buildings in this city, in good order, in
of rise in

MTe;AdI.SS41E>&

...

....

Gas, stable and a good workshop,
10.000 feet of land. Inquire at 1UO North Street.
Also 2V2 siory dwellirg very conveniently arranged
liaa 13 finished rooms with Sebago water. The above
house is on the corner of Lafayette and Cumberland
street, This is a good lot with a nice garden spot in
front. For further particulars inquire of C. F.
21-1
KUNDLETI, 100 North

ap-

City Washington.
May 28
Parisian .Quebec.Liverpool... .May 30
Toronto.Quebec.Liverpool... May 23
Vancouver.Quebec.Liverpool.. .May 30
.New York..Aspinwall.. .May 30
Coban.
Haunnoma.New York..Hamburg
May 21
City of Richmond.. ew York. .Liverpool.. .May 21
Waesland..New Yora. .Antwerp—May 23
Eider
...New York .Bremen -May 27
City of b rbn.New York..Liverpool.. ..May 28
Qellert.New*York..Hamburg. ..May 27
Westernland.New York. .Antwerp... May 30
Hermann.Now York. .Antwerp... .May 30
Santiago.New York..Cienfuegos ..Jue 4

95%
17

preferred.

Bur. A Cecr.r Rapids...
vanftaa;8oucnoro..
Central Pacific....

Miduimg

York. .Havana
..New York. Hav&VCruz

V.9%

....

Arm;

Saratoga.New

54%

V:^,ecn Ue.'iO Tel.
Adams ex. Cv....
*kG»cricati Ex. Co.
Alton A Terre Haute
uo

Circassian

a_6

P.4)

Union P^.?ir,c bUrc*.

anipments 0 0 1 tsh.
firm; Middling

ITROM

84%
114V2
59%

....

10% c.

'L43U

...128

New York Central.
Rock Island

35. PUiU...

J

••«'*«)

...

sld, schs Mary A Rice, from Bangor for Nantucket; Catharine, Ellsworth for Providence; Abby
Tliaxter, Gardiner for New York.
POBTSMOUTH—Sld 20th, soh Mary Willey. Williams, Bangor via Portland.

_

.155
Chicago A Alton prei.
Oiioago, Burr & Quincy.123%
.........

for do.
Also

Europeaa market?
(By Telegraph.)
LoNDoN.Mav 22 —Consols 99 1-18.
London, May 22.—U. S. 4s, 124%.
Liverpool, May 22—12.30 PjM.—Cotton market
steady; upland* 6 15-16d; Orleans at 6d; sales 7000
h&ius speculation and export 1000 bales.
Liverpool, May 22—Winter wheat at 7b 9dg8;
spring wheat at 7s 4dfif7s Od: California average at
6b 8da6s 10, club at 7s ld@7s Sd; Corn at 4b lid.
Provisions, etc..—Pork at 69s; bacon
Peas rs lid
30s 9d for short clear and 29s 9d f*r long clear;
34s 9d; cheese 52
***•.
Western
lard, prime

..

♦•••

21st, schs Falmouth, Clark, Philadelphia for
Portland; H S Bridges, McVane, Amboy fordo;
Raven, St John, N B, for New Haven.
BOSTON—Ar 21st, brig Sullivan, Guptill, Sagua;
Carrie E Pickering, Marshall, Apalachicola; sobs
Mary Helen, Crocker, Arroyo; Mary O’Neil. Hart,
and Penobscot,Carter, Philadelphia; Mary Augusta,
Holt, Port Johnson; uulnare. Goodwin, York.
Cld 21sr, barque Henry Warner, Reed, Portland;
brig Sparkling Water, Hichborn, do.
Ar 22d, schs M K Radley, Rawley, fm Savannah;
Alfred W Fisk, White, Baltimore: Charlotte Fish,
Gardiner, Hoboken; Mary Augusta, Holt, Port
Johnson; Setagawa, Rogers, Eddyville; Onward,
Poole. Damariscotta; Diadem, Sellers, Castine.
PLYMOUTH—Ar 21st, sob E Arcularius, Marston, W’ilxningion, NC; Minneola, Small, Ellsworth.
SALEM—Ar 21st, sch T A Stuart, Kelley, Port
Johnson.
Sailed, sebs Adam Bowlby, from Ellsworth for
New York; Fred Smith, Frankfort for do; Silver
Heels, lied Beach for Providence; War Steed, from
Bowdoinham for New York; Raven, St John, NB,
Ar

vestigate
AKDSON&CO., 230 Washington street,
Room 5.__23

lilXBI.

ANCHOR.

ISIOIIT,

S. D.

aDd inRICHBoston.
1

come

man

a

FOR HAEE—A lVs story house
FOR
HOt’HK
contains 10 finished rooms, piped for Sebago
and
and about

Jas T Morse, Wilde. Bath.
NEW YORK—Ar 21st, ship Reuce, Adams, Liverpool; sobs Light of the East, from Franklort; Ira D
Sturgis, Wiscasset; Manitou, Viualhaven; Alice B,
Kennebec; Sutie J Sawyer, fm Newburyport; F J
Drisko, Hillsboro; Betta Mac bias.
Abe ar 21st, barque John It Stanhope, DeWinter,
M&tanzas; sebs Light of the East.Treworgy. Sands
River, NS; Ellen Morrison, Kernald, Bangor Pavilion, Norwood, Calais; Hattie Nickerson, Nicker-

CiiABUSSTON.May 22.—Cotton nominal; Mi dllnp
uplands 10% c.
Memphis, May 22.—Ootton firm; Middling upUnds 10% e.

....

-•

DARIEN—Cld 21, sch Florence J Allen, Soule,

CHARLESTON—Cld 20th, ech Georgie Clark,
Battlett. Baltimore.
Baltimore—Ar 20th, sch O D Witherell, Garfield, Bath.
Sld 20th, sobs G G Deering, and Carrie A Norton.
Ar 21st, sebs Nellie F Sawyer, Arey, fm Bangor;
Walker Ajmington, Drinkwater, New York.
Cld 21 Bt. fob Katie J Ireland. Steelman, Portland
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 2otb, sebs Catharine May,
Davis, Kennebec; W L Burroughs, Cash, Kennebec;

port.

with $1500;
FORfor atstirring
once; references exchanged.

Me._

May 22 —Ccttoo steady Middling aj-

.i*

Government Securities:
1*'3
(Jisitod States bonds. 8e
.ill %
do
do
do
4yss, reg...
do
do
do
4yS8,COUp.112%
..121%
To
do
4s, reg
do
.121%
Jo
do
do
4?, coup
*95...
..
88.
Pacific
Stocks:
the
are
quotations
closing
Iho following
Alton

Orleans,May
Uilduds 10%C.
bii.K May 22—Colton
U 1? io%c.
la.,.:

dull;

White at

Nol

19th, sell J 1> Robinson, Per-

son, Kockport.
Cld 21st, ship Eo.iiy lteed, Sheldon, Sau Francisco sebs K.va May "McDuffie, Cardenas; Joe Farwell, Davis. Port au Prince.
Passed the Cate 21bi. schs Annie R Lewis from
Hoboken for Boston; Nina Tillson, fm Rondout for
do; Mary Stewart, do for Bangor.
NEWLONDON-Ar 21st, sch R M Brookings,
Small, Amboy for Hallowell; Nellie Star, Souie,
do for Portsmouth.
FALL RIVER—Ar 20th, sch Freddie Eaton, Ayl*
ward, Calais; Lizzie J Clark, Rohbins, Rook port for
Taunton.
Ar 21st. sch Victory.*Millikan, Calais.
NEW BEDFORD—Sld 2Cth, sch Florida, Ames,
Philadelphia via Tiverton.
Ar 2l8t. sc Seth W Smith, Calais.
Sld 21st, sch Daylight, Hodgdon, Baltimore.
VINEYaKD-HaVEN— Ar 20tb. sebs Express,
New York for Boston; Mary L Allen, Philadelphia
for Portsmouth; A McNichols, Port Johnson for
for Salem;
Lynn; City of Ellsworth. Weehawken
Abbie S Walker, Philadelphia for Newburyport;
Marion Draper, Amboy for Oardiner; Sarah Louise,
Derby, Ct, for Calais; Governor, Calais for New-

SAEE—Unusually good business opening

—

Bath.

22.—Cotton

NKVr

on s ghi reaction from best prices of the aa
The transactions at tne Stock Exchange aggregated li 1.498 sLares.
jhud Louowiiig axe lo-d&y's closing quota-mas of

Obcago&

<•

Loins, May 22.—Flour dull. Wheat is lower;
Corn lower; No 2 Mixed at 46%
(&47%c, closing 46%c. Oats firm; No 2 Mixed at
38%.
\i oeipis—Floor 6.00
bbla, whoa 28,000 oush,
coru 42,000 bush, oats 24,000 tush, barley 1000
bufih, rye 0000 bush.
^.Iiijunents—Flour 4=,0:bbls, wheat 8,000 on;
ear.. 8 8,000, bush, oat* 7,000 bufib, ryo ,000 bush,
’vane? 0,000

..

Mosej- >!»****
(By Telegraph.;
New York. May 22 —Money at 3 @2 pei ent;
e
prime mercantile paper at 4 «6. Foreign r.xchaa
Govis dull and uuchaisged at 4 88% and 4 oJVs.
bends
State
and
qniet
are
ernaienta
steady.
quiet
and steady. Railroad bonds active and prices generally better. The stock market has shown a me
more activi y this afternoon and, except one or two
reactions, prices have been strong. The market
closed isteadv tor some stocks and weak for others

«u

No 2 Red at 1 06.

Telephone...19

•*■

uauih

NAIjE
Steam
length 35 feet,
excellent machiin
nery,
perfect condition; nicely upholstered cabin,
se<itB from 16 to 20;
tender and all necessary lifesaving apparatus; will be sold at a bargain. Address
22 1
C. A. MOODY. Biddeford,

Yacht,
FOB
beam 9 feet, draught 4 feet;

GALVESTON—Ar 20th, sch S G Hart, Smith,

si

51%
Eastern Railroad..
(;9%
i.
S.
19%
x A N
V Eng.......
N w V
Belle
:- 'Wl 7*.■
57%
—178%
..
3...us••!
13
hi,,.
firncett.^ ;.Joommon
*98
Maine Central Railroad..
22y?
f
s.
Eastern Railroad
»..•

uuid

AWVV

OaioAUO.May 22 —Flour very dull;Winter Wheat
4 80@5 25 for Southern; 4 20®5 00 for Wisconsin
and * 25®5 00 for Michigan, soft Spring Wheat at
3 0«4 25 Minn Bakers 3 50^:4 60; Patents 4 75
(a.5 7o; low grades 2 00^3 00. Rye flour at 3 80@
400. Wheat is lower; May at 88% @89%c; No 2
Spring at 89^89%c; No 3 Spring at ?8@79e; No 2
Bed at 96@9o%c; No 3 at 86(§.86%c. Corn lower
at 4b% @49c. Oats lower at 33%@34c. Rye quiet;
No 2 at 72@72%o. Barley nominal. I Pork is steady
Lard unchanged at 6 76. Boxed
at li lo@li 20.
Meats steady; shoulder 4 3&ia4 40; short rib at
5 66@5 67%; short clear 0 1U&6 15.
Receipt*—Fioui 9,00.) bis wheat 41,00 Utt,
corn 68.000 bush, oat |189 000 bush rye 6,000 03,
ley 14,000 bush.
inpraents—Flour 13.000 bbls, wheat 26 OOr ;»u,
uora 76,000 bush, oate 92,000 bush,rye 3,000 tu sh
bar ley 10,000 bush.

f'H««

$;ide« xad

u

.*

...

■

al *y

Southern flour is easy, common to fair extra at
3 90^4 80; good to choice do 4 85@5 80. Rye flour
is quiet. Wheat-receipts 86,000 bush; export
92,165 bush; shade lower with a very moderate ex
port demand from shippers G ales 296,000 bush sp t
and to arrive; No 2 Spring at 96%c, No 2 Bed at
1 04%^.1 04% afloat; No 1 Rea State at 1 .2%.
No 1 White at i 02%. Rye is nominal.
Barley is
dull. Corn declined %(ajlc; speculation fair with
moderate export demand receipts 38,460 bush; exports 106,570 bush; Bales 198,0t0 bush spot; No 2
at t5g66%c in elev; low Mixed at 60c:No 2 White
66c. Oats %(&,% c lower with light trading,closing
steady; receipts 31,360 bush; sales 80,000 bush on
spot; No 3 at 37%c; do White 42c; No 2 at 38%(af
38%c;do White43c;Mixed Western 39@41c;White
do 43&'46%c; White State at 44@47c. Coffee is
firm, "ttiitfar is flrm.rettned easy. C 6@5%c;Extra
at C at 5%c; White do at 6%c; Yellow 4%(5£4%;
off
5% @6%c; Mould A 6%c; standard A 6 316e; Confectioners A at 6%c;powdered at 6%@7c;
granulated 6 1116@6%c; Cubes at 7ys@7%c; cut
Petroleum—united at
loaf and crushed at 7%c.
80%@80%c. Tallow easy. Pork in buyers fa00.
Beef
is nominal. Lnr<i 6@
12
mess
vor;
spot
7 points lower and more active, closing heavy. Western spot 6 97%@7 OU; retinod 7 15 tor continent;
S. A. at 7 50. Butter easier; Western at 10 a,20c;
State at 14@20c. Cheese steady; new 6%@’8%e.
steam 2% d.
reighce to Liverpool firm; Wheal

..

4

aU^olUUO

3 50,a'4 20. 3100 bbls Winter Wheat extra 3 50
(25 85;' 3600 bbls Minnosota extra at 3 50^,6 86.

: -1;> nu*
L’aeilaniinewa 0002 601
na...... -3 6004 CO
...a 0082 60 /
English Cod, 4 0004 50 Palermo.3 6044 00
_1 7602 60
PoUocii
Apple*
1 60S2 CO,Green, |? 1)1)1 2 6043 ( 0
Haddook
He f
7602 26iBTapor&ted ^ t» 3011
Oried Apple?. 3V2 84 Vs
Hen ing.
••
4Vig6
»bo?
Seal
14018 Siloed
OU,
He. 1 i.
12015
Kerosene.
ffi
jjaokorel. pUOi.
port. itet.P'tr
@6Vi
Bayliol.
Water White
9%
Bay "-'o. 2.
>V12ya
1.18 00020 00 Devos Srill’t.
nor.. ;
012%
9 00010 60 Pratt’Astral.
Ho. 2
9%
lUgonia....
Large 3
9
2 60® S 60!Silver WliOe v/n
Medina
2 2503 00 OenSaaial.
9%
Small
amaa

York.

at

10
10
Sasiiii.
0 600710
.TVs Valencia
OrseBlKt
f »
F.x large «7 OO.ds7 5
Ukv
.0%
4 l-O.u.o CO
Florida.
sj'jesi.
3 61 :u.4 Ml
.'da.siEi
0*0. pur dtj..
3 2~ fe 11 7d
60
Paleer,;.
.3
Shore
26@3
L’ge
v

May

22.—Flour market—receipts
17,304 bDls;oxports 6143 bbls Mull and still strongsales
in
11,000 bbls.
buyers favor;
ly
Flour, No 2 at 2 20*3 50; Sup. Western and State
at 3 2553 76; common to good extra Western and
State 3 60.54 20; good to choice do (at 4 25(cl6 85;
common to choice white Y/heat Western 6xtra at
5 00(a5 25; fancy do 6 30@6 86: common to good
extraOhio at 3 5055 85; oommo to choice extrn
St. Louis at 3 46 a5 76: Patent Minnesota extra
good to prime 6 2 5(g)6 60: choic to double oxt ra
do at. 5 6055 85, including 1200 bbls City Mill
extra at 6 00*5 10; 600 bbls fine 2 20@3 60; COO
'Jrw

loy^ll'i

Store

LircStoek Mertoss.

_____

Dunphy, Liverpool.
Cld 21st ships Sterling, Goodwin, for New York;
Albert G Ropos, Rivers, Liverpool.
Baltimore.
BRUNS WICK—Cld
ry. New York.

(•TEAM EKX.

HEMNESS car dm.

BUSINGS** CHANCES.

FOB HALE.

WIWKnKt.t.ANFOlPW

SAN FRANCISCO—Sld 14th, ship Occidental,

a. m.
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locations for booths mod

persons desiring
ALLpermits
to locate tents for feedingor any othEastern Promenade,
at
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The Scl
There is no member ot socie1® to whom
ence of Life will not be useful, whether youth, par
or clergyman.—Argonaut
instructor
ent, guardian,
or Dr. W
Address the Peabody Medical Institute,
Mass,
H. Parker, No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston,
diseases
all
requiring ski) 1
who may be consulted on
Chronic and obstinate disease
and exnerience.
baffled the skill of all
Such trea*lA-1J t e i
a

hnSlcousv 1

»TS“*

Portland, lit.
also, General Manager, for New England,
FOB THE CELEBRATED

..

|| R A L
I
.^’THY8ELI
VMJM4A

Mu

R. STANLEY &

only $1.00 by mail, ooet-paid. Illustrative the
j»mpl<
an
0 cents. Send now. Gold medal awarded
thor by the National Medical Association, to tm
as
President of which, the Hon. P. A. Blssell, and
sociate officers of the Board, the reader is respect
referred.
fully
The Science of Life should be read by the vounj
1
for instruction, and by the afflicted for relief.
will benefit all.—London Lancet.

physicians specialty.

LIQUORS

•fi nil kind** in tko

fell to the lot of any physician. 300 pages, bount
in beautiful French muslin, embossed covers, ful
gilt, guaranteed to be a finer work in every sensemechanical, literary and professional—than an;
other work sold in this Country lor $2.50, or th<
Frio
money will be refunded in every instance.

?hat ha^o

_

WINES &

Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debill
ty, Premature Decline in Man, Errors of Youth
and the untold miseries resulting from indiscretioi
A book for every man, y >ung, middle
or excesses.
al
aged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for inacute and chronic diseases, each one of which is
valuable. So found by the Author, whose expert
ence for 23 years is such as probablv never before

successfully without auy
stance of failure. Mention this

apr30dtf

in.

IMPORTED

Manhood,

_.

to 8 p.

er

purpose,

Camp

on

Munjoy Hill, during the Encampment, June 22 to
27, will apply upon the grounds between the hours
of 2 and 4 p. m. Friday and Saturday, May 22 and
23. After the dates named above, applications must
beat Headquarters of Executive Committee, 40U
Congress street. No booths or tents shall be

\

ed in or about the camp
out permission.

myaoddt

■ wlUl*
ground or Its ▼igtaly
BEAL.

GEO. L.
Chairman ol Camp Com

TPEB

PBESS.

SATURDAY MORNING, MAY 23;

Brief Jtlliggt.
The usual weather prevailed yoBterday despite the signal set vice predictions. The mercury indicated 56° at sunrise, 60° at noon, 54°
suuset; a cold, Btrong southwest wind prevailed all the afternoon.
At the boys’ meeting at the Y. M C. A.
rooms on Sunday at 4 45 p. m., Mr. F. A. Bent
will assist in the singing with his cornet.
There will be a gospel meeting at the rooms
of the Young Men’s Christian Association this
at

CITY AND VICINITY.
Advice

to

mothers.

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup should always be used when children are cutting teeth.
It relieves the little sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep by relieving the
child Irom pain, and the little cherub awakes
as "bright as a button.’’
It is very pleasant to
taste. It soothes the child, softens the gums,
allays the pain, relieves wind, regulates the

bowels, aud is the best known remedy for diarrhsea, whether arising from teething or other
causes.

Twenty-five

DeclO

cents

a

bottle.

__W S&M&wly r

Needed Caution.
There will be imitations of successful articles, and that most remarkable of all fioer
coverings, "Linoleum,” is no exception. Beyond all controversy, the superiority of the
American make of these goods is proven. The
best English goods never reach this market,
for the high quality of the American goods
All carpet
completely supersedes them.
dealers keep it.
A

From, B. Frank Swan, Boston,
“I HAVE BEEN TBOUBLED WITH ASTHMA FOE
twelve years, and have employed skillful physicians of Boston, also two of the leading physicians of Augusta, without effect. I have
felt nothing of this trouble eince taking Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam.”

May 18

MW&S&w

The John Bodln stock of groceries, No. 75
Middle street, is to be sold at auction this
afternoon at 2.30, by order of H. R. Sargent,
Deputy Sheriff.
Bee the fearl white, Superior Black
and New Sbades of J. & P. Coats’ Best Six
Cord, Soft Finish, Machine Spool Cotton. Has
no

equal.

maj23S&iV5t

Cowdrey’s Salad Cream is acknowledged by
all to be a superior mayonaise dressing. Try
It.
mylOeodtf
Bunday Berried.
Church of Christ.—Rooms No. 5 and 6 Brown
Block. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. and 7. 30 p. m.
by T. W. Cottingham of Worcester, Mass. Communion at 3 p. m.
Church of the Messiah—Universalisc, corner
Congress and India Sts. Rev. Mr. Crosley, pastor.
Sunday School 12 M. Morning Subject: "Education and the Church
Evening: "The war in Heaven, or peace by the Sword.”
Chestnut St. M.E.Cbubch—Preaching by Rev.
J. W. Bashford at lOVa a. m. and 3 p. in. Sunday
School IVs p. m. Young people’s meeting 6.30 p.
m.
Social service 7.30 p. m.
Clare Memorial M. E. Church—Woodfords.
SundaySchool at 1% p. in. Preaching at 2.30 p.
m. by W. P. Berry, pastor.
Young People’s meeting at 6.45. Prayer meeting at 7.30.
CONGREBS STREET M. E. CHURCH—Rep. E. T.
Adams, pastor, will preach at lOVb a m. and 3 p.
m.
Sunday School at IVs p. m. Prayer meeting
at TVs p. m.

Friends Meeting.—Oak St.. 10Ve

a. m.

Praver

meeting / p. m.
Free St. Baptist Church—Preaching at 10.30
a. m. and 7.30 p. m. by Prof. C. R. Brown, of Newton Centre, Maas. Sunday School at close of morning service.
First
Universalist Church—Rev. Henry
Blanchard pastor. Services at 10% a. m. Sunday school at 12.15 p. m.

First Baptist Church. -Preaching at 10.30 a.
by Rev. A. K. P. Small, D. D., pastor. Sabbath
School at 12 m. Preaching and Baptism at 7.30 p.
m.

m.

Portland Liberal Fraternity, Congress Hall,
at 2-30 p. m. Subject for discussion—“The fall
and rise of man.”
New Jerusalem Church, New High StPreaching at 10.30 a. m. by Rev. Wm. B. Hayden,
on “Duty and Uses of Worship.”
Sabbath School
at 12 m. Vestry lecture at 7.30 p. m.
First of
series on the wilderness Journey of the Israe ites,
bote its literal and spiritual meaning; illustrated by

map.
Pine Street Church.—Preaching at 10.30 a.m.
by Rev. C. J. Clark, pastor. Sunday School 3.00.
Prayer meeting at 7.30 p. m.

Preble Chapel—Sunday school at 2 p. mservices at 3. An address at 7% p. m.
Public are cordially invited.
Park St. church.—Rev. John A. Bellows, pastor, will preach at 10.30 a. m. Subject: The Revised Bible. Sunday School at 12 m.
St. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright,
paator, will preach at 10.30 a. m. Sunday School
at 1.30 p. m. Evening meeting at 7.30.
Second Congregational Church.-Preaching
by the paator, Rev. C. H. Daniels, at 10.80 a. m.

Religioun

and 3 p.m.

Sabbath School at
meeting at 7% p. m.

1.45

p.

m.

Chil-

dren’s
Second advent Church.—Union Hall, Free
Street. Preaching by Eld. Wm. H. Mitchell, of
Kennebunkport, at 10% a. m. and 3 p. m. Sunday
school at 12 M. Social service at 7 p. in.
8tate Street Congregational Church—
Rev. F. T. Bayley, pastor. Service at 10.30 a. m.
No evening service on account of Bible Society Anniversary at Williston Church.
Williston Church, corner Thomas and Carroll
Sts,. Rev. L. H. Hallock, pastor.—Preaching at
10.30 a. m.
Sunday School 3 p. m. Anniversary
of the Maine Bible Society 7.30 p. m. Sermon by
Rev. Mr. Hallock.
West Congregational Church—Rev. E. T.
Pitts, pastor, breaching at 10.30 a. in. Prayer
meeting in the evening. Sunday school at 12 m.
Young Men’s Christian Association.
Boys’
meeting at 4.45 p. m. Gospel meeting at 7.30 p.nu,
conducted by Mr. V. R. Foss,
—

evening at 7.45 o’clock.
The boy’s choir of the Y. M. C. A. is expected to assist at the children’s service at

afternoon at 5 o’clock by Hoyt, Fogg & Don.
ham of this city.
It is reported that the Portland Street Railroad Company have bought the Ocean Street

Railroad, Deering,
coming

and

will operate

it the

season.

The Internal ional Steamship Company have
issuen invitations to a trial trip of the new
steamer Cumberland.
The boat will leave
Railroad wharf at 2.30 p. m. today.
Inspector General Richards, accompanied by
Adjutant General Gallagher, inspected the
Mechanic Blues Thursday night,and the Montgomery Guards last night.
There will be a memorial sermon preached
at the Congregational Church, Woodford’s,

forenoon, on the death of Capt. Alvin B. Hall and his family, lost at sea laBt
tomorrow

September.
The Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers
will make a trip over the lakes in the steamer

Sebago.to

Harrison June 21st, and take dinner
at the Elm House, returning to Portland in
the afternoon.
No. 2,624,430 were the figures of the seventh
of the twelve silver watcheB, one to be given
on Friday
of each week, by Ira F.
Clark, the clothing dealer, and J. W. Bacon,
Cumberland Mills, guessed No. 2,625,425 and

away

took it.
S H.

Colesworthy, Jr., the well-known
bookseller, has purchased the old McCobb
house, corner of Oak and Free streets, lately

used as a boarding house, and will make extensive alterations and improvements in the
property. He will also erect a large dwelling
house on the lot fronting on Oak street.
Advertisements appropriately coming under
the classification heads, Wants, Help Wanted, Situations Wanted, Foe Salk, To Let,
Boabd and Rooms, and Lost and Found, not

exceeding forty words, will be inserted in the
Daily Press one week for twenty-five cents, if
paid in advance. When payment is not made
in advance regular rates will be charged. The

large circulation of the Press makes
best medium for these advertisements.
A MADDENED

Dangerous

A

and

it

the

WHALE.

Exciting Pursuit.

The steamer Valora of this port, Capt. Haskell, is engaged in shooting whales for the factory at Bootbbay.
Thursday when off Cape
Porpoise and just in sight of land, an immense
whale was encountered and the steamer started in pursuit, but just as they got near enough
to fire at the monster he sounded. The steamer
started again for the prey when he came to the

surface, and this time they got in a shot. Mr.
Haskell, the brother of the Captain, fired the
bomb, entering the animal, which immediately
swam with great speed directly out to sea. The
steamer followed, and after a long and exciting
chase succeeded in driving the whale in shore,
when he again sounded.
After a short time, during which the steamer lay to and waited
for the reappearance of
the monster,he rose to the surface and plunged
directly for the boat. Had he struck the little
vessel,comiug as he was with almoit irresistible
force, she would certainly have sunk.
The
Bignal to back was given, and the steamer
comiog round just in time to allow the whale
to dash by only a few feet from the side.
Haskell, afraid of losing the prey, again fired, and
this time the bomb accomplished its work, and
the dead body of the animal sank in 75 fathoms

of water.

The whale

for the species,
being fully twice as long as the Valora, a 45
foot vessel.
The carcass will come to the surface in eight cr nine days, when it will be
taken in tow by the steamer. It is proposed to
bring the monster to Portland where it can be
exhibited.
was

very large

Street.
The alarm from box 29, at 7 p m. yesterday,
was palled in on account of black smoke being
seen ponring from the store No. 104 Middle
street, situated next door, but one, to the corner of Chatham sjreet, and
occupied by Herman I. Berman as a dry goods store and residence. There was a second alarm Bounded alEire

on

Middle

immediately

after the first, and an imcrowd quickly followed the department
to the spot. How the fire caught is not known.
Mr. Berman and wife were at chntch—sunset
Friday being the beginning of the Jewish Sunmost

Superior Court.

Friday—George H. Taylor paid $100

and costs

nuisance indictment.
case of Eliza J. Taylor, indicted for
offence, the government entered a nol pros.

on a

In the

IjThe

criminal trials

Davis W.Coolidge

are

a

like

finished.

Charles W. Goddard. This is
an action to recover the sum of $600 for five shares
of the Arnoux Electric Light and Power Co. of
vs.

Maine which it is claimed the defendant

agreed

to

purchase at that price and the certificates of which
were delivered to defendant June 22, 1882, and
The defendant
accepted by him but not paid for.
says that if any such sale of st *ck was ever made,
which defendant denies, the sale was void by reason
of the false and fraudulent representations made
by Mr. Coolidge prior to the alleged sale as an inducement thereto touching imaterial facts within
the special knowledge of the plaintiff and not
within the knowledge of the defendant.
The defendant further says that the stock was worthless
at the time of the alleged sale and was so known
to the plaintiff. On trial.
J. W. Symonds.
^George E. Bird.

municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Friday—James Geehan, common drunkard;
three months in the county jail.
Charles R. Gammon, James Friel and Stephen
Carroll, breaking and entering; bound over to tho
grand jury in the sum of $500 each.
Franklin L. Hunnewel), cruelty to animals; fined
$5 and costs.
Michael McDonough and Bridget McDonough,
search and seizure.
Michael fined $100 and costs;
appealed. Continued for sentence as to Bridget.
Michael J. McGinty and Walter McGrath, larceny
from the person; bound over to the grand jury in
the sum of $1000 each.
York County 8. J. Court.
BEFORE JUDGE HASKELL.

(Reported for the Press.)
Alfred, May 22.
coming in of the court yesterday afternoon, the case of John H. Hammond vs. Herman
E. Harvey et. al., was withdrawn from the jury, it
On the

having

been settled.
Alexander Littlefield, libt., vs. Mary S. Littlefield. Libel for divorce. Cause, adultery. Divorce decreed.
S. D. Stuart for libelant.
Lansing Greenlaugn and Melville Greenlaugb,
who had been summoned to
testify before the
grand jury, were brought into couit yesterday afternoon on motion of County Attorney Higgins,
with having appeared before the grand
jury in a state of intoxication. They were adjudged to be iu contempt, and were committed to
the Alfred jail until further order of court.
The jury which was taken to Biddeford in charge
of the sheriff yesterday to view the alleged defect iu
the sidewalk, returned late in the afternoon, and
the trial of the case of Addison Brawn vs. the City
of Biddeford was resumed this morning.
Hiram
O. Proctor, the mason who laid that portion of the
sidewalk where the accident occurred, was called
for the plaintiff and testified as to the laying of the
sidewalk, and the manner of its construction at

charged

thftt n»rHr»n1or nnint

Mr

Uruiirn

tlio

nl'iint iff

testified to the circumstances attending the accident, and the injuries which he received. A
daughter of the plaintiff testified as to the condition of her father at the time he returned home
immediately after receiving the injury and his Buffering therefrom, whieh continued long afterwards.
The plaintiff stopped here, and a large number of
witnesses were called for the defense.
Testimony
in nrogress.
Jesse Gould
W. P. Lunt,
Hamilton & Haley.
Walker & Walker.

The montgoniery’e Ball.
Tickets for the Montgomery Guard's ball,
which occurs on Monday evening, have been
selling so rapidly that it would be advisable
for all those desirous of attending, to purchase
in advance. The company drill and individual
prize drill, for the Healy medal, the band concert and an excellent order of dances will amply repay those attending, not to mention the

*

distribution of prizes to the value of $150 or
more. The Guards promise one of their old
time drills which have always been so pleasing
to the public.
C- A. R.

The report of the G. A. R. of Maine for the
qnarter ending Mareh 31st shows that there
are 140 posts in the
State, the last one organized being R. H. Spear Post of West Gardiner,
This is an increase of 17 PoBts, there being 123
on January 1.
This is an unprecedented
growth sf the order in the State. The total
number of members is now nearly 9,000. The
amount of money expended for charity daring
the quarter was $1,314, G7 people being re*
ieved. The new post at Mt. Vernon will be
instituted next Monday night.
Burglary sail Bobbery.
The Biddeford Times says that Terence,.
O'Hare, an Irish peddler, who lives on Lincoln street, in this city drove to Saco and Old
Orchard with a friend Tuesday got intoxicated
and had $100 in cash and a piece of silk dress
goods stolen from him.

Wednesday night a burglar entered the
honse of Richard Rowe at Nason’s Corner,
took Mr.
went into Mr. Rowe’s bedroom,
Rowe’s trousers into another room and stole
six dollars from the pockets.

day—bat

there was a candelabra,containing
lighted candles, in the rear of the store which
is partitioned off as a living room, it is possible
one of the candles fell on the floor and sit fire
as

the goods. At all events the firemen found
the goods in ihe store ablaze and handed them
oat to the sidewalk, whence a quantity was reto

moved by children, so one of the policemen
What Mr.
said, probably to places of safety.
Berman’s loss is be cannot state at present.
Water and smoke will probably make quite a
difference in the value of the goods.
Mr.
Breman has an insurance of $850, with Chas.
Sparrow, which will probably fully cover the
loss. The carnage to the building is very
slight. The store is one of a series, in a long
two story wooden block which reaches from
the corner of Chatham Btreet some little disrance down Middle street. In the seoond story
over the store were some of the rooms in the
residence of Janus F. Sisk, the entrance to his
honse being on Chatham street.
Personal.

Hon. Bion

Bradbury

was

among President

Cleveland’s callers yesterday.
Hon. Bion Bradbury and D. H. Ingraham of
Portland, Me., arrived in Washington, Thursday.
The Postmaster General yesterday appointed
G. W. Smith postmaster at Mattawamkeag, to
succeed Chad bourne, resigned.
The members of Pine street church and conon their pastor, Rev. C. J.

gregation called

uuuvcunj

vii

oTcuiug)

tauu

gate

IInil

and his family a warm greeting.
Thoy bore
with them nnmerons substantial tokens of
their good will.

George
Oiuey
family, Cherry Valloy; Mr?. E. C. Harwood, Oxford; Mr. and
Mrs. W. Wallace Wangh, Boston; W. Mnnroe. Philadelphia; L. E. Smith, New York;
W.

and

N. Oyanguren, Porto Rico were at the Palmonth Hotel yesterday.
National Encampment.
E. M. Billings Post, No. 74, Monson, Maine,
and G. H. Buggies Post No. 37, Etna, Maine,
want camp quarters.
Cloudmau Post, No. 100 Saccarappa, Maine,
camp quarters for 75 men.
The Posts of Coos County, N. H., will form
battalion and want camp quarters for 200

want

a

men.

A. J. Holbrook, Adiutant H. E. Greenwood
oi Post 08 Dorchester, Mass., L. B. Hill, Augusta, and A. S. Twitchell, Gorham, Me.,
were

at

headquarters yesterday.

Memorial Service*.
The Bev. C. H. Daniels will conduct memorial services at the Second Parish church tomorrow morniDg at 10 30 o’clock.
The Grand
Army Posts of this city, and the Sons of
Veterans, will attend in a body. All soldiers
of the Union are cordially invited. At the
afternoon service Mr. Daniels will make ubs
of the revised Bible.
Bev. Mr. Crosley, of the Church of the
Messiah, discourses tc-morrow morning on
“Education and the Church,’’ and in the
evening he will recognize Memorial or Decoration Day by taking for his theme, “The War
in Heaven, or Peaoe by the 8word.”
Greenwood Garden Steamboat Eiae.
The coming summer the steamer S. E.
Spring wili run from Long wharf, foot of Exchange street. The dock has been dredged ont
so that the landing will be close to Commercial street, making one of the best landing

Waiting rooms will be
places in the city.
erected and everything convenient done for
the passenger public. She will commence her
trips May 30th.
Surgeon* Appointed*
Commissioner ot Pensions Black has appointed Dr. J. A Donovan of Lewiston, and Dr, E.
Penniou

M. Fuller of Bath as members of
Examining Board of Surgeons of
in place of Dr. M. C. Wedgewood
and Dr. W. K. Oakes of Auburn,

the Pension
this district,
of

Lewiston,

removed.

Thompson

has known both Mr. and Mrs.
number of years, and spoke of
I them as honest and respectable persons. He
John
Kohler Arrested on Sus- 1 added that he saw
nothing in the conduct of
Kohler iu the sick room to arouse suspicion.
picion of Murdering G. Fred
MB. CHRISTOPHER WAY’S 8TATEM SNT.
Harmon.
Mr. Christopher Way, the apothecary on the
corner of Myrtle and Cumberland streets, of
An Analysis
of
Mr. Harmon’s whom Mr. Kohler is supposed to have bought

Stomach Necessary.
The Motive for Such

a

Crime in

Crowel'

Yesterday afternoon Deputy Marshal
arrested John Kohler, on suspicion of causing
the death of Mr. G. Fred Harmon in this oity
in February last. Mr. Kohler, who was on
the way to his boardiDg house, No. 47 Myrtle
street, when the Deputy told him he was
wanted, turned and accompanied the Deputy
to the station. The reporters for the Press,
on hearing of the affair, interviewed
the fol-

lowing

persons and received the accompanying
information:
MARSHAL’S ACCOUNT.
Marshal Andrews spent the evening in hi*
office. Iu conversation with a reporter he said
that Kohler claims to be 40 years of age, says
he was born in Cayenne, French Guiana, of a
G rman father and French mother; that he is
a hat molder by trade, and came to this conntry from Cayenne about eleven years ago. He
came to Portland about two years ago and engaged with Wm. H. Somers, the Middle street
hatter, for whom he worked some time, when
he went to Boston and remained there until he
returned to Portland in October laBt, when
he again entered Mr. Somers’s employ. Mr.
Somers went to San Franciso, and promised
him, ha said, that when he returned he would
raise his (Kohler’s) pay. Mr. Somers did not
keep hie promise, and bo, about four weeks
ago', Kohler left his employ and has been doiDg
nothing since. He engaged board in this city
THE

No. 47 Myrtle street, a boarding house kept
by Mrs. G. Fred Harmon, Mr. Somers assisting
A
him in procuring this boarding place.
week ago he went to Boston to procure work,
but returned to Portland, and when arrested
last night his trank was packed, as he intended to visit Boston again when arrested.
While Kohler was boarding at No. 47 Myrtle
at

street, Mr. Harmon, the hnsband of the lady
who keeps the house, was taken sick and was
under the care of Dr. James Bnzzell, and later
under the care of Dr. A. V. Thompson. While
the latter waB attending him, Dr. Gerrish was

called upon by a Press reporter
arsenic,
and asked the dateB of the alleged purchases.
Mr. Way declined to give any information except the Marshal first gave his consent. He
took down a book—probably containing a
record of the sales of poisons—and with the
reporter proceeded to the Marshal’s office, but
the Marshal refused to give his consent. It is
stated, however, on what appears to be good
authority, that Mr. Kohler purchased arsenic
five diffeient times, saying that he intended
it in coloring hat bands. Mr. Way did
not deny that he had sold Mr Kohler arsenic.
MB. SOMERS’ STORY.
Mr. W. H. Somers of the hat firm of Somers Sc Co., 253 Middle street, was called
upon
laBt night, and in response to qnestions regardat

statement;
"John W. Kohler entered onr

employ

Oct.

4th, 1884,

as a journeyman hatter, and he was
till the following March.
The man
was a fair workman and regular at his work.
Kohler is a French Portuguese.
The ouly pe-

culiarity

about him that I noticed was that he
had a very quick temper.
While he was at
work for ns Fred Harmon and his wife called
at the store frequently to see Kohler, and the
husband appeared to be on very intimate terms
with him. At one time Kohler requested us
to lake Harmon into the shop and teach him
the trade to which we objectsd, and the conversation on this matter came near
resulting
in Kohler’s leaving our employ.
“After Mr. Harmon’s death Mrs. Harmon
the shop several times.’’
the conversation the reporter asked
Mr. W. H. Somers if he used arsenic in his
business and received a reply in the negative.
“What, do you not color hat bands with it?’’
“No, sir, I do not use it at all; neither have I
used it on hat bands nor anything else. All
of my bat bands are purchased iu New York
direct ot an importer.”

TT,,

J

—

1:

_ _

paralyzed

one

arm.

ing asked what motive,
have had in murdering Harmon—provided the
suspicions were true—couldn’t say. He did
not believe there had been any connection of
Mrs. Harmon with the

murder, provided any
murder had been committed. ODly three days
ago was it ascertained that Kohler had been
baying arsenic, for which he seemed to have
If the stomach of the deceased should
no nee.
contents analyzed, showing arsenic therein, then snspicion of Kohler,
in his opinion, would be very strong.
Mr.
Harmon the deceased, was born in Standisb,
was a carpenter by trade, bat had not done
much work sines his disablement.
be exhumed and

i^s

THE PRISONER.

While tbe reporter was at the station, Kohler was brought oat of the cell, and appeared
an
with black
olive complexioued fellow,
moustache and hair, keen eye an erect car-

riage, and is eaib
bright fellow.

to

be apparently

a

Harmon was sick and wished to see him. Dr.
Bnzzsll visited the boase and found that Harmon was suffering, as he supposed, from bilious emesis. He gave the customary remedies
for stomach disorder and repeated his visits
almost
daily until the twelfth when Dr

Thompson,

who was the Harmons’ family
physician, took charge of the case. It seems
that Harmon had been deprived of the use of
his arm by a large abscess which had been
under treatment daring the past two years,
and he imagined that this might have been
the source of th» double.
In <ieaoii»ing the
manner in v.'b ch he « *s taken ill <o the doc-

hi; fir t
tor o- t
ocas',, o
isit, Harmon
usd firs, felt sick directly
remarked that
after drinking bis coffee in the morning. Dr.
Bnxzeli did not regard the case as serions and
.■

greatly surprised when he learned of Har
mon’s death
He said that Kohler appeared
to be in complete charge of the sick room and
impressed him cs a kiud man. He made, to
all appearances, a good nnrss and seemed on
the best of terms with his patient. Dr. Bnzzell knew both Mr. and Mrs. Harmon, having
living near them both before and after their
marriage.
The Doctor said that although he thought of
nothing irregular at the time, the symptoms
of Harmon’s illness were like those of polsoniog. Daring the illneBs, Mrs. Harmon appeared to be suffering from a severe cold and
was

sat in
band.

an

adjoining

room

Memorial

to that other hus-

DR. THOMPSON’S STATEMENT.
Dr. A. V. Thompson, who attended Harmon,
was seen last night, and stated that he was
first called on Feb. 12th, and attended Har-

until the 22d, when the man died. Dr.
found Harmon suffering with inflammation of the stomach accompanied by
mon

Thompson

vomiting. He pronounced the sickness
to be gastritis, and applied the usual remedies.
On the 14th and 15th days of Febrnary Dr.
Frederic Henry Gerrish visited the patient in
company with Dr. Thompson, and concurred
severe

in his opinion of the case.
It wasjthought
that Harmon would recover, provided there
was no disorganization
of the stomach and
other organs.
From the time the physician
made his first visit until his last on the evening
before the death, there was nothing to cause
any serions apprehensions of a fatal result.
Tbe temperature was bat slightly above the
natural degree, and the pnlse only slightly ac-

more BARGAINS to the sonare inch than any
other HOUSE in the United States. When we
say

BARGAINS WE MEAN BARGAINS I
$125,000 worth of Furniture, Carpets, Bedding, Stoves and Ranges always on hand in

The Militia Ituroilmcnt.
The work of enrolling the citizens of Port
land subject to military duly in 1885, including all between 18 and 45 years of age, is concluded, with the following result:
Ward 1.
929

2.

665

5

.927
4.965
6
018
6 .708
7

389

Total.5,201
It is singular that Ward 7, which throws a
vote of 925, should possess so small a proportion of voters liable to military duty.
At the
last election Ward 1 threw 1,111 votes; Ward
2,860; Ward 3, 952; Ward 4,1,066; Ward 5,
878; Ward 6, 823; Ward 7, 925.

sets,
$37.50 $30, $43, $45, $50,
These goods are fresh, sew and clean, from the best manufacturers in $54
New
Cherry Chamber Sets 6 different patterns. A solid Cherry Chamber Set. beautiful
pattern and finish, mahogany panels and perfect in every particular for $45.
Mahoganized Chamber Sets, very haadionie, $25 to $40 for full lO piece set*.

ASH CHAMBER SETS.

in^he Cilv o0fld«yo,foa,l.'^SvMiaS*«
fOKNllraiff&ffSSft
these goods delivered
asking
house.
for

are

and

set

up in your

PARLOR FURNITURE.
extraordinary bargains: Hair Clotft Parlor Saits 835; Beantiful MoJ“ufai£,aT0
Elegant Mohair Plush Suits $65 and upwards;
Student’s Kockers
hair Plush Suit $50,

Easy Chairs,

Bed Lounges.

MANTLE BEDS.
An excellent one$10;

Make your Chamber

n

and

a Boston club probably
At the
during National Encampment week.
business meeting Monday evening, the uniform and colors will be decided upon.—Lewis-

ton

“

“

comfortable. The next morning, Sunday,
the 22d, the doctor was telephoned just after
breakfast that Harmon had died.
was

When Dr. Thompson made his first call ho
found Kohler in charge of the sick room, and
he was present with two exceptions at all the
doctor’s calls. He seemed on good terms with
his patient. Mrs. Harmon was sometimes in
Dr. Thompson did not see her
conversation with

Kohler,

any extended
nor notice
any

them.

Kohler

on

carry

tor’s directions
cine.

intimacy between

apparently followed the docin administering the medi-

Dr. Thompson called at the house Sunday
forenoon after being notified of the death. He
thought it strange that Harmon should have
died so suddenly when be had left bim in no
With a
apparent danger the night before.
view to ascertaining the cause of the sudden
disease of the patient, Dr. Thompson said to
Mrs. Harmon that he would like to make a
Kohler, who was
post mortem examination.
in the room, said that it would amount to
Mrs.
nothing only to satisfy the physicians.
Harmon expressed herself as being perfectly
willing to allow the autopsy to take place as
far as she herself was concerned, but added
that she thought the old folks, Harmon’s
The physician did not
parents, would object.
for the
press his point, as he had asked
autopsy only to satisfy his curiosity as to the
sudden and somewhat inexplicable
At this time Dr. Thompson had no
apprehension of anything wrong, his suspicions
being first aroused when he afterwards learned
of Kohler’s purchase of arsenic at the time of
cause

of

a

death.

the sickness.
In response to a

question

as

to whether or

the symptoms of Harmon showed the presDr. Thompson
ence of arsenic in the system,
said that there were symptoms—such as a
burning feeling and intense thirst—which
might indicate the presence of arsenic in the
system, but which might also be nothing but
not

the natural accompaniments of the disease.

j.«

“

“

55
09
«9
81
89

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

...

“

“

“

“

“

“
«
“

$1.00

...

a

Sale!

Special

large lot of Ladies’ and Children’s Underwear which we
this morning, as follows :
10 cents
Undervests, small sizes,

.8fa,aJl S'08® out» beginning
Children’s 25e
...

30c to 40c Undervesis, medium sizes
50c Undervests, medium weight
40 dozen Ladies’ Uauze Unctoi vents at*
“
“
bO
very nice Medium Weight Undervests at
“
“
*•
“
“
“
ti
o
40

19
39
25
50
-0

“

“

“
4k
“

it

Walnut at unheard of price.. Exten.ion Table*.
and nil kind* of Chair* very Cheap.

COT

Dinirg Room Chair*

up in your

Slat Cots.

....

parlor

stand up in

or

a

Woven Wire Cots.

tered Cots.

never carried near so

large

an

assortment of all kinds of Gloves as

Rines Brothers.
my23

BEDS.
can put
a spare.

...

we now offer.

STANDS.

Get ready for the rush by buying a canvas cot that
you
inches fiquar ; just the thing to always have on hand as

...

....

space 6

Uphols-

dlt

SOMERS, THE HATTER.

Hair Mattresses and all kinds of Mattresses. A Prime Hair Mattress $10.

PILLOWS.
Nice Fair for* $1.10 audL

TOILET
at

juet Half

the

ODD
Don’t

buy until you

Cost.

SETS

Handsome Assortment.

BEDSTEADS.
.ee

oar., and let

u*

astonish yon with the price.

REMNANTS, REMNANTS,
Beautiful

Just

come

Body Brussels Remnants. Now

in.

Upwards

CARPETS,

REMNANTS.

don’t wait until

CARPETS,

the nioe

ones are

all gone.

Great opening of NEW LIGHT COLORED STIFF
KERSEYS in all the Latest New York styles in all the
Blue, Pearl, Nutria and Nutria mixed and Blue mixed.

HATS
new

and

colors,

CARPETS.

More Extra Sopers, All Wool, at.

..95

More of those Rich Velvets...95
More of those Beautiful B
95
And more of that nice Tapestry
.47%
Cotton Carpets....
Cotton and Wool
..35

cents.
<•

russels.’
*§*
Brussels.....,,'jM,,
.*....173/2 »«
Carpets..*..7.7.7..". .7*!..7
STRAW MATTING. 25 Rolls fresh pretly patterns. 16 1-2 cents and
upwards.
Bugs and mats. A new lot to-day at our popular prices.
Desks and Secretaries at less than cost to manufacture.

and look at them.

Just

«<

FOR

FINE, NOBBY GOODS WE EXCEL.

come

Rattan Chairs,

a nice Chair for $3,00
Camp Chaiis, Camp Rockers and Stools, cheaper than

BABY
A

ever.

CARRIAGES.

nice one for $8.50, $9.00, $9.50, $10 and $ 14.

If you want

a

Baby Carriage come

at

once.

CHIFFON IERS.
With and without glass.

Very

that you need in your

nice for

packing in.

Don't fail to

see them and
one.
Come

houses, at prices that astonish every

thousands of other things
to the New Store.

Branch of the Great Nassau Hall Fur nitare and Carpet Store, Boston,
Corner Pearl and Middle Streets, Portland, Me.

B.

A.

ATKINSON

&

The largest and most complete line of Boys’ and Children’s Straw
Hats ever shown in the city, in tine and medium grudes.

Kerseys and Light Stiff Hats made

my23dtf

in the present styles.

over

SOMERS, THE HATTER,

CO.

ISAAC C. ATKINSON, Manager.

Practical

Manufacturing

253 Middle

lqy23

and Retail

Hatter,

St., directly opp. head of Cross St.
eodtf
rr

STRAWS !

PARASOLS.

KERSEYS!

To day, Saturday, May 23d, we shall sell
100 Elegant Quality FShcy Brocade and

Changeable

Satin

Parasols, 10 Rib, Paragon

frames and nobby bandies at $2.69.
best value we have yet offered.

LIGHT STIFF HATS!

The

Journal.

The gold medal was awarded Mellin’s Food
at the New Orleans Exposition, in recognition
of its great nourishing properties.

The person to buy of is the manufacture. We make our own goods. We have
styles and colors to pick from than any dealer in the city. Our prices are the
lowest. To-day we open onr stock of Straws. We have an overstock of dark hats,
and will sell them LOWER than all others.
more

MARRIAGES.
In Skowhegan, May 10, Eugene M. Savage and
Mias Georgie M. Fowler.
In Pittsfield, May 1, Dr Chas. F. Brock of Clinton
and Minnie K. Rich of Pittsfield.
In Rockland, May 1, Dexter J. Clough and Jennie
B. Jameson.
In Gardiner, May 16, Geo. W. Dill and Miss Emma B. Huntington.

ROBERT F. SOMERS & CO.,

OEATBS.

THE

In this city, May 22, Patrick H. Norton, aged 22
years 6 months 22 days.
[Funeral on Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
his late residence No. 16 Briggs street.
In Standish, May 20, Eliakim Weseott, aged 64
years 1 month.
In Standish, May 22, Mrs. Sarah, widow of the
late Rev. James Weston, aged 92 years.
In Bath. May 17, Esther L., wife of Ira Hodgdon

aged 71 years.
InBoothbay, May 5,

Mrs.

87 years.

HAT

my23

Th

rv

&9V

THE HATTEK, NO. 197 MIDDLE ST.,

2S2 JVXicLdle St.,

has the following in stock, all new

Spring

eodtf
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Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
in the spring 1 felt all run down and
much debilitated, I found Hood’s SarBaparilla just
the medicine to build me up. My wife also, after
much physical prostration, found in its use new
life and lasting benefit. Upon our little girl, who
‘‘Wlien

sick with scarlet fever, its effect was
marvelous, entirely removing the poison from her
blood and restoring her to good health.” E. G.
Stratton, Swampscott, Mass.

Silk Hats for Young Men,
Silk Hats for Old Meu,
Silk Hats made to order,
and Exchanged for $3.00.
Children’s Straw Hats,
Straw
Hoys’
Hats,
Men’s
Straw
Hats,
In all the Spring Styles.
Leather Trunks, Zinc
Trunks, Canvas Trnnks,
Patent Wood Trnnks,
Also Trnnks made to order.

MERRY’S

Hammocks, Carriage Robes,
Summer Horse Blankets, Ac,

boon

Purities the Blood.
“Hood’s Sarsaparilla as a blood purifier has no
equal. It tones the system, strengthens and invigorates, giving new life. I have taken it for kidney
complaint with the best results.” D. E. Saunders,
81 Pearl Street, Cincinnati.
“1 was troubled with salt rheum three years. I
took Hood’s Sarsaparilla and am entirely cured ana
my weight has increased from 108 pounds to 135.
Mrs. Alice Smith. Stamford, Conn.
“I can recommend Hood’s Sarsaparilla to all as a
safe, sure medicine. It cured me of terrible headaches, and cured my little girl of swellings in her
neck which had been lanced twice.” Mrs. F. E.
Lord, Gates Avc., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Made only
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

Sold

100 Doses Due Dollar.
dnrrn

jn.nl
NEW

Feather

Weight

May 21st. The finder will be rewarded by leaving it at HINDS Drug Store,

THURSDAY,

STIFF HATS!

1 MlK S A ME—At a bargain; Stock of groceries
P and fixtures in one of the best locations in

Portland, corner of Quebec and Lafayette streets,
now occupied by I. B. Wheeiock; c ose to G. A. R.
23-1
Encampment. Enquire on the premises.

lady’s black pocket book with steel
rim and clasp, containing twenty-one dollars
and several railroad ticke.s; ihe tinder will be suitably rewarded by leaving the same at the PRESS
23-1
Office.

LOST—A

SAME—Top buggy. Nearly

FOR
gy, in excellent order

and

new

Perfectly Ventilated. The greatest SCHEME for a Summer
Hat ever yet made. They will keep your head cool.

BOYS’ MB CHILDREN’®
Extra wide Brim Straw Hits. Tue greatest assortment to
select from. Elegant flue goods.

MERRY
The Hatter’s,
my 23

on

Middle Street.
eodtf

■

Cap.

197WIDDLE ST.
eodtf

DRAB KEBSEY HATS,

LATEST SUMMER STYLE.
Also all the latest styles in Drab, Nutria, Granite,
Pearl, Mulberry aud Brown. Derby for Young Men
now ready for Summer wear.
The largest and most
complete assortment of Straw Hats now open and CTilldren’s goods that are elegant. A fancy line of Carriage
Robes, nobby patterns in Moinie Cloth Robes, different
from any other dealer.

box bug-

thoroughly built;

may be seen at 27 Boyd St. Good trade.
JOHN A. SMITH, 27 Boyd St.

COE,
my23

xny23d3t

Corner Pino and Brackett Sts.

Don’t forget that when you
a Hat of COE, the Hatter,
he will give you either
A Real Richter Harmonica.
A
Bag of Marbles,
A Base Ball Belt,
A Base B.lII, or
A Base Ball

buy

LIGHT COLORED

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Gold Bracelet Lost.

<-

Yeomans, Stetson, Hooper,
Buyer and Wilcox styles.

That the very best blood purifier and spring medicine is Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
That it cures biliousness, indigestion, dyspepsia,
headache, and kidney and liver complaints.
That it is a wonderful medicine for restoring and
sharpening the appetite.
That it cures scrofula, salt rheum, boils, pimples,
or other diseases of the blood.
If vou suffer from any of these
affections, try
Hood’s Sarsaparilla at once.

had

Styles.

Black Semi Stiff Hats,
Brown Semi Stiff Hats,
Blue Semi Stiff Hats,
Maple Semi Stiff Hats,
Pearl Semi stiff Hats.
Brauite Mixed Stiff Hats,
Smoke Semi Stiff Hats.
Biutria Semi Stiff Hats,
in the Dunlap, Knox,

Ephraim liewis, aged

T7/\ TT

BULLETIN.

COE,

ONLY HATTERS,

celerated.
On Saturday evening at about half past eight
when the doctor made his last visit, the patient complained of feeling paralyzed from his
threat downward and was very thirsty, but although the change was slightly for the worse,
no danger was apprehended and Dr. Thompson left the house, supposing
that his patient

“
1.25
“
1.37
1.42 Laundered

Kotiu.

Beautiful Design* and Excellent A**ortment; Price* $6.50 and upwards.

JLacroMMC.
Tho Portland Lacrosse Clnb will practice
this evening on the Eastern Promenade. They
Montreal.
It is on
may be arranged with

“

“

We have

We

Sitting

SIDE BOARDS.
Cherry

ive and interesting nature of this course.

lacrosse sticks from
the cards that a match

“

“

“

...

handsome in stvle and finish, and

fi*
j’rov*
II
England We have in

lished reputation of Mr. Hayden as a thorough
Biblical scholar, is a guarantee of the attract-

new

“$1.00 Laundered
“
1.00 Unlaundered
“

“

25 cents

«

CHAMBER SETS.

OPEN EVERY EVENING Til.l, TEN.

expecting their

“

“

SPECIAL LISLE GLOVE SALE.

Biblical Lectures.
Rev. Wm. B. Hayden, last Sunday evening,
delivered the first of a series of very interesting lectures on the journey of the Israelites
through the wilderness, in the vestry of the
New Jerusalem church on New High street.
The second lecture will be delivered tomorrow
evening, to which the public are cordially invited In this lecture the literal history and
spiritual meauing of that uot6d journey will
be treated, illustrated by maps. The estab-

are

“

50c, 75c and $1.00 qualities at only
25 cents
We never offered Gloves at so great a loss as we are to offer them to-day.
25 dozen good quality Lisle Gloves
19 cents
“
50 “
extra long $1.00 “
25
These are the most wonderful bargains in Gloves we ever sold.
80 dozen Ladies’ good wearing 3-button Kids
50 cents
«
“
“
“
“
45
4 “
59
“
“
“
25
Wristed
$1.25 Mousquetaire
19
Long
Ail sizes of extra 3-button Kids at
1.00
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
4
1.25
“
“
“
“
“
4
“2.00“
1.69
“
“
“
“
6
“2.50“ “
2.00
“
“
“
“
8 inch Mousquetaire at
2.00

Day.

Address.Rev. C. 11. Daniels
Close by singmg “America.” in which the audience
will be invited to join.
It is understood the morning and afternoon
programme will be as usual, consisting of
decorating the graves in all the cemeteries but
Evergreen in the morning, and Evergreen in
the afternoon.

50
20
20
85
42
24

“

“

75c
82c

the Two Stores.

In this department we have 13 styles of Solid Walnut, 10 piece
Perfect to Workmanship audl the prices for the present are

joiut committees of Bosworth and
Thatcher Posts, G. A. K., have prepared the
following ptogrammo for the exercises at City
Hall on the evening of Memorial Day, Saturday, May 30th:
Music by Chandler's Baud.
Prayer.Kev. A. K, P. Small
Singing by Shaw’s Quartette.
Address.Col. A. W. Bradbury
Music by Band.
Singing... .Quartette

Singing.Quartette

Shirts at

“

At

we are

The

Poem.E. H. El well

Gents’Unlaundered
“

40

tl N D E R WE A R

Office,

pcJutland,
offerine

FOR ANALYSIS.

shrewd,

1>R. BDZZELE’s STATEMENT.
Dr. James Bnzzell was the first physician
called. Kohler came to his honEe on the
morning of tbe 4th of Febrnary and said that

where

10 dozen

every one of which is

AND MIDDLE STS,,

few doors below the Post

IIALL

It is reported that the body of Mr. Harmon
will bo exhumed at Standish today and the
stomach sent to Prof. Carmichael, at Brunswick, for analysis.

had

a

Shirts,

STORE,

TRANSPORTED TO THE

PEARL

of Good Fitting

In our business experience we have assorted out from a'l best
styles,
best qualities and best fltting shirts made and have secured above ex>
traordinary line, every one of. which we warrant. We are running
these now at ever so much below usuai prices.

CARPET

J

did not get well. On February 22d Harmon
died suddenly. The doctors desired a postmortem examination, which Mrs. Harmon
seemed willing to have made, but later Bbe
objected, the reason given being that Mr.
Harmon’s aged parents, who lived in Standisb,
were opposed to the catting up of the body.
Mr. Harmon had been sickly, bad had a seyears ago, which
The Marshal, on beif any, Kohler could

A 3NTID

"

qualities

warranted*

GREI
NASSAU HALL
FURNITURE

CORNER OF

and

Styles

—

'

During

Kohler’s quick temper had a tendency to
make him somewhat unpopular with the other
workmen, some of whom it is said delighted
in hectoring him. It has been reported that
at one time, in a fit of auger, Kohler chased
a workman down stairs with a hatchet in
hiB
hand, but Mr. Somers said he did not see any

CONTENTS GENT’S unlaundered shirts.

THE

OF TELE

—

came to

say that Kohler laft the firm's employ of his
own accord.

two

PART OF

us

their patient for gastritis, bat their medicines
failed of the desired
effect.
The; were
puzzled, for they could not see why the man

rheumatic attack

A

ing Kohler, made substantially the following

with

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
_

to use

onnV> twitioaoHon

vere

NEW ADVERTISEMENT*

a

waB

Doubt.

the room.

The Bteamer Empire 8tate, with a large
number of Massachusetts veterans on hoard
will be at Grand Trunk wharf No. 5, during
the encampment.

Dr.

j Harmon for

the Second Parish tomorrow evening.
The revised Bibles were received yesterday

mense

before judge bonney.

A PECULIAR CASE.

Apply to
23-1

SAME—Double-seated carriage in perfect
a double barrel gun,
louder, very
Inquire of G. M,
23-1
TOLFORD, 286 Congress Street.

E.

FOR
order, cheap for cash; also
breech
little used.

*

mt2a
“f2J

N. PERRY,
246

MIDDLE

STREET.

eodtf
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